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A B S T R A C T  

Viacheslav Ivanov's Eros: A Cri t ica l  Study 
By Mark Knighton 

Doctoral dissertation 
Department of Slavic Languagcs and Literatures, 

University of Toronto, 1999 

This dissertation is a study of the main themes and 

structure of the book Eros, a collection of thirty-three 

lyric poems written in 1906 by Viacheslav Ivanovich 

Ivanov (1866-1949) . The collection is among other 

things the account of Ivanov's attempt to stimulate a 

poetic renewal through an erotic association between 

himself, his wife Lidiia Ivanova, and the younger poet 

Sergei Gorodetskii. Ivanov renders the affair in terms 

of a Dionysian visitation, which ends tragically and yet 

provides a catharsis and the promise of spiritual and 

creative rebirth. An example of the conjunction of 

seemingly incompatible influences from Friedrich 

Nietzsche and Vladimir Solovqev, Eros is examined in the 

con tex t  of the "mystical anarchistN movement of 1906, as 

the extreme expression of Ivanovls Promethean impulses, 

and as a poetic rendering of theories of Platonic eros 

that were current in the literary soirees of the period. 

An expression of Ivanovg s syncretic "myth* of unity, the 

lyric cycle is also considered in light of Ivanovqs 

theories of the roots of the drama and the Dionysian 

dithyramb. Eros is read as an example of Russian 

Symbolist "lif e-creation, " (zhiznetvorchestvo) in which 

the boundaries between life and art are deliberately 

blurxed. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  

In Saint Petersburg in 1906, with reverberations from 

the revolution of the previous year still audible in the 

streets, Viacheslav Ivanov undertook a rather daring 

experiment in both h i s  art and his persona1 life: to 

summon Dionysus the god of ecstasy and lay hirnself open to 

the inf luence of Eros the  Platonic daimon. In practical 

terms this meant inviting the much younger poet Sergei 

Gorodetskii to participate in a ménage trois with Ivanov 

and his wife, Lidiia Zinovteva-Annibal. In doing so he 

hoped to provoke a creative rebirth at least, and also 

take a step towards a reintegration- not only of his own 

psychic life, but perhaps on a larger scale. The 

experiment and the book (Eros) that resulted from it 

provoked amusement, alarm, ridicule, admiration and 

embarrassment. Valer i i  Briusov, who hastened to publish 



the poems, thanked Ivanov for what seemed at the time to 

be a necessary book. 

From the title alone (Eros: a proper, not an abstract 

noun) it promised to address a theme of urgent interest to 

contemporary culture. Indeed, from his first appearance 

in Russian literature, Ivanov seemed perfectly in tune 

with the cornpelling topics of the day in art and culture, 

having returned from lengthy residence abroad deeply 

steeped in the writings of Vladimir Solov'ev and Friedrich 

Nietzsche, two of the "prime movers" of contemporary 

Russian intellectual life, and with an unrivaled scholarly 

knowledge of ancient Greek religion. For about eight 

years, from 1904-1912, Ivanov stood at the centre of the 

Russian Symbolist movement as essayist and poet. 

This dissertation is a study of the collection Eros 

in light of its author1s theories and in the context of 

his other creative work at the time. While Eros is 

examined as a thematic and structural whole, it is also 

considered as an example of Symbolist ~zhiznetvorchestvo," 

(or "life-creation, as it has recently been rendered') in 

which the boundaries between art and life are deliberately 

crossed f rom both directions : aes thetic considerations 

Irina Paperno and Joan Delaney Grossman, eds., 
C r e a t i n g  L i f e :  the A e s t h e t i c  U t o p i a  of  Russian Modernism 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994). 



govern the conduct of life, and the justification for life 

is sought in the art it produces. 

This Introduction will provide some background 

information on Ivanov's influences, particularly from 

Vladimir Solov'ev and Friedrich Nietzsche. It will also 

touch on the ideas that particularly engaged Ivanov at the 

time of writing Eros, specifically his theories of the 

drama, of "non-acceptance" (or mystical anarchism, as i t 

was also called) and the ''crisis of indi~idualism.~ 

Chapter One is a description of the social and 

persona1 background to the writing of  Eros in the rather 

unbridled atmosphere of the period immediately following 

the Revolution of 1905. This forms the context of a 

description of the Russian Symbolist interest in 

"zhiznetvorchestvo. " 

Chapter Two goes into greater detail about some of 

the fundamentals of Ivanov's brand of symbolism: his 

quarrel with decadence as he understood the tem, and his 

vision of a coherent system of symbolism which quite 

naturally finds expression in solar imagery, in which the 

Sun serves as the emblem of a transcendent divinity and as 

a symbol of the path of the tragic hero. Ivanov's view of 

tragedy serves as a pattern to which the relations between 

himself, his wife Lidiia Zinovieva-Annibal and Sergei 

Gorodetskii are seen to conform. 



Chapter Three considers the major themes, images and 

symbolic resources of the collection, and offers some 

observations on the organization of the collection as a 

whole, as well as close readings of many of the poems in 

the first part. Chapter Four continues with analyses of 

some of the poems in the second half of the book. 

Russian Symbolism is commonly perceived to fa11 into 

two major groups: the "older generation" of writers such 

as Dmitrii Merezhkovskii, Konstantin Bal'mont and Valerii 

Briusov, and the "younger" or "mladosimvolisty,~' 

consisting, most notably, of Aleksandr Blok and Andrei 

~elyi.~ Born in 1866, and thus closer in age to the senior 

group, Ivanov belongs among the younger group by virtue of 

his affinities, and also by the timing of his entry into 

Russian literature: he began to publish and be recognized 

as late as 1903-4. Generalization is extremely difficult 

with such diverse personalities, but the younger group 

shared a sharper sense of imminent apocalypse, a 

fascination with the work of Vladimir Solov'ev and 

Friedrich Nietzsche, and their work shares a pervasive 

quasi-religious tenor. They also seem to have felt more 

acutely than their elders what Ivanov in an influential 

A tripartite schema might have D. Merezhkovskii and 
2 .  Gippius forming one wwave;n Briusov and Bal 'mont the 
second; and Ivanov, Blok, and Belyi the "thitd wave." 



essay called a "crisis of individualism," and they sought 

answers to that crisis in Symbolism. In the earlier work 

of Bal'mont and Briusov, on the other hand, there is often 

a sense of exultant, at tirnes even arrogant, 

individualism. 

It was largely through the writings of the 

~mladosimvolisty" that Syrnbolism turned f rom a literary 

school into a very cornprehensive cultural movement. 

Characteristic Symbolist motifs and issues such as "unity" 

and "synthesis," which appeared among the first generation 

Syrnbolists as largely aesthetic problems, acquired greater 

persona1 urgency among the younger generation, and they 

developed a more acute sense of the tragic condition of 

contemporary life. The almost limitless interest of 

Briusov or Bal'mont in stylistic experiment and 

exploration of the world's cultural inheritance gave way 

in the younger group to greater concentration and 

discrimination. 

Ivanov had a very clear idea of what distinguished 

himself and his associates from their immediate 

forerunners: a belief in Symbolism as much more than an 

artistic movement or a style, indeed as a f o m  of complete 

engagement with the world in religious, social and 

aesthetic terms. In one respect the "second generationn 

of symbolists were reacting against what fvanov consideted 



"decadentn elements in their predecessors. He did not 

bother to write polemics against the neo-realists: the 

important thing was to confront the closely related heresy 

of decadence. Aithough by 1906 both Blok and Ivanov were 

themselves widely regarded as extremely "decadent,lt they 

expected more profound results from their literary and 

persona1 experirnents than the production of aesthetic 

artifacts for contemplation. 

Most of the important aesthetic and religious 

problems addressed in the theoretical writings of the 

~mladosimvolisty~ are adumbrated somewhere in the writings 

of philosopher and poet Vladimir Solov'ev (1853-1900). 

For Ivanov, the task of Symbolism was ta bring about the 

"unity of all" or "vseedinstvon prophesied by Soloviev. 

He remained loyal to Solovtevts ideas throughout his life, 

and quoted extensively from the philosopher's poetry as 

well as his prose. Certain verses of Solov'ev served as 

touchstones, to which Ivanov frequently returned in his 

own writing. In a sense, Solov'ev was only the most 

recent representative of a tradition of Platonic idealism 

that formed the framework of Ivanov's aesthetic. It 

required little effort to accommodate the medieval 

Christian poetics of Dante or the Romantic idealism of 

Goethe or Tiutchev to the comprehensive and fundamentally 

poetic system worked out by Solov'ev. 



In a memorial address on the legacy of Solov'ev 

Ivanov characteristically praised the totality of his work 

and saw in its coherent and comprehensive unity evidence 

of a kinship with Dante, Goethe, and Novalis. (SS3,  p . 3 0 6 )  ' 
Solov'ev's work could not but reflect the "vseedinstvo" he 

had devoted his life to prophesying. 

The true educator ("obrazovatel ' ") ' of our religious 
strivings, the lyric Orpheus, bearer of the principle 
of creative order ("zizhditel ' ny i  stroi") , was V1. 
Solov'ev, singer of the divine Sophia." (SS3 ,  p.297) 

A l 1  of Solov'evls work was directed towards returning 

the world to a state of unity or "vseedinstvoN by re- 

establishing a connection between spirit and matter. As a 

result of a primeval fa11 from unity, matter and spirit 

exist in separate realms. It i s  not enough to  overcome 

the shortcornings of nature: s p i r i t  must infuse matter, and 

matter must give expression to spirit. Between these 

realms hovers the World Soul (9n i rova ia  dusha'' ) . One 

manifestation of the World Soul is Sophia, probably the 

most influential idea or image formulated by Solov'ev. 5 

' Viacheslav Ivanovich f vanov, Sobranie soch inen i i  , 
ed. by D.V. Ivanov and 0. Deshartes. (6 volumes, Brussels: 
Foyer Oriental Chrétien, 19710) volume 3, p. 306. Hereafter 
this edition will be referred to in the text as SS, 
followed by volume and page number, e.g.: SS3, p.306 .  

4 Emphasis in the original, to highlight the root 
meaning of "obrazovatel'": one who forms. 

Vladimir Sarychev sees wSophiaN as a higher stage of 
development than the "World Soul" in the hierarchy of 
" vseedinstvo. " Vladimir Aleksandrovich Sarychev, Es tetika 



Sophia can be understood as representing the 

as it was first intended by the Creator, and 

will be when unity has been restored between 

created woxld 

as the world 

Creator and 

creation, and within the world itself. As an embodiment 

of a universal female principle, Sophia is another version 

of the Ewig-weibl iche of Goethe's Faust, which Solov'ev 

quotes in his exposition. 

Sophia was more than an abstraction, however, and 

Solov'ev himself claimed to have been granted three 

separate visions of Sophia, culrninating in the desert in 

Egypt : 

What is, what was, what will be forever, one 
motionless gaze comprehended it all... [...] 1 beheld 
all, and al1 was one thing only, one image only of 
female beauty.. . 6 

The image of Sophia was extremely powerful and 

inf luential, particularly in the work of Aieksandr ~ l o k  .' 
Ivanov himself seems to have found the image of Sophia as 

russkogo modernizma (Voronezh: Izdatel ' stvo Voronezhskogo 
Universiteta, l W l ) ,  p. 13. 

6 Vladimir Sergeevich Solov' ev, Stikhotvoreniia i 
shutochnye p 'esy.  Ed. by Z .G. Mints (Leningrad: Sovetskii 
Pisatel', lW4), p. 130.  

7 Boris Thomson, "Blok and Belyi: Divergent Readings 
in the Poetry of Vladimir Solov'ev" in Symbolism and 
After: Essays on Russian Poetry in Honour of Georgette 



a feminine principle less compelling; in his work it is 

the Earth as the source and end of life that functions as 

the most important feminine abstraction, although other 

feminine figures such as Psyche or the Bacchic Maenad and 

indeed the World Sou1 herself appear throughout his work. 

Though Ivanov's admiration for Solov'ev's grand 

design was all-encompassing, the philosopher's re-working 

of Plato's doctrine of Love is particularly relevant to an 

understanding of Eros. As Paul Friedlaender describes it: 

"According to Plato and his successors, Eros is a 
Daimon, the greatest of those intermediary figures 
between the human and the divine. But Eros is more 
than a bridge, or an impulse to rise towards the 
transcendent: it is the agent by which the subject 
becomes aware of itself. In Plato the link between 
physical beauty and transcendent beauty is a 
necessary one. In later neo-Platonic thought the 
sexual element is a diversion from the true love, and 
a trap for weaker souls [ . . . l a  

Solovfev's interpretation of love, and sexual love in 

particular, as a continuum or ladder stretching from the 

depths of the human personality to the transcendent 

divinity is squarely within the tradition of neo-Platonism 

as it stretches from Plotinus through Dante and the German 

Romantics: 

Donchin, ed. by Arnold McMillin (Bristol: Bristol 
Classical Press, l992), pp. 49-50. 

Paul Friedlaender, Plato (New York: Bollingen, 
l958), vol.1, pp. 56-7. 

Although Ivanov as a classical scholar often seems 
to be looking back over Solov'ev's head to the original 
sources in Plato and Plotinus. 



It is no accident that sexual relations are not on ly  
called love, but by general recognition, are even the 
chief representation of love, being the type and 
ideal o f  every other sort of love (viz. Song of 
Songs, Revelation) . 'O 

Solovlev describes love as a force that overcomes an 

individual's natural egotism, compelling it to sacrifice 

i tself  in the name of a higher unity. He returns over and 

over in his essay to the assertion t h a t  love's purpose is 

to bring about a healthy affirmation of individualism: 

The sense of human love in general is the 
justification and salvation of individualism through 
the sacrifice of egoism. 11 

Love then acts as a catalyst, a dynamic form of divine 

truth operating on the personality: 

The truth as a living force, commanding the inner 
being of the person, and actually drawing him out of 
a false self-affirmation, is called love. 12 

The person transformed by love then becomes a lltrue 

individual"-- a version in microcosm of the total unity 

(llvseedinstvoN) to which life aspires: 

Each person is capable of knowing and realizing the 
truth, each can become a living reflection of the 
absolute whole, a conscious and independent organ of 
universal life. 

... true individualism is a certain definite image of 
the totality [ w v s e e d i n s t v o w ] ,  a certain def inite 
means of perception and of assimilating t o  oneself 
everything else. 13 

'O Vladimir Sergeevich Solovvev, 'Smysl liubviw in 
F i l o s o f i i a  i skuss tva  i l i t e r a t u r n a i a  k r i t i k a  (Moscow: 
IS~USS~VO, l g g l ) ,  p.  113. 

'' ibid., p. 113. 
l2 ibid., p. 112. 
l3 i d ,  p .  111, 114. 



Eros then is a basic principle of the personality, 

opposed to an equally fundamental egoism. Both principles 

affirm the self, but while egoism isolates a person, 

affirms him as distinct and separate, eros breaks dom his 

isolation and restores him to a sense of u n i t y  with the 

rest of the world. The restored unity is both microcosmic 

and rnacrocosmic, so to speak, in that the unity achieved 

is an integration of the personality within itself, an 

affirmation of the individual as well as a reintegration 

of the individual into the larger, divine unity. 

One of the most attractive aspects of Solov'ev's 

vision of erotic union was the way in which it reconciled 

polar opposites, for the play of contradictions, rornantic 

ironies, the oxymoron, and the interchange of opposites 

were popular literary gambits among the symbolists, 

especially in moral and erotic categories: pleasure in 

pain, creation in destruction, good vs. evil, chaos vs. 

order, male vs. female. Solov' ev' s interpretation of Eros 

conflates the various tales told by the guests at Plato's 

S p p o s i  um, so that Aristophanes ' "myth" of primeval 

androgyny, though apparently dismissed as a jeu d'esprit 

by the guests, becornes an important part of the Russian 

philosopher's thinking, as the union of both sexes in one 

is a goal of cosmic "synthesis." Androgyny is an ancient 



symbol of unity, in which the separation of the sexes is 

seen as a fa11 from a primordial state. Thus a venerable 

heterodox reading of the book of Genesis interprets the 

Fa11 as occurring with the division of Adam into two 

sexes, rather than in eating of the fruit of the Tree of 

Knowledge. 

Soloviev argues that Plato did not take his own ideas 

far enough, and that his doctrine logically leads to a 

belief in the immortality of the body and of the material 

world." Thus he insists, the reason for erotic ascent, 

for unity restored, is not to transcend and thus abandon 

the earthly, but ultimately to redeem it. Following a 

line of reasoning especially gratifying to the artists of 

the Silver Age, he argues that the true function of art is 

to participate in the redemption of matter by continuing 

the divine work of creation. 

E.V. Ermilova has suggested that, for al1 his 

emphasis on the sexual end of the continuum of Eros, 

Solov'ev himself was deeply inimical to the "earthly:" 

in the poetry of Solov'ev himself this principle 
[fidelity to the earth - "vernost ' zemlen] could not 
be realized; not only because of the insufficiency of 
his poetic gift (greatly exaggerated by his ecstatic 
adepts, who went so far as to place him beside 
Tiutchev and Fet) but also because of his ambivalent 
relationship to the "earthly:" more often it is 

" "Zhiznennaia drama Platonan in Vladimir Solov'ev, 
op. cit., p.199. 



perceived as the "evil darkness of this world," the 
"wicked flame of earthly fire."" 

The slogan "fidelity to the earth" is one that Ivanov 

never tired of repeating a s  one of the most basic tenets 

of Sqymbolism, and as a poet he had real success in evoking 

a powerful sense of the earth as the ground and source of 

life." While tormenting flames and darkness are common in 

his work at certain times- perhaps especially in Eros- 

they have little moral or ethical force. 

Solov'ev gave expression to his view of love in a 

poem that  made a deep impression on Blok and ~elyi," and 

would influence Ivanov's imagery and vocabulary in Eros 

and elsewhere : 

l5 E.V. Ermilova, Teoriia i obraznyi m i r  russkogo 
simvolizma (Moscow: Nauka, l989), p. 35. 

l6 See Vladimir Markov's remarks on the landscape poem 
"Ta~rmina,~ in "Vyacheslav Ivanov the Poet" in Robert 
Louis Jackson and Lowry Nelson Sr., eds . , Vyacheslav 
Ivanov: Poet, C r i t i c  and Philosopher (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1986), p.  52. 

17 Boris Thomson, "Blok and Belyi: Divergent Readings 
in the Poetry of Vladimir Solov'evN in Symbolism and 
After: Essays on Russian Poetry i n  Honour of Georgette 
Donchin, ed. by Arnold McMillin (Bristol: Bristol 
Classical Press, l992), p. 50. 



Not without reason did you and 1 come together,  and 
not  without reason my passion breathes like a 
conflagration: these f laming torments are only 
f a i t h f u l  pledges of the power of being. 
Eternal love pours i ts  l iv ing  fiery streams into the 
abyss of darkness. From the blazing dungeon, I will 
win the feather of the f i reb ird  for you again. 
Light from darkness. Over the black clod the faces 
of your roses  could not r i s e ,  i f  t h e i r  dark buried 
roo t  did  n o t  b i t e  in to  t h e  penumbral ~ o m b . ' ~  

The Apollonian light against a background of 

Dionysian darkness, the imagery of f i r e  and tonnent, the 

necessary union of t w o  extremes, and the allusion t o  dark, 

nourishing depths- these are al1 features that would 

profoundly impress Ivanov, and are reflected i n  the 

imagery and tone of E r o s .  

Another major i n t e l l e c t u a l  inf luence  i n  t h i s  period 

i s  the  work of Nietzsche,  in particular his theories of 

Dionysian and Apollonian drives ,  although the doctrine of 

the superman also contributes to Ivanov's thinking about 

the crisis o f  individualism. The need to reunite the 

fragments of the disarticulated modern Self is one o f  the 

few common themes between Solovvev and Nietzsche, and the 

10 Vladimir Soloviev, Stikhotvoreniia i shu tochnye 
p'esy, ed. by 2 .  G. Mints (Leningrad: Sovetskii Pisatel', 
1974), p. 92. 



German philosopher used a similar image of roots in the 

darkness (and an inversion of conventional moral 

categories) to represent the need to recognize and 

reintegrate the entire personality, as Zarathustra 

explains to a passing youth: 

wThe higher he would rise into the heights and the 
brightness, the more powerfully his mots strive 
downwards, into the dark, the deep, into evil." llYes, 
into evil! cried the youth, How is it possible that 
you have discovered my s ~ u l ? " ' ~  

But it was Nietzsche's metaphor of Dionysus that had 

the most profound influence, indeed it decisively altered 

the course of the poet's l i f e .  Among other things it 

suggested a way to resolve the "crisis of individualism." 

Dionysian ecstasy is provoked by an existential 

crisis: a glirnpse into the void of mortality inspires a 

mutinous assault on the divine in order to seize 

immortality by force. The assault  may be chastised by 

destruction of the personality in madness, or it rnay end 

in a catharsis or purification, which in Ivanov's terms 

involves a reintegration of the personality not unlike 

Solovtevts vision of the effects of love restoring 

interna1 balance and unity to the individual. 

The connection between Dionysus and Eros is already 

discreetly made in Platol s Symposiun, and there can be no 

l9 Friedrich Nietzsche, Vom Baum am Berge" in AZso 
Sprach Zarathustra (Munich: Goldmann, n.d.), p. 34. 



doubt that Ivanov was aware of itt given his knowledge of 

the most recondite references to the god and his cult. 

The occasion of the Symposium is the Dionysian festival of 

Anthisteria, and one of the participants, Agathon, has 

been favoured by the god in the dramatic cornpetition. The 

exchange of speeches on Eros takes on the nature of a 

poetic contest, with comic and tragic poets participating, 

and a notably Dionysian character, Alcibiades, portrays 

Socrates as a Dionysian celebrant . 20 

The thematic connection between Dionysus and Eros 

lies in the fact that both preside oves a variety of' 

maàness: the ritual madness of Dionysus, and the madness 

of the lover. The madness of Dionysus is cathartic and 

therapeutic, and has a wdemocraticm accessibility: it is 

available to slave and aristocrat alike." Both Eros and 

Dionysus thus unite individuals in a s t a t e  which overcomes 

the limitations of the self: 

Here too [in the madness of Eros] was a "given," 
something which happens to a man without his choosing 
it or knowing why- the work therefore, of a 
formidable daemon. Here too- here, indeed, above 
all- Plato recognized the operation of divine grace, 
and used the old religious language to express that 

'O See Daniel Andersont The Masks of Dionysus: a 
comentary on P l a t o ' s  Symposium (New York: SUNY Press, 
1993). See also Michael Morgan: "Plato and Greek 
religionw in The Cambridge Cornpanion to Plato,  ed. by 
Richard Kraut (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
l992), p. 235. 

'' E.R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley 
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, l W l ) ,  p. 
76. 



recognition. But Eros has a special importance in 
Platols thought as being the one mode of experience 
which brings together the two natures of man, the 
divine self and the tethered beaçt. For Exos is 
frankly rooted in what man shares with the animals, 
the physiological impulse of sex [. . . ] ; yet Eros also 
supplies the dynamic impulse which drives the sou1 
forward in its quest of a satisfaction transcending 
earthly experience. It thus spans the whole compass 
of human personality, and makes the one empirical 
bridge between man as he is and man as he might be. 22 

In Dodds's description we see the whole range of Eros' 

unifying force: linking individuals, certainly, but also 

linking disparate parts of a single personality, and 

linking "man as he isl' with "man as he might be." The 

erotic impulse towards transcendence becomes conflated in 

Ivanovls thought with the cathartic ecstasy of Dionysus, 

and provides the motive force for the upward rejection of 

earthly limitation in the spiritual dynamic that is "non- 

acceptance" ("nepriiatie") or mystical anarchism. 

Ivanov was clearly fascinated with the idea of 

possession, either as evidence of divine communication 

with the human, or as an instance of the psychic 

instability (often expressed as intense longing and dread) 

that foretells an episode of cathartic ecstasy. Many of 

the mythological figures in Eros are daimonic 

intermediaries between 

and the dead: Hermes, 

Anteros. In his diary 

the human and divine, the living 

Eros, the Biblical Paraclete, 

he speaks of a struggle with the 

22 E.R. Dodds, op. cit., 



"daimon" of Kuzmin; in a poem called Apotropeia he "wards 

o f f "  the influence of Sologub, and in a poem to Khlebnikov 

he reassures the wary younger poet: "1 am no devil" ("la 

ne bes") . The visitation of Dionysus, however dangerous, 

was t o  be welcomed. 

In a sense fvanovfs view of Dionysianism is a very 

traditional one: the ecstatic experience functions as a 

form of cathartic therapy for the celebrant overcome by a 

sense of his powerlessness in the grip of external 

pressures. There is a powerful release from selfhood and 

responsibility. Further, he saw in the ecstasy a way to 

reconcile the individual with the collective. 

Dionysus is less a distinct deity than  a series of 

masks always concealing the same ecstatic essence, which 

is shared by the celebrants. Thus there is no distinction 

between the god and those he possesses. The celebrants 

are motivated by love- as in the figure of the maenad 

calling upon the god as a bridegroom- and hubris, or 

Promethean l%ogoborchestvo, " as when the celebrants 

discern the god i n  one of their Company and rend and in 

some cases eat him in order to take on his power and his 

immortality. Both responses are thus two aspects of the 

same goal: loss of self. 

Al1 [varieties of the myth] form, i n  multicoloured 
and inexhaustible variety, a single unending 
masquerade, where Dionysus is discerned under the 
eternally changing personae [ l ichinyl  as the 



eternally singular, beneficent and terrifying, 
divinely omnipotent and triumphant, and at the same 
time somehow confronting those same unbridled, 
destructive forces and directing their blow; now 
slipping away from their attack, which is a mixture 
of love and theomachic [bogoboschestvuiushchii] will, 
now captured, rent by them in maàness and rage, 
murdered, devoured or buried, and again divinely 
indestructible, resurrected and reborn for a new 
appearance of the god, a new epiphany. 2 3 

Ivanovt s psychology mirrors a myth of recurrent  

catastrophe and redemption with the rending of the god 

followed by his resurrection. He constantly stresses the 

importance of the individual's psychological experience in 

the dynamic of Dionysian renewal. Following an Orphic 

elaboration of the Dionysus myth, a primeval catastrophe 

occurred with the rending of Dionysus by the Titans. The 

Orphics speak of it in terms that parallel the concept of 

original sin as a fa11 from unity which must be restored. 

In Dionysianism Ivanov saw the answer to a 

contemporary spiritual crisis and in order to convey it to 

a larqer public he proposed to retutn the drama to its 

roots in Dionysian cult practice. In the years 1904-6 

this was the focal point at which Ivanov's utopian social 

ideas came together with his religious and psychological 

theories. Ivanov was convinced that collective experience 

of Dionysian ecstasy was the way t o  bring about a new 

sobornost ', a community of free and freely united 

23 fvEllinskaia religiia stradaiushchego boga," Novyi 
p u t ' ,  no. 1, 1904: pp. 125-6. 



individuals, and he was eager to see the contemporary 

theatre return to t h e  ritual in some form. The drama 

would becorne the enactment of a psychological process 

which spreads to encompass the spectators. 

The best way to introduce the highly salutary 

cathartic effect of Dionysus was to re-establish the cult 

practices of t h e  god in t h e  form of choral dithyramb. 

Ivanov's scholarly research had sought the historical 

roots of the cult, in order to prove that it was a 

fundamental and defining feature of Greek culture and 

psychology, and not merely, as in Nietzsche, a metaphor, 

however powerful. He wanted to find the irreducible 

minimum of Dionysianism: the place where the drama, 

religion and psychology (both individual and collective) 

meet. This interest in the most primitive manifestations 

of the myth extended to the most primitive and therefore 

most "authentic" form of the drama, namely the ritual 

performance of the dithyramb. The kernel of al1 tragic 

dramatic action is the enactment of ritual sacrifice of 

Dionysus. The victim of sacrifice is the god himsel f ,  so 

that Dionysus is both victim and slayer, an instance of 

"unanimous victimage, to borrow a term from Rene Girard. 

In this scheme the collective becomes the god, and becomes 

its own executioner. The worshippers ritually enact their 

collective guilt, and are purged of it. 



According to S.V. Stakhorskii, for a few years Ivanov 

was the most influential theoretician of the drama in 

Russia. 2' At the same time facetious rumours circulated 

that Ivanov had never actually set foot in a theatre. The 

joke certainly caught the highly abstract nature of his 

interest in the drama. Nonetheless his ideas held the 

attention of Meierkholld, who planned but never carried out 

a production of Ivanov's " Tantal ,"  a full-scale tragedy 

modeled closely on classical conventions. 

The theatre had a special fascination among the 

Symbolists, partly because of the historical links of the 

theatre with religious ritual and rnystery, partly because it 

offered a way to overcome the solipsism of the symbolists, 

and place their art in a public space. The period saw a 

great deal of experimentation in the theatre, with writers 

recasting folk drama, eighteenth century comedy, mystery 

plays, imitations of classical drama and the commedia 

dell'arte. One of the starting points for Symbolist 

discussions of the theatre was of course Wagner, with his 

mythological operas and his theories of the Gesamtkunstwerk, 

in which al1 the arts contribute in a single, unified 

communal event. In Ivanovls Nietzschean view, Wagner was 

the latest member of a romantic tradition 

- 

24 S .V. Stakhorskii, Viacheslav Ivanov i russkaia 
t e a t r a l  'naia kul Yura nachala XX veka. (Moscou: 
Gosudarstvemyi Universitet Teatralpnogo Iskusstva, 19911, 
p. 4 .  



working towards the restoration of a Dionysian drama; a 

process which began with Beethoven's Ninth Symphony and 

its choral finale. Wagner was an important historical 

milestone for Ivanov, but he wanted to take the drama 

further: among other things he faulted Wagner for his 

reliance on a single central character dominating the 

stage. 

A partnership between Ivanov and Meierkhol'd is 

interesting to contemplate because the most striking thing 

about Ivanovvs dramatic essays is their complete unconcern 

with most theatrical conventions; the institution of the 

theatre as a set of technical problems and devices 

interested him hardly at all. In fact, the main thrust of 

Ivanov's ideas is towards the abolition of the theatre per 

se. 

One of the few stage conventions that did in teres t  

Ivanov was that of the tragic mask. In the primitive form 

of Dionysian ritual, the mask amounced the presence of 

the god, and in its later use in Attic tragedy, it served 

as a reminder that the actors in the drama were al1 

ultimately enacting the same Dionysian rite. fvanov calls 

this use of the mask "transparent, " in that, 

paradoxically, it discloses the actors' identity as 

Dionysus . 



The historical development of Western drama, he 

argues, led to an increasing emphasis on the individual 

character study. In a development that parallels the 

apotheosis of individualism in Western culture, as 

dramatic characters become more individualized, their 

personae, or masks, become more opaque, more delimited and 

differentiated. Another result of this process is the 

increasing alienation of the audience from the action on 

stage, leading to ever greater "differentiationW and 

atomization. 

Aside from the  mask, the other theatrical convention 

to attract Ivanovls attention was the stage itself, which 

he proposed to eliminate entirely, and with it the 

distinction between audience and actor. He pointed to 

recent archaeological evidence that seemed to prove that 

originally the Greek theatre was completely circular, with 

no barrier between the performance and its spectators. 

In the essays of 1905-6, fvanov is primarily 

concerned to strip away the accreted conventions of the 

theatre in order to lay bare or "make transparentt1 the 

archetypal persona of the tragic hero. As a result, the 

theatre itself starts to look almost l i k e  an arbitrary 

convention. Ivanov's theatre has no audience, only 

participants, and is based on the belief that al1 the 



characters are playing a single role, which is more 

psychological mechanism than dramatic conflict. Character 

is not so much a guise as a reduction to what is essential 

and unconditioned in the individual. Such a theatre is no 

longer really theatre, and is no longer concerned with 

illusion or representation. 

Ivanov asks: what do we seek from the drama -- 
external action? On the contrary: "the drama plainly 

strives to become interior," to see through the inner 

mask. He calls for a theatre of "inner experience, " by 

which he means something different from a theatre of 

symbolic action, representing the inner life of the hero. 

Instead, interior, psychic "space" becomes theatrical 

space and this means the end of wspectacle,w of the better 

part of the visual aspect of the theatre. Ultimately the 

"theatrew becornes the interior psychological realm of the 

participant, and the event itself can take place almost 

anywhere. The Tower itself functioned as a theatrical 

space : literally, in amateur performances; f iguratively, 

as the focal point for the *draman of Eros. 

Mandellshtam found fault with the tidiness of 

Ivanovts theories in a letter to him about the book in 

which the early essays on the drama were collected. He 

found that the book lacked any %ornersu for the reader to 

grasp : 



Even tragedy is not a corner, because you agree to 
it. Even ecstasy is not dangerous, because you 
foresee its outcome (wiskhodw) . 2 5 

Tragedy as Ivanov conceived it has its resolution, 

the tliskhodtl Mandel'shtam refers ter outside of the 

theatre. It is supposed to result in the transformation 

of its participants into illuminated, super-individuals 

with "purifiedgt integrated personalities . 
The relevance of Ivanovls theories of the drama to 

his book Eros lies in the fact that the poems arose from 

an attempt to bring about an instance of Dionysian 

visitation between himself, his wife and Sergei 

Gorodetskii. According to Ivanov's researches, the nuber 

three was the minimum number for a case of dithyrambic 

Dionysian ecstasy. The Eros collection 1s the lyric 

treatment of the same psychological process that Ivanov 

saw as the heart of the drama, at least in his version of 

the original cultic seed from which the drama evolved. 

The poems of Eros are devoid of theatrical imagery, 

but with few exceptions they take place in a mythological 

landscape which is in a sense the stage for the heroic 

drama taking place. To a striking degree Ivanov's 

fictional world can be represented spatially, with its 

threshold, periphery, and tragic ucrossroadsw or 

V a s p u t  'e." The locus for many of the poems is an 

ULetter of 13 (26) August, 1909. in Osip 
Mandel ' shtam, Kamen ' . (Leningrad: Nauka, 1990) , p.  206. 



enclosed space, or a macrocosrnic representation of a world 

in which the figures in the poem enact ritual encounters, 

many of which can be interpreted as interior psychic 

landscapes. Without too much exaggeration the world in 

which many of the Eros poems takes place may be likened to 

the symbolic stage of a mystery play. 

The closest thing in Eros to a direct reference to 

the world of the drama is the appearance in the later half 

of the collection of a series of poems on the Oedipus 

myth, which is interpreted as a triumph of consciousness 

over sin and despair. The uss of solar imagery to 

represent a tragic destiny is very traditional (and very 

Nietzschean), but Ivanov's use of it reminds us of 

Mandelwshtam's misgivings. Here Ivanov seems to do what 

Nietzsche reproached his fellow classicists for: 

overlooking the pity and terror  of Greek tragedy in favour 

of a  fac i l e  resolution: higher consciousness and triumph 

follow from suf fering as automatically as day follows 

night . 
The cathartic experience at the heart of the 

Dionysian dithyramb becomes the fundamental psychological 

fact  i n  the doctr ine of "non-acceptance of the world" 

( " n e p r i i a t i e  miran) , the central doctrine of rnystical 

anarchism. The organ of the movement, the journal 



"Fakely," was also conceived as a contribution to a new 

movement in drama. In the idea of wnon-acceptance,n a 

Nietzschean pathos is united to a Solov'evian, neo- 

Platonist dynamic of ascent and descent.  t'Non-acceptanceN 

takes its inspiration in part from Ivan Karamazov's 

refusa1 of the world God has made, an impulse which Ivanov 

sees as belonging to an ancient tradition of 

bogoborchestvou or rebellion against the divine order, 

including the revolt of Prometheus and other Titans of 

Greek mythology. 

In its titanic drive for self-affirmation the spirit 

rejects or abandons al1 external social and ethical noms, 

and soars "upwardN i n  an ecstatic affirmation of its 

absolute freedom and self-sufficiency. A t  the height of 

this mystic elevation the "rebel" can look back d o m  upon 

the world that fomerly contained hirn, rather as Dante 

looked d o m  from h i s  ascent upon the "little marble 

threshing floor" that is the world. The subject is no 

longer contained by the world, or set against it, in a 

relation of subject to abject, but con ta ins  the world 

within a radically expanded consciousness. Ivanov's 

doctrine is thus a manifestation of that concern with 

subject-object relations that i s  so widespread among the 

thinkers of the religious renaissance of the turn of the 

century . 



The motive power for this upward flight is provided 

by the most fundamental of drives: Eros, and so Ivanov is 

able to conflate the upward affirmation with the Platonic 

ascent through Eros towards a universal ever-expanding 

understanding of Beauty. 

Al1 external compulsions are thrown off and the 

spirit has won a new affirmation. As it "returns to 

earth, what was rejected from the start as evil 

constraint is erbraced and affirmed with love by the 

purified, newly integrated consciousness. 

There is a strong Nietzschean tone to the discussion 

of radical "self-affirmation," despite Solov'ev's prophecy 

that Ivanov would soon outgrow his infatuation with the 

German philosopher. Mystical anarchism is a form of 

transvaluation, rising above the categories of good and 

evil to find af fimation in the self and in love. From 

another point of view, mystical anarchism is Ivanov's 

aesthetic theory translated directly into ethical terms. 

This is one of the ways in which Ivanov's "life creationw 

expresses itself. 

Paradoxically, the collective "ekstasisW of the 

Dionysian mystery, with its purging of al1 that is 

external and contingent, enables transcendence to a higher 

degree of individualfty, and so rnakes possible a unity of 

free individuals in a shated state of heightened 



consciousness. The new sobornostf-- the most commonly 

noted aspect of Ivanovls thought- is the union of  super- 

individuals. 

Ivanov's poem "Prometheus" ("Prometei," called also 

"DithyrambN and in Cor Ardens "Firebearersn or 

"Oqnenostsy" ) became the anthem of the mystical 

anarchistsZ6 and many traces of its imagery reappear in 

Ivanovf s later work, particularly Eros. 

"Firebearersw emphasizes "bogoborchestvo, the 

titanic dynamism that impels human beings to assert their 

divinity, rather than divine grace. The stolen f ire 

becomes the agent of an apocalyptic judgement of the 

earth: 

H ~ C M  ln, O @a~en, cyn 3e~ne, 
[..J 
3 a ~ e ~  t i ~ o  ayx B Konbue Hemona, 
3 a ~ e ~ ,  YTO m f p  n e m T  BO 3ne, - 
3 a ~ e ~  n ~ o  e c m  B xowe n y ~ e R  
MXQ onpwetlweti H C B R T ~ R ,  . . . 

O Torch, bring judgernent to the earth ( . . . ] 
because the spirit is held in a hostile ring, 
Because the world languishes in evi1,-- Because at 
the end of the paths there is a world more winged 
and more holy. (SS2 p .  240) 

Prometheus's refusa1 to accept his less than divine 

status is the basis for a great affirmation: 

2%t a reception given by Kommissarzhevskaia in 
1906, "the whole troupe gave a rendering of Viacheslav 
Ivanovls 'Dithytambt [Virebearersn 1 . Avril Pyman: The 
Life of Aleksander Blok (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 19791, vol. 1, p. 260. (It latet became the 
central part of the full scale drama Prometei, f i n a l l y  
finished in 1919.) 



M3 Xaoca, ~3 uepHoro, 
P ~ ~ ~ T c R  38e3na... 
M3 H ~ T ,  M3 HenOfCOPHOFOt 
B O C C T ~ B ~  CBRTOe na! 

From black Chaos the star is born.. . From No, from 
the unsubmissive, restore the blessed Yes ! (SS2,  
p.241) 

The ideas that receive fullest expression in mystical 

anarchism are already well developed in the ''The Crisis of 

Individualism." In that article Ivanov surveys the 

history of individualism since the Renaissance and 

discerns that an epochal shift is taking place in 

contemporary consciousness, in which the inadequacies of 

individualism are becoming more evident. The next, 

perhaps the last, stage in individualism had been heralded 

by the Nietzschean superman. Any instance of Dionysian 

dithyrambic ecstasy may be the spark to set off a 

universal transformation. 

Ivanov shared the widespread apocalyptic expectations 

of the era, and although he was quite capable of imagining 

the new age beginning in a universal conflagration, 

whether literal or figurative, his sense of the world's 

imminent end is most often tied to the thesis that the era 

of sturdy self-sufficient individualism ushered in by the 

Renaissance is beginning to disintegrate. The apotheosis 

of individualism in the late nineteenth century had the 



paradoxical effect of distorting the image of the 

individual. An integrated sense of the individual person 

is lost under the proliferation of diverse and conflicting 

images of the self. Nietzsche's superman is the logical 

historical development of and corrective to the 

disintegration of the individual self in modern times, and 

Ivanov sees Nietzsche's doctrine of man as "something to 

be overcome" as a logical but inadequate response to the 

modern loss of identity. 

The constant assertion of one's distinction and 

uniqueness against the background of modern life can only 

be countered by confrontation with another person: by 

seeing oneself reflected in the mirror of another's 

consciousness a s  an affirmation of one's individuality as 

well as one's unity with others. Paradoxically, what is 

individual in a person is precisely what unites him with 

others. 

The history of literature from the Renaissance to 

Romanticism shows the progress from tragic individualism 

towards a new vision of collective art. For Ivanov's 

purposes the apotheosis of literary individualism cornes 

with Byron and Pushkin, when it was still possible to 

approach character in narrative, and still possible for 



one character to provide the continuity and centre of a 

narrative work: 

Our appetite has weakened for the chance and the 
outwardly exceptional, for everything freakishly 
wrenched out of the common bond of phenornena. As 
witness the entire area of poetic fiction in the 
broad sense, our love has weakened for adventure, for 
the play of situations, for adventurism an und fur 
sich, for the event as contingence - "die Lust zu 
fabulierentg in fantasy and in reality. The 
externally individual in narration has been crowded 
out by the typical; only the internally individual 
interests us; but even it - only as material 
enriching our common experience, and we accept it, 
generalizing, as something potentially typical. 
Whatever we may have experienced, we have nothing to 
Say about ourselves personally. The trusting boat of 
our epos is likely to be swallowed by the Scylla of 
sociology or the Charybdis of psychology, by one of 
the two monstrous stomachs appointed to carry out the 
function of digestion in the collective organism of 
our theoretical and democratic culture. (SS1, p.838) 

Individualisrn and the character studies it inspired 

are the fruit of an aristocratic culture; in the 

democratic era the place once occupied by narrative will 

be taken by choral dithyramb, a participatory lyric form 

associated with music and closer to ritual than to 

narrative or drama. The dithyramb tells one archetypal 

story: al1 its heroes are alike, and al1 its participants 

are equal. 

Mystical anarchismgs archetypal pattern of ascent in 

rebellion and descent in affirmation is transposed 

directly from the psychic realm to the world of artistic 

creativity. In creating, the artist experiences something 



akin to the mystic's ascent, but unlike the mystic is able 

to find foms to convey the experience afterwards. 

While Dionysus presides over the upward ecstatic 

surge, the counterbalancing effect of Apollo is no less 

important in the aftermath, particularly in aesthetic 

matters. After quoting Plutarchls description of the 

relationship between Apollo and Dionysus, Ivanov sums up: 

This testimony is curious not for its Platonic 
cosmology and metaphysics, but for its psychological 
analysis of two types of emotion, representing as it 
were the two poles of the Greek soul. Singularity, 
measure, proportion [ s t r o i ] ,  order, equilibrium, 
rest, form ( "  je hais le mouvernent qui dbplace les 
lignes" says Beauty in Baudelaire) is contrasted as 
the idea of one of these types to the immoderate 
principle, mobile, unstable in its flowing fonns, 
limitlessly suffering from the continuous separation 
from itself. Eternal youth is contrasted to an 
eternal alternation of creation and destruction, 
healing and pleasing silence and solar plenitude 
contrasted to the ecstatic night illumined by the 
light of wandering torches, the focusing, centripetal 
powers of the soul to the centrifugal forces 
destroying the healthy wholeness of the ego, 
destroying the individual consciousness. 27 

The interaction of these two forces makes possible the 

creator of symbolist art. The essay "On the limits of 

artn (1913) opens with an extended quotation from Dante's 

V i t a  Nuovam which describes the poet's encounter with his 

beloved Beatrice, a subsequent dream, and finally, a 

description of the poem that resulted from the experience. 

Out of that example Ivanov draws an elaborate schema of 



artistic creation which involves an intricate balance 

between Dionysian and Apollonian impulses and reactions, 

and a cyclical pattern of  ascent and descent familiar from 

Plotinian aesthetics. Inipelled by eros, the artist in his 

creative essor strives up towards a transcendent divinity, 

and with the insights gained there returns to earth to 

dress the experience i n  the media of art. Because, as 

Ivanov asserts, beauty can only be apprehended or conveyed 

in terms of earthly categories, the artist must 

t'sacrifice'' his experience to bring it back to earth. The 

transcendent vision he has won informs matter, and matter 

gives expression to that vision. 

Thus, in Solov'ev's terms, the artist can "redeem" 

the material  world with the formative power his ascent has 

given him. The crowning experience of Ivanov's mystic 

ascent is a vision of unity, which then informs the 

artist's work, and art can thus bring the union of heaven 

and earth that much closer. This is in keeping with 

Solov'ev's conception of art as a prefigurement, or even a 

memory, of the original " vseedinstvo:" 

Our creative activity can have no higher goal than ta 
embody in sensory images this originally created and 
proclaimed unity of heaven, earth, and man. 2 8 

'' "Ellinskaia religiia stradaiushchego bogan Novyi 
put' no.1 (1904) p. 123. 

Vladimir Solov' ev, "Smysl liubvin in F i l o s o f i i a  
i s k u s s t v a  i literaturnaia k r i t i k a  (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 
lggl), p. 111. 



C H A P T E R  1: 

The Milieu; Symbolist Zhiznetvorchestvo. 

Reflecting on the work of the Russian Symbolists, 

Vladislav Khodasevich noted the "leak" between life and 

art that characterized the movement: 

Part of their creative energy and part of their inner 
experience was embodied in writing, but part did not 
attain its embodiment, leaked out into life, as 
electricity leaks out because of inadequate 
insulation. 2 9 

In fact, in symbolism art was supposed to overflow into 

l i f e  and vice versa: the synthesis to which most of the 

second generation of Symbolists aspired included a 

synthesis between art and life. In some extreme cases of 

apocalyptic speculation, the same forces that molded art 

would mold life, and the distinction between the two would 

disappear. A signal instance of this "leakn between art 



and life is Eros, written in 1906, at a time when 

Symbolist aspirations towards synthesis had reached an 

exceptional pitch of intensity. 

The ideal of synthesis was almost universally shared 

by the Symbolists, though it was variously interpreted, 

and ironically in certain cases was the basis for some of 

the doctrinal squabbles that fractured the movement. 

Looking back from 1919, Aleksandr Blok summed up the 

ambiance of three successive phases in Russian Symbolism 

in terms of the understanding of synthesis that prevailed 

in each phase: 

1 rernember conversations at night [in 19111 out of 
which the consciousness first arose of the 
inseparability of, and the impossibility of merging, 
art, life, and politics. The thought, which 
evidently was awakened by powerful blows from 
without, knocked simultaneously at al1 these doors, 
no longer satisfied with the rnerging of everything 
into one, which had been easy and possible in the 
truly mystical twilight of the years preceding the 
first revolution, but also in the false mystical 
hangover [pokhmel 'el that came af ter it. 30 

The ''pokhmel 'en of the period following the 1905 

Revolution was also the climax of earlier tendencies in 

the work of Viacheslav Ivanov, as he sought to test his 

theories in practice. They were also the years of his 

greatest intellectual and persona1 influence, and it is 

-- - 

*' Vladislav Khodasevich, Nekropol' (Paris: YMCA 
Press, 1976), p. 8. 

30 Aleksandr Blok, Sobranie Sochinenii (8 volumes, 
Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, 1960) , vol .  III, p. 
296. 



possible ta see Blok's use of "poxmel'en as a direct 

reference to Ivanovls deliberate cultivation of mystical 

ecstasy. 

Eros is the poetic record of an attempt by Viacheslav 

Ivanov and his wife, Lid i ia  Dmitrievna, to draw the young 

poet Sergei Gorodetskii into a ménage trois, in order to 

precipitate a persona1 and artistic regeneration under the 

transforming power of love. 

In certain respects this experiment was 

characteristic of the milieu of artists and intellectuals 

associated with Russian decadence and symbolism. The new 

religious consciousness of the period, combined with the 

traditional social concerns of the intelligentsia, gave 

rise to much theorizing about the possibility of forging a 

new relationship between art and life, which has corne to 

be called ~zhiznetvorchestvo~, or "life-creation." The 

aesthetic impulses that transform rnatter into art should 

be deployed to determine the shape of life itself, 

initially persona1 life, but ultimately social life as 

well. One mode1 for Silver Age wzhiznetvorchestvo" was 

Chernyshevskii's What is to be Done?, in which a reordered 

and rationalized egalitarian private life is seen as the 

first step towards a wider transformation of society.  

Another source would be Dostoevskiils vision of an 

aesthetic utopia, in which beauty serves as a cata lys t  f o r  



spiritual and social regeneration, and aesthetic hamony 

provides a mode1 for the ideal ~ociety.~' In the Symbolist 

period, however, the immediate forerumers were Friedrich 

Nietzsche and Vladimir Solovlev, whose ideas about theurgy 

and the unifying power of love were cornmon intellectual 

currency among Symbolists and Decadents. 

Solov'evls provocative refonnulation of Neo-Platonic 

doctrines of love and sex caught the imagination of many 

who could not accept or were disinclined to pursue the 

larger implications of his aesthetic and religious 

thought. Particularly relevant for Ivanov were the notion 

that there is a continuum between sex and divine love, 

that eros forms the link between the terrestrial and the 

transcendent, and the importance Solovlev ascribed to 

androgyny, on the persona1 as well as the cosrnic plane; 

the most intimate features of one's sexual being 

participate in the cosmic drama of the hieros gamos, or 

holy marriage between the male and female principles. 

To understand the thematics of the poems of Eros and 

the collectionls foxmal coherence requires, then, some 

knowledge of the milieu out of which it arose, namely 

Ivanov's soirées in the Tower apartment on Tavricheskaia 

31 Robert Louis Jackson, Dostoevsky's Puest f o r  Fonn; 
a Study of h i s  Philosophy of Art. (New Haven; Yale 
University Press, 1966) . 



Street in Saint Petersburg and the offshoot  of those 

gatherings, the "Kabachok Gafizalf or "Hafiz s Tavern. " 

Ivanovls professed disregard in his work for the 

personal, for the small details of individual life, his 

desire to return to an era of what he called "bol 'shoe 

i s k u s s t v o ,  " or art on the grand scale, leaves the 

rnisleading impression that his life is only very 

indirectly reflected in his work. As more details of his 

private life surface, the connection between the personal 

and the poetic becornes clearer. The process began with 

Olga Descharte's introduction to the collected works. 

Pamela Davidsonl s The Poetic Imaginat ion of Viaches lav  

Ivanov (Cambridge, 1989) brought much archiva1 material to 

light on the relationship between Ivanov and his w i f e ,  and 

other materials are gradually being published in ~ u s s i a . ~ ~  

It is nonetheless true that he tried constantly to 

assimilate his personal experience to a mythic pattern; 

what did not fit was ipso facto inessential. Among the 

works that have direct persona1 implications, Eros is 

exceptional, not in that it follows the events of fvanovls 

private life, but that fvanovvs poetics were one of the 

'' N.A. Bogomolov has recently published material 
pertinent to the period of "Hafiz's Tavernw in M i f i a i l  
Kuzmin: S t a t  'i i mater ia ly  (Saint Petersburg, Novoe 
Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 1995). See also V.A. Keldysh and 
I.V. Koretskaia, eds., Viacheslav Ivanov: Materialy i 
issledovaniia (Moscow: Nasledie, 1996) . 



catalysts for those events, which were played out within 

the pattern of a prefabricated mythology. The poems 

written after the affair were the record of a poetically 

conceived adventure. Eros is a paradigmatic work for its 

time, as an attempt at wzhiznetvorchestvo" and as a 

reflection of a widespread conviction of the time that sex 

is a revolutionary and religious force: an analogue in 

real l i f e  of aesthetic creation. 

When Ivanov and his wife undertook to form an 

unconventional romantic relationship with a third Party, 

and expected of it mornentous spiritual and creative 

results, they were in step with the fashion of the time. 

Some sort of triangular love relationship was unusually 

popular among the decadents and Symbolists, as if the 

first stage towards the creation of a new kind of 

individuality must be the reorientation of conventional 

romantic and marital relationships. Some of these ended 

badly, others comically. The example of relations between 

Zinaida Gippius, Merezhkovskii, and Dxnitrii Filosofov 

served as an antecedent to the experiments of Ivanov and 

his wife, but the dif ferences between them are 

instructive. While Solov'ev's ideas about androgyny and 

chaste union as a path to immortality were important to 

Gippius and Merezhkovskii, their triangle had a civic, 

feminist programme behind it that was lacking, or little 



emphasized, in the Ivanovs' plans. Inspired by 

Chernyshevskii% ideal of social and sexual equality, 

Gippius and Merezhkovskii were for the most part chaste, 

as they believed that sexual relations had by their nature 

something unequal in them. The same can hardly be said of 

the Ivanovs, for whom the erotic element was fundamental. 

While Gippius and Merezhkovskii sought a long-term and 

rather stable domestic life, the Ivanovs were bent on 

provoking an ecstatic cataclysm that  would radically alter 

their state of being. 

When Viacheslav and Lidiia founded a soirée that made 

love and sex  one of its main topics, they were again 

squarely within a decadent or symbolist tradition. The 

circle of writers around Gippius and Merezhkovsky had 

addressed the topic in much the same terms five years 

earlier, and had corne to some curiously similar 

conclusions. 

On his return to Russia in 1905, Ivanov exchanged an 

itinerant life of concentrated and rather i s o l a t e d  

scholarly and literary activity for one of intense social 

and public activity. He had spent most of his adult life 

in Western Europe, mainly as a student in Berlin, with 

sojourns in France, Italy, Greece, and Switzerland. He 

had left Russia in 1886, a fairly typical  member of the 

intelligentsia. His gift in classical philology was 



acknowledged with a scholarship to study in Berlin, but he 

shared enough of the progressive social ethos of his peers 

that he could not bring himself to accept goverment 

funding to pursue so ostensibly frivolous a subject as 

philology, and instead enrolled as a student in Roman 

history and researched a dissertation in Roman taxation 

(SS II, p. 16). It was as a student abroad that Ivanov's 

dormant religious interests were awakened. Partly in 

response to German chauvinism, he began studying the works 

of Khomiakov and Solovgev and continued to write poetry. 

Later, although his dissertation was published, Ivanov 

declined to defend it. His interest by now had shifted 

back to philology. Nietzsche, whom ha had read 

intensively since 1890, had shown that philology and 

comparative religion were not irresponsibly arcane, but 

could serve poetry and address urgent contemporary 

concerns . Under Nietzsche ' s influence, Ivanov resolved to 

abandon academic life and devote himself to writing and 

independent scholarship. His first wife took the 

precaution of sending some of his poems to Vladimir 

Solov9ev for an appraisal, and they received the master's 

blessing. Ivanov had begun to correspond with Solov'ev, 

and visited him several times on visits to Russia. 

By 1894 Ivanov was embarked on a career as a writer, 

and so deeply under Nietzsche's influence that he had 



undertaken to complete and surpass Nietzsche's work in his 

researches into the religion of Dionysus. The Dionysian 

lightning had struck with full force in 1893 when he met 

Lidiia Dmitrievna Zinovveva-Annibal in Rome. What had 

formerly been literary and scholarly, however compelling, 

suddenly became overwhelmingly real. 

Perhaps the most important event in Ivanov's life was 

his meeting with and eventual marriage to Lidiia 

Drnitxievna. In a sense al1 of his creative life from that 

time on can be seen as the aftershock of that meeting. 

Their later involvement with Sergei Gorodetskii cannot be 

understood without reference to the overwhelming 

importance they attributed to their own relationship. 

They interpreted their meeting as the onset of a Dionysian 

rapture, and as the mystical union of two inseparable 

halves. Ivanovf s description from 1916 uses Dionysian 

imagery to convey the spiritual and artistic import of 

their relationship: 

Through one another each of us found ourselves, and 
more than ourselves: I would Say that we found God. 
The encounter with her [Lidiia Dmitrievna] was like a 
poweriul Dionysian spring storm, af ter which 
everything in me blossomed, bloomed and grew green. 
And not only in me did the poet for the first time 
disclose and recognize himself freely and 
confidently, but in her as well: al1 our life 
together, full of profound inner events, can without 
exaggeration be called, for both of us, a time of 
almost incessant inspiration and intense spiritual 
enthusiasm. (SSS, p. 20) 



45 

By al1 accounts Lidiia Dmitrievna Zinov'eva-Annibal was a 

passionate and forceful personality, who participated 

equally in her husband's intellectual and literary 

pursuits. Less constrained than fvanov, she was the 

catalyst for many of the couple's bold ventures in social 

and persona1 life. As Nikolai Berdiaev describes her: 

L.D. Zinovleva-Annibal was of a quite different 
nature from V. Ivanov, more Dionysian, stormy, 
impulsive, revolutionary in temperament, elemental, 
constantly pushing forward and upward. Such an 
elemental female nature, combined with the refined 
academic manner of V. Ivanov... created a talented, 
poetically transfonned social atmosphere. 33 

The few letters of Zinov'eva-Annibal that are available 

indicate that the couple's intellectual life was indeed 

symbiotic; the topics that preoccupied Ivanov often 

appear in them in less qualified, more vivid,  form. 

The affair with Lidiia Dmitrievna confirmed and 

conditioned Ivanovvs understanding of Dionysianism. It 

gave new meaning to the metaphor of death and rebirth, 

and it underscored the sexual dimension of Dionysian 

ecstasy. While this is certainly part of the traditional 

understanding O t Dionysianism, and is important in 

Nietzsche's representation of the myth as an aesthetic 

metaphor, in Ivanov it becomes paramount. The poems 

written out of the affair with Lidiia Dmitrievna make 

" Cited in Pantela Davidson, The Poetic Imagination 
of Vyacheslav Ivanov: a Russian Symbolist*~ Perception of 
Dante (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, l989), p. 
104.  



constant play on the theme of unity in  duality. The 

sonnet "Lovew ( wLiubov'") is representative. After the 

death of Lidiia Dmitrievna, Ivanov used it as the 

magistral for "A Garland of Sonnetsn ("Venok sonetov"), a 

cycle in her memory: 

We are two tree trunks blasted by lightning, two 
flames in the midnight pine-wood; we are two meteors 
in the night, the two-pronged arrowhead of one arrow! 
We are two horses, wbose bridle one hand holds -- one 
spur stings them; we are the two eyes of a single 
gaze, the two timid wings of a single dream. We are 
a mourning pair of two shadows over the marble of the 
divine tomb where ancient Beauty lies. The two- 
voiced mouths of a single mystery, to one another we 
are both a single Sphinx. We are the two arms of a 
single cross. ( S S l  pp. 610-611; also in Venok 
sonetov: SS2, p. 411) 

This is typical  in many respects of the poems inspired by 

Ivanov's love for Lidiia Dmitrievna. The static, 

schematic quality of reiterated images of complete unity 



in duality is in contrast with rhe dynamism or motion 

implied in most of the individual metaphors (lightning, 

flame, horses, arrows, charioteers, etc.) It is also 

typical in combining images of lament and tonnent with 

forceful images of compulsion. 

In its early stages, the affair was the source of 

considerable confusion and guilt. Ivanov later claimed 

that the example of Nietzsche had helped him to overcome 

his conventional moral scruples with regard to his first 

marriage, and trade it for the transforming passion he 

felt for Lidiia Dmittievna: What is done out of love 

always takes place beyond good and evil."" In the poems 

relating to Lidiia, there is often an element of lament 

and mourning, in a funereal winter landscape. This may 

refer to the sense of guilt that Ivanov felt, but it also 

is a metaphor for life before or without Lidiia 

Dmitrievna. At the time of his first involvement with 

her, the strictures of conventional sexual morality no 

doubt contributed to their suffering, but by the time 

Ivanov wrote Eros in 1906, such misgivings had largely 

evaporated. In general, the world of sin and death in 

Ivanov's work is a state of isolation from the divine, or 

separation ( r a z l u k a ) .  To live meant to live in tandem, 

at the very least. 

Friedrich Nietzsche, Jenseits von Gut  und Bose 
(Munich: Goldmanns, n.d.), 6153, p.70.  



The Ivanovs returned to Russia in 1905, in hopes that 

the revolutionary year might herald a much larger, 

spiritual renewal. They were determined not only to 

participate in the coming rebirth, but to foster and 

hasten it. Their most famous contribution was the 

institution of the Wednesday Tower meetings, where most of 

literary Petersburg gathered in an unusually open and free 

atmosphere for discussions and readings. The Wednesday 

meetings at the Tower had been under way for a year and by 

al1 accounts were extraordinarily successful, yet both 

Ivanov and his wife were troubled by a sense of isolation 

from their contemporaries. Their disappointment was 

partly the fault of the grandiose expectations with which 

they had undertaken the Wednesday soirées. The fai lure of 

the revolution of 1905 led to an inward-turning mong many 

of the intelligentsia, and the Ivanovs' sense of isolation 

and purposelessness was perhaps not unique to them. 

By 1906 the intensity of their first encounters had 

begun to wane, and their efforts to sustain and further it 

were yielding disappointing results. The events preceding 

the writing of Eros appear less eccentric if one bears in 

mind that Ivanov and Lidiia Omitrievna saw the af fa ir  as a 

step towards recovering the burst of creative energy they 

had experienced at their first meeting in 1893, and that 



they had an important precedent i n  their own experience 

for the spiritual renewal they tried to cultivate. 

Ivanov's diary shows him restless, isolated, at a 

loose end in his relationship with Lidiia Dmitrievna and 

preoccupied with a lapse in creativity. He was working on 

Cor Ardens, and already comparing it unfavourably with 

Pilot Stars, much of which had been written in the 

creative surge t h a t  accompanied his f i r s t  years with 

Lidiia Dmitrievna. One of Ivanovls reasons for resuming 

his diary was to overcome this period of anomie. 

The Ivanovs undertook their peculiar project to 

recover their first flowering of erotic, religious and 

artistic inspiration. It was more than that, though: from 

the beginning the Ivanovs had seen their relationship as 

something much larger and more important than themselves, 

as a hint of a collective, universal Love in which al1 

humanity would some day be dissolved. 

As it became clear that the Wednesday soirées were 

not going to ignite into a spiritual regeneration, Ivanov 

and his wife turned elsewhere in their search for renewal. 

In keeping with Dionysian numerology they decided that the 

place to start was in a union of three people, from which 



the ecstatic rebirth might spreadO3' "Fusionn was the 

Ivanovs' metaphor for the loss of self experienced i n  

erotic love, and they came to believe that the best way to 

allow others to share their profound love was to Vuse" a 

third person into their union. A strong apocalyptic 

strain found its way into the already intoxicating 

mixture. Eventually they settled upon Sergei Gorodetskii, 

a regular visitor to the Tower meetings, who seemed to 

share many of Ivanovls interests  and was willing to become 

a disciple in other respects. Although Ivanov himself 

clearly developed an infatuation with Gorodetskii, much of 

the impetus towards fonning an erotic study-group came 

from Lidiia Ivanova herself. 

Gorodetskii had recently appeared on the literary 

scene with the publication of I a r ' ,  a collection of poems 

which drew upon Slavic mythology and folklore. They were 

received with considerable interest, and Gorodetskii 

became a frequent guest at the Wednesday salon. He 

continued to write poetry using Slavic mythology, became a 

permanent guest in the Ivanov household, and began 

studying Greek and versification under Ivanovls 

instruction. However, interest in Gorodetskii's brand of 

35 Viacheslav Ivanov, Dionis i pradionisiistvo (Saint 
Petersburg: Aieteiia, 1994),  p.64.  See also Olga 
Deschartes, "Vvedenie" (SS 1, p. 75) . 



Slavonic neo-paganism waned sharply with appearance of his 

second book, Perun. 

Olga Deschartes describes Gorodetskii as 

"adolescentw ( " otrocheskiiw ) and "birdlikew ( llptichiiI1 ) 

(SS1, p .  98) 36 mataphors which can be found in the poems of 

Eros, and which fit the symbolic network associated with 

Dionysus and Eros. An entry in Ivanovls journal shows how 

from the first he saw his attraction to Gorodetskii as a 

case of incipient Dionysian ecstasy, recorded at the time 

in images that would eventually find their way into the 

poems of Eros: 

1 parted with Ternavtsev, who talked a lot about 
Sergei. Happiness or bewitchment? Am I not beginning 
to go out of my mind? Some sort of songs in my ears, 
thought of one thing, one thing, one thing. 1 walk 
and see nothing. People look at me, Ani 1 cheerful -- 
or ùespairing? Everything in people is somehow 
disclosed. Al1 people are doubles of me, and -- 
where is that one man, where is he? My eyes seek him 
everywhere. With everyone 1 am drunkenly lively, 
drunkenly cheerful. But my head spins, spins, spins. 
(SS2,  p. 754) 

The refetences to Song, to vertigo, to perceiving others 

as doubles, even to the strange light effects, are drawn 

from Ivanov's stock of Dionysian irnagery, and indicate 

-- -- 

'' Gorodetskii (born 1884) was not in fact an 
adolescent, which makes the frequent references to 
adolescence the more significant. See the description of 
a "tall, chinless man with an enomous nose." Quoted 
from: Iu. Kuzmina-Karavaeva (Monakhinia Mariia) "Vstxechi 
s Blokom." Sovremennye Zapiski no. 62, 1936, in Avril 
Pyman, The Life of Aleksandr Blok (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1979), vol .  1, p.  306. 



that Ivanov has already cast himself in the role of the 

maenad in frenzied search for her master Dionysus. 

In the long run none of the Ivanovs' hopes was 

realized. Gorodetskii was a willing pupil of classical 

Greek and versification, but he resisted any further 

involvement, although he stayed on at the Tower and 

remained on good terms with both husband and wife. Ivanov 

and his wife consoled themselves that they had been 

correct in theory, but mistaken in their choice of 

candidate, and continued to look for a more willing 

participant. 

While the particular circumstances of Ivanovls 

involvement with Gorodetskii had much to do with the 

theories of love and sex worked out between himself and 

Lidiia, they were deeply conditioned and made possible by 

the intense, hot-house atmosphere of the society they 

moved in, and indeed did much to create in Petersburg in 

1906. The Wednesday "symposiâ" gave rise to the more 

concentrated, intense atmosphere of the Hafiz meetings, 

which in turn were the stage on which the affair with 

Gorodetskii played itself out. 

Mihail Gershenzon once commented (or complained) 

that al1 of the Russian Symbolists seerned to have read 

their Plato, and the Platonic doctrine of love that is so 

important in the Eros collection was in fact an important 



subtext in the intellectual atmosphere of the Tower 

meetings, as it had been in the discussions hosted by 

Gippius and Merezhkovskii five years earlier. From the 

very start the discussions took on a Platonic cast. 

According to Andrei Belyi, the f irst Wednesday gathering 

was devoted to the theme of love, with Merezhkovskii, 

Blok, Rozanov, and the Berdiaevs participating: "1 don' t 

remember who sa id  what, but from everyone burst the words: 

Plato' s erotic wings ! w 3 7  

Chulkova writes in her memoirs that Ivanov referred 

t o  the Wednesday meetings as a wSymposion,'l in imitation 

of Plato," and the various participants were given narnes 

from this and other classical tex ts .  Lidiia  Dimitrievna 

was nicknamed "Diotimar1' af ter  the woman who expounds the 

true doctrine of Eros t o  Socrates in the  Symposium. 

Ivanovls nickname was "Hyperion", extending the range of 

reference to include Holderlinl s Hyperion, where the 

eponymous herols lover is called Diotima. In this light 

it is plausible to see Ivanov's self-appointed role among 

the Russian intelligentsia as a Socratic one. The 

Wednesday meetings can be seen as symposia in which people 

of al1 backgrounds and interests exchanged views in an 

undogmatic atmosphere. Ivanov's role at  these meetings 

-- - 

37 Andrei Belyir  Nachalo veka (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaiia Literatura, 1990), p . 3 4 8 .  

Cited in Parnela Davidson, op. cit., p. 111. 



was that of arbiter among widely divergent views. In his 

description of the Wednesday meetings, Berdiaev stresses 

the diversity of the people who participated and Ivanov's 

ability to reconcile, in conversation at least, their 

conflicting viewdg The same ability impressed Andrei 

40 Belyi, and eventually exasperated him. For many, the 

Wednesday soirée represented a social mode1 of "Symbolist 

synthesis" in its eclecticism, tolerance and in the wide 

range of personalities and views it brought together. 

Even Lunacharskii could be brought into the discussions of 

eros, which he somehow identif ied with the proletariat ." 
A direct offshoot of the Wednesday meetings was the 

Hafiz circle, which was as exclusive as the soirees were 

open, and as artificial and conventionalized as the 

Wednesday meetings were informal : 

We have a conspiracy, don't tell anyone about it: to 
establish a Persian, Hafizian tavern: very intimate, 
very bold, in costume, on carpets, philosophical, 
artistic and erotic. 4 2 

In many ways Hafiz's tavern was the theatre in which the 

drama of Ivanov8s relations with Gorodetskii played itself 

out, and where the themes at issue could be more openly 

3 9 Nikolai Berdiaev, nIvanovskie sredytn in S.A. 
Vengerov, Russkaia literatura XX veka (1890-1910) 3 vols. 
1914-1916 vol III, Book 8,  pp. 97-100. 

' O  Andrei Belyi, Tiiacheslav Ivanovn in Nachalo veka 
(Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, 1990), p.47.  

" Avril Pyman, Life of Aleksandz Blok (New York: 
Oxford University Press, l979), vol .  1, p. 229. 



discussed. The other rnembers of the group Eollowed the 

progress of the affair with lively interest, and some of 

the poems that ended up i n  Eros were read aloud for 

discussion. In some respects Ivanovvs aspirations formed 

one of the guiding themes of the group, and it is no 

accident that the meetings did not long survive the 

collapse of Ivanov's plans for Gorodetskii. However 

tolerant and congenial the atmosphere may have been for 

the discussion of Platonic love, there were differences in 

temperament among the rnembers that made it difficult for 

the Ivanovs to pursue their goals. 

The Hafiz circle arose as a reaction against the 

diffuse and wide-ranging character of the Tower meetings, 

and discussion was restricted to love and art. A n  

atmosphere of cultivated artificiality reiqned, with the 

rnembers adopting pseudonyms and dressing up in classical 

or period costume, lying about on couches and drinking 

wine as in the Symposium. With the exception of Lidiia 

Dmitrievna, women were excluded, ostensibly because none 

could be found who were sufficiently *liberatedw to 

participate in the discussions without exhibiting 

conventional anxieties." Among its members were Mikhall 

- 

'' Lidiia Daiitrievna Ivanovat letter to M. M. 
Zamiatnina, 26 April, 1906. in Bogomolov, op. cit., p. 70. 

'3 N.A. Bogomolov, "Peterburgskie Gaf i zity, in: 
Mikhail Kuzmin: Stat 'i i materialy (Moscow: Novoe 
Literaturnoe Obozrenie, 199S), pp. 67-98. 



Kuzmin, Val'ter Nuvel' and Konstantin Somov. The 

"Hafizites" were united by an interest in the work of the 

Persian Sufi poet of mystical intoxication and love, whose 

work also contains homoerotic themes. John Malmstad has 

said that the Hafiz meetings were not a *homosexual 

club,"" but homosexuality was nonetheless one of the 

principal topics of conversation. Hafiz also provided 

Ivanov with an exotic analogue for his perennial Dionysian 

themes of ecstasy and tran~cendence.~~ The meetings 

remained on a light-hearted levê18 although at one point 

Ivanov characteristically aspired to make them into 

something more organized, purposeful and "aes thetic " . 4 6 

Of al1 their companions in the "Tavern," the Ivanovs 

were most enamoured with Mikhail Kuzmin at the beginning 

of their acquaintance. His advocacy of homosexuality in 

the recently published Winqs, and the novel's Platonic 

themes dovetailed neatly with Ivanov's understanding of 

eros. Like Solov'ev, Kuzmin ûrgued that sex should not be 

reduced to a mechanism for reproduction, but should be the 

means for a liberation from the material world, and, as in 

Plato, the ascent towards an ever greater understanding of 

" John Malmstad, in Mikhail Kuzmin, Works ( 3  vols. 
Munich: W. Fink, l977-1978), vol .  1. 

4 5 Ivanov was certainly aware of Vladimir Solov'ev's 
translations of Hafiz, published in 1891. 

4 6  "Hafiz should be al1 art..." (SS II8 p.752) 



beauty. At first both the Ivanovs saw in Kuzmin the 

prophet of a future age: 

An astonishing Alexandrian, the poet and novelist 
Kuzlmin [sic], a quite unusual phenomenon, with a 
quiet virus of exquisite understatements, preparing a 
new future for life, for art, and for the whole 
erotic psyche of humanity. 4 7 

Ivanovls assessrnent of Kuzmin also emphasized the 

revolutionary potential of his ideas: 

In his way a pioneer of the coming age, when with the 
growth of homosexuality humanity will not be 
distorted and unbalanced by contemporary aesthetics 
and ethics of the sexes understood as "men for women" 
and "women for menw [...]- a barbaric aesthetic and 
biological ethic, blinding every "normaln person to 
one entire half of humanity, and cutting off an 
entire half of his personality for the benefit of the 
continuation of the species. (SS2, 750) 

It was characteristic of the Ivanovs to see Kuzmin at this 

point as the apostle of wzhiznetvorchestvo," paving the 

way through his art towards a new reality. 

Kuzmin also contributed to the development of 

Ivanov's ambition to assist in the Platonic "birth in 

beauty" of an immature soul, in keeping with Solovtev% 

adaptation of Plato's thought. Solovgev had jettisoned 

the homosexual dimension, but kept the wpedagogical" 

element. In Plato, the lover is supposed to cultivate 

what is beautiful in the beloved, and lead both of them to 

47 Lidiia Dmitrievna fvanc-~a, Letter to M. Zamiatnina. 
Bogomolov, op. cit. , p. 70. The word "iad" (wpoisonN) was 
a favourite of the Ivanovsg, sometimes appearing in Latin 
(virus) , usually signifying a profound change of attitude, 
and only rarely in a negative sense. 



a true understanding of beauty. Solov'ev preserved this 

educative function, with the "activew sex, the male, 

cultivating the "passive" or female. In both Plato and 

Solov'ev, eros is less an appetite than a discipline. 

Although he could find no support in Solovmev for 

the homosexual dimension of h i s  ideas, Ivanov was aware 

that they fit the conventional pattern of classical Greek 

homosexuality, in which it was considered proper for an 

older man to seek the favours of an adolescent, and in 

return foster the development of his character. 40 

Following Plato, Ivanov saw h i s  erotic interest in young 

men as potentially advantageous, and it is in keeping 

with the educational aspect of eros that the f irst  step 

in Gorodetskiils progress should take the form of tuition 

in classical Greek and versification. 

In the first entry of his diary for June 1, 1906, 

before Gorodetskii became a candidate for "birth in 

beauty, " Ivanov mentions his attraction to young men in a 

passage that suggests that  eros was considerably more 

than a matter of appetite: 

How happy 1 would be, -- 1 with my eros towards 
young men, if Serezha (stepson) were a living, and 
not a dead youth. Whomever you look at-- dead 
la~rels.'~ (SS2,  p.745) 

'' Plato, Symposium, ed. by K. J. Dooer (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1980), pp.4-5. 

The Serezha mentioned here is not Sergei 
Gorodetskii, but Lidiia Ivanovavs son by a previous 
marriage. Ivanov had no overt sexual interest in him, and 
the "eros" here is evidently a purely pedagogical 
impulse. 



This figurative use of "alive" and "dead" occurs 

frequently in Ivanov's diary, and evolved a particular 

set of connotations. In this context they refer to the 

capacity-or lack of it-- to develop spiritually, or to 

undergo spiritual instruction. 

Kuzrnin had just published his novel Wings, whose 

hero is a young man brought to an understanding of 

Platonic eros through the guidance of a leaxned older 

man. Part of Gorodetskii's and Ivanov's flirtation took 

the form of planning to CO-author a novel, no doubt under 

the influence of Wings, in which they would be the 

heroes : 

But the  old hero of the novel (A l  Rumi) in his 
[Gorodetskii's] opinion, is like this: He is like 
Dante, with two faces, one turned forwards, towards 
rebirth; he is cbaracterized by "good adventurism." 
Out of our younger hero the older-wants to make a 
work of art. 50 

But Ivanov's ambitions for Gorodetskii were more 

grandiose still. In a letter to Lidiia Dmitrievna, 

written after serious doubts had se t  in as to 

Gorodetskii's aptness for their purposes, he wrote:  

But 1 do not know that what 1 need is what he also 
needs, because 1 love him and want to make him as 
gods. And only I can make him a demi-god? (SS2,  
p.759) 

50 Quoted inBogomolov, op. cit., p.74 ("Al Rumi" 
was one of Ivanovw s nicknames among the Haf iz ites)  . 

The phrase "as godsw is a direct reference to the 
words of the serpent to Eve in Genesis 3:s; hence it 
reflects Ivanov's thinking about wbogoborchestvo.w 



As Ivanov's infatuation and ambitions grew, the Hafiz 

circle became a less congenial forum to pursue the ai fair, 

as differences in outlook between the participants grew 

clearer. Those differences were expressed in the 

metaphors " living" and "dead" and "acceptance" (priia t ie)  

and f'non-acceptance'l (nepriia tie) . For Ivanov, to be 

'alive" had a strong future orientation, and meant having 

faith in the possibility of transcendence. Kuzmin, Nuvel' 

and Somov emphasized the present at the expense of the 

future: to be alive meant to live each day as though death 

were imminent, and to value the transitory in itself. For 

thern, Ivanov' s apocalyptic expectations led him to 

disregard immediate, sensual life in favour of an abstract 

future : 

The enchanting Petronius [Nuvel'] explains to me my 
attitude towards Hafiz thus: Hafiz diverts me from my 
"theomachy" [bogoborchest vol , f rom my 
"Prometheanismn. He would like to assure himself 
that 1 am still nalive". Or has nothing remained in 
me for "life" what with my submersion in mysticism, 
in "ideology" finally, in poetical fantasy? I spoke 
about my latent struggle with the demonic influence 
of Antinous [Kuzmin] . (SS2, p.747)  

The "latent strugglen was between Kuzmin, ostensibly the 

sensualist content with the immanent world, and Ivanov, 

always seeking to transcend the real world in favour of 

the "more realn. 

1 would love Antinous [Kuzmin], if 1 felt him to be 
alive. But isn't he really dead? and burying his 
dead, -- his "momentsN [migi] Has the honeymoon of 



erotico-aesthetic wacceptance," both his and the 
other Hafizitesl, real ly  corne to an end? According 
to Hafiz, this is "creation." Espérons. (SS2,  p . 7 4 4 )  

In the passage quoted above "priiatie" refers to the 

main point of difference between Ivanov and h i s  

companions. On the same day that the above passage was 

written Ivanov had f inished writing "O n e p r i i a t i i  miraf1, 

his introduction to Chulkov's book on mystical anarchim. 

"Non-acceptance of the worldw i s  an important part of 

Ivanovls understanding of mysticism, which he defines as 

the drive towards unconditional self-affirmation, 

resulting in the absolute independence of the spirit from 

any external, normative constraints whatsoever, whether 

religious or social. Ivanov repeatedly emphasizes the 

absolute independence of the spirit in its drive to self- 

affirmation. The world that the mystic rejects in his 

upward flight is the empirical world of social noms and 

external necessity. Someone who has attained a s t a t e  o f  

freedom through mystical experience embodies "the truth" 

in himself, and in his splendid self-sufficiency he is 

able to accept the fallen world with al1 its faults, while 

remaining uncontaminated by them. Those (the "dead" 1 who 

accept and affirm the world before they have rejected it 

rnust remain trapped in, conditioned and determined by, the 

unredeemed world. Prometheus became an embodiment of this 

rejection of the world as it is i n  favour of the world as 



it might be made. Ivanov gave this extreme doctrine 

emphatic expression in his introduction to Chulkov's book, 

which cauçed a notable scanda1 when it was published. 

In other sessions the Hafizites considered whether 

s e x  could be considered simply as a form of energy which 

might express itself differently in various spheres of 

life. Ivanov suggested that the role of sex in an 

individual's life was equivalent to the role of genius in 

public life, preswably as an agent of progress and 

enlightenment. More enigmatically, Ivanov declared: 

"Art is a sphere saturated with the sense of sex." (SS2,  

p . 7 4 8 )  

Thus despite many points of congruence among the 

members of the group, the fundamental incompatibility of 

Ivanovvs "Prometheanism" and the aestheticism of the 

others made the group an unsatisfactory setting to pursue 

their plans. Lidiia Dmitrievna eventually came to see 

Kuzrnin, Somov, and Nuvel' as deeply inimical to their 

hopes. Nonetheless, the goal of the enterprise had been 

to foster creative experiment, and she proudly listed 

Eros, Gorodetskii s Iar  ), and her own " Thirty-three 

Monsters" among its rewards. 

However important the Hafiz circle was as the 

environment in which Ivanov's and Gorodetskii's flirtation 

took place, it contributed little to the imagery of the 



poems that resulted. Although fvanov wrote several poems 

celebrating the group, and using its characteristic 

imagery, the light-hearted masquerade was out of keeping 

with the sombre, melancholy, at times ecstatic tone of 

Eros. Ins tead, the Promethean poem "Firebearers, " which 

served as an anthem for mystical anarchism, became the 

symbolic matrix out of which much of the imagery of Eros 

developed. 

In the summer of 1906 the aftershocks of the 

revolution were still being felt, and there are occasional 

references to political events in Ivanov's diary, but on 

the whole the Ivanovs were moving ever further from 

engagement in immediate political conCernsr even as their 

mystical and apocalyptic hopes were being whipped to a 

very high pitch. Political issues were certainly 

discussed in the Tower on Wednesdays, but the tendency 

there was to move from the concrete to the general and 

abstract, from immediate public concerns to aesthetic and 

religious realms. 

The "Petersburgers" were full of the pathos of 
revolution8 of revolutionary sacrifice, "'self 
immolation' of the personality in the name of the 
w~rld and the H~meland;~ neo-Slavophile patriotism 
and neo-narodnik enthusiasm. 52 

- 

52 N.V. Kotrelev and Z. G. Mints, Vredislovie: Blok v 
neizdannoi perepiske i dnevnikakh sovremennik~v,~ 
Literaturnoe Nasledstvo, vol .  92, bk. 3, p. 161. Quoted in 
Bogomolov, op. cit., p.96. 



Still, among the Hafiz group politics was virtually 

outlawed as a topic, and Lidiia Ivanova once took a 

correspondent to task for mentioning political matters in 

a letter: 

And for Godvs sake, don't write to ne about politics. 
Surely yourve noticed that 1 never write about it, 
whereas you fil1 two pages with it. For me, though, 
politics doesnm t exist and never has existed." 

Sergei Averintsev characterizes the time between the 

revolution of 1905 and the death of Lidiia Dmitrievna in 

A period of fruitful but unchaste spiritual 
excitation, it was rather a time of a wasting of 
forces built up in the concentrated solitude of the 
previous years . 5 4 

Averintsev's contrasting images of concentrated isolation 

and squandered forces are striking because they recall a 

metaphor Ivanov himself uses in the second poem of Eros, 

that of King Midas weary of his wealth and eager to 

squander his accumulated riches in a fit of Dionysian 

ecstasy. Averintsev goes on to describe the first volume 

of Cor Ardens, which contains most of the poetry written 

in this period, including Eros: 

The mood [. . . ] corresponds to the emotional 
atmosphere of the Tower with its tense and airless 
cerebral passions: neither before nor after did 

53 Letter to M. M. Zamiatnina, 26 April, 1906. Quoted 
in Bogomolov, op. cit., p. 96. 

54 "Predislovie" in Viacheslav Ivanov, Stikhotvoreniia 
i poemy (Leningrad: Sovetskii pi sa te l ' ,  1976), p. 46-7. 



Viacheslav Ivanov write verse that was t o  such an 
alarming degree devoid of spiritual sobriety . 5 5 

''Spiritual sobrietyn was precisely what Ivanov was trying 

to overcome i n  this period, to foster Dionysian 

inebriation and communicate it to his cornpanions in word 

and deed, aiming for a catharsis that would abruptly and 

fundamentally a l t e r  al1 existing relationships. As Lidiia 

Dmitrievna described a session of Hafiz's Tavern: 

Viacheslav posed the question: towards what sort of 
beauty are we headed: to the beauty of the tragic 
element [ t r a g i z m ]  of great feelings and catastrophes, 
or t o  cold wisdom and refined epicureanism? That is 
what has preoccupied me al1 this time as a spiritual 
and an artistic problem. 5 6 

This can serve as a concise summary of the division within 

the Hafiz circle, at least from the Ivanovsw point of 

view, and there is no doubt that they were impatient for 

the beauty of "great feelings and catastrophes." 

55 Ibid.# p. 47. 
56Qu~ted inBogomoiov, op. cit., p. 70. 



C H A P T E R  II: 

Symbolism against decadence. 

Ivanov's essays on Symbolism in the years 1904-1910 

often take the form of a polemic with decadence, or what 

he called "idealistic" symbolism. Symbolism, in his view, 

was the solution to a crisis of individualisrn, by 

reconnecting artist and audience in an integrated view of 

the world. As referents to  other levels of reality, 

syrnbols unite separate realms of existence; as a means of 

communication between people, they help to overcome 

alienation. Symbolism testifies to a primordial unity, 

and therefore inevitably draws upon symbols hallowed by 

history and folklore. The recovery of traditional 

symbolism works against the destructive effects of t h e .  

Ivanovls work is almost entirely devoid of urbanism or 

naturalism; he considered references to the contemporary, 

the temporary and the incidental t o  be ephemeral, and 



therefore ill-suited to the task of re-establishing a link 

between the past and the present, between the transcendent 

and the phenomenal realms. 

The integrating power of symbolism is also to be felt 

within the individual psyche, which Ivanov usually 

represents as a mythological microcosm in which the story 

of Eros and Psyche is played out (Ivanov typically reads 

this story as an analogue of the relationship between 

Dionysus and a Maenad). In a prospectus for a publishing 

venture that would have produced editions of classic texts 

in traditional or "naiven symbolism such as the occult and 

alchemy, Ivanov spoke of the psychological benefits to be 

gained from immersion in what he called "didacticW 

(pouchi tel ' n y i )  symbolism, the naive elaboration of 

symbolic systems by religious cranks and visionaries 

throughout the ages. The very lack of sophistication in 

such works testifies to their status as quasi-folkloric 

productions, genuinely popular elaborations of fundamental 

myths and symbols. These could act as a corrective to the 

ill-proportioned and unbalanced consciousness of 

contemporary readers : 

Reading works of didactic symbolisrn can usefully 
release the meditative energies of contemporary man. 
The typical son of a "nervous age," with his 
inattentiveness and unstable spiritual equilibrium, 
he is aware of himself in a more comple~, but also a 
more obscure way than people of previous ages. In 
his interior world he does not find articulation or 
coordination. Acts of consciousness which should be 



accomplished in the internal focal point of one's 
being, inaccessible to the external ripples of 
perception, are transferred to his sensory 
periphery. Intensity of perception, together with 
the extensive processing of the perceived, makes 
this type supetficial: he is impressionistically 
impetuous and vulnerable in his vanity . [ . . . 1 For a 
t yp ica l  contemporary person, his fused and chaotic 
"1" on the one hand, and the fused and chaotic 
givenness of the external world on the other, which 
frightens him with the intractable, hostile mass of 
its wnon-Z'', are polar opposites. The correct 
disposition of these polar forces turns a person 
into a powerful, living magnet, which opens a way of 
knowledge for him at once diurnal and nocturnal, 
rational and irrational; in the distinct separation 
and harmony of both independent spheres, -- returns 
him to creative instinct in reason, not in madness- 
strengthening his religious will in accord with his 
spiritual freedom, -- there is a lively sense of an 
outer "1" and an inner "1, * a marriage between 
spirit, defined as God's son, and soul (Psyche) or 
the spiritual body, the servant of God and the 
liberated  andm mai den. '' 
In his essays on the theory and practice of 

Symbolisrn, Ivanov makes the familiar distinction, f irst  

elaborated by Goethe, between symbol and allegory. 

Allegory is conventional, subject to analysis by reason, 

and transparent, in that it points directly towards the 

idea it represents. Symbols are grasped intuitively, are 

not subject to conclusive interpretation, and thus are 

"opaquem in relation to that which they represent, and 

have an existence independent of manifold possible 

meanings . 58 

" *OrfeiN Trudy i dni ,  no. 1 (January-February 
19l2), pp. 61-62. 

g~ohann Wolfgang von Goethe, "mer die Gegenstande 
der bildenden KunsteH . See also Tsvetan Todorov, Theories 
of the symbol (New York: Corne11 University Press, 1982), 
pp. 199-209. Compare: "Allegory is logically limited and 
internally static: the symbol has a soul and internal 
development: it lives and is reborn." (SÇ1, p. 713) 



This distinction is a cornmonplace of Symbolist doctrine, 

but in his survey of contemporary symbolism, Ivanov 

discerned a further distinction within the movement, 

between what he called "realisticN and "idealistic" 

symbolism, each with a long tradition, and sharing certain 

characteristics, but in the final analysis mutually 

exclusive. Idealistic symbolism derives from the 

Renaissance, and survives through the French Parnassians 

into contemporary French and Russian decadence. Realistic 

symbolism, the tradition Ivanov sought to revive, has its 

roots in medieval religious symbolism and the mystical 

tradition, culminating in Dante, and later revived by 

Goethe and the Romantic movement: 

the Middle Ages were, for the most part, a time of 
celebratory (oznamenovatel 'ny i )  art. The religious 
world view, as all-embracing and shapely (stroinyi) 
as a gothic cathedral, determined the place of each 
thing, earthly and divine, in the calculatedly 
complex architecture of its hierarchical consonance. 
The cathedrals grew up indeed like "forests of 
symbols". Painting served as a universal book for 
the knowledge of divine things. (SS2,  p. 543) 

His analysis of the two traditions within symbolism is 

less a study of competing aesthetic doctrines than a 

metaphor for the "crisis of individualismm of the fin de 

s lèc le .  Idealistic symbolism is the fruit of hyper- 



developed individualism, expressing autistic and morbid 

tendencies in the contemporary psyche: 

"But at the focal point of this enchanted (charyi)  
world [the world that invoked classical beauty as an 
ideal] stood the enchanter "In, the human personality 
recognizing its ego, bath its full entitlement, and 
its inescapability, in the sense of its powerlessness 
to go beyond the bounds of the self-defining 
intellect." (SS2,  p. 543) 

'vRealistic" symbolism would reaf f i r m  the link between 

transcendent and phenomenal realms, and restore a sense of 

proportion and order in the relations between the human 

and the divine . 
Realistic symbolism recognized the existence of a 

unif ied, objective truth, and used symbolism to explore, 

clarify and elaborate that truth. Idealistic symbolism is 

solipsistic, and uses symbolism to express and elaborate 

more or less ephemeral feelings and psychological states. 

The orientation of realistic symbolism is outward and 

upward, linking the microcosm of human consciousness with 

the macrocosm of creation, ultimately to affirm the 

i d e n t i t y  of the two. Idealistic symbolism revolves 

entirely within the microcosm of consciousness, and is 

unable to assert the kinship of the human mind with the 

world in which it lives. The created world serves merely 

as a bank of images to give ever more refined expression 

to an ever more refined and atomized consciousness. 

fvanov often used Baudelaire's sonnet "Correspondancesn as 



an illustration of both strains in symbolism. The poem 

begins with the assertion that nature speaks to man in 

dimly intelligible signs : 

La Nature est un temple où de vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles: 
L'homme y passe travers des forêts de symboles 
Qui l'observent avec des regards familiers. 

Comme de longs échos qui de loin se confondent 
Dans une ténébreuse et profonde unité... 

but concludes by using irnagery that is self-referential, 

interested not in the relation between nature and man, but 

in the evocative synaesthesia between various more or less 

trivial sensations: 

Il est des parfums frais comme des chairs d'enfants, 
Doux comme les hautbois, verts comme les prairies, 
- Et d'autres, corrompus, riches et triomphants, 
Ayant l'expansion des choses infinies, 
Comme l'ambre, le musc, le benjoin et l'encens, 
Qui chantent les transports de l'esprit et des sens. 59 

Realistic symbolism affirms and strengthens the unity of 

creation, idealistic symbolism seeks greater and greater 

refinement of psychological description. 

The split between realistic and idealistic symbolism 

was more than a difference in aesthetic practice: it was 

emblematic of a profound dishamony in the contemporary 

spirit which reflected the legacy of individualisme 

Idealistic symbolism was a perfectly logical and 

59 Charles Baudelaire, "Correspondances, " Les Fleurs 
du Mal, Jaques Crepet and Georges Blin, eds. (Paris: José 
Corti, 1942), p. 9. 



consistent development of 19th century individualism, and 

given its close kinship with realistic symbolism, 

urgently needed to be described and refuted. The 

hennetically sealed microcosmic self of idealistic 

symbolism had to be broken open and put in contact with 

objective truth and the reality of t h e  created world. 

"Realisticw symbolism constantly affirms historical 

religious truths, and in so doing draws upon t h e  symbolic 

inheritance of religious, mystical, non-literary 

traditions. Idealistic symbolism may also draw upon t h e  

same resources, but to a different purpose. As an 

example Ivanov considers the use to which Francis Vielé- 

G r i f f i n  puts the  venerable mythological motif of a shower 

of g01d.~' In Viel&Griffin's version the ancient sense 

of the divine descending into the human world is 

discarded, and the image becomes merely a metaphor for 

certain stirring psychological events, no longer 

connecting macrocosm and microcosm, but operating solely 

within the microcosm. Symbols are not arbitrary tokens 

to be manipulated a t  the poetvs will, but carry a freight 

of accumulated traditional significance that must be 

recovered, not obscured or discarded. In terms of 

traditional symbolic typology, the idealistic Symbolist 

resides in an Augustinian "land of unlikeness" in which 

- - -  -- 

" The image is an important one in Ivanovts poetic, 
in Eros, see especially "LanguorU (uIstoma") . 



symbolic rneaning is arbitrary, whereas the realistic 

Symbolist's woxk is connected to abiding religious truths, 

and thus has greater ethical and psychological stability. 

Ivanov implies that idealistic symbolisrn is not 

merely a dead end, from a religious point of view, but 

actually pernicious, since it drives the individual 

consciousness to an obsessive preoccupation with its own 

sensations, strengthening the walls of the ego instead of 

breaking them d o m .  

The tradition of realistic symbolisrn, as Ivanov saw 

it, is also prone to ever greater complexity, but since it 

is firmly oriented towards "the real and the more real," 

its symbolic systems t e s t i f y  to an increasing awareness of 

the inter-relatedness of al1 things. One section of Cor 

Ardens is devoted to an exploration of the bewildering 

variety of solar symbolism. The point of the section, 

though, is to emphasize the common understanding from 

which the welter of symbols arises. While the individual 

symbolic resources of folklore or the mystical tradition 

rnay be confused or naive, symbols sanctified by tradition 

have great authority. 

Symbolism would thus be only secondarily a literary 

movement, although literature had a special role to play 

in the development of the movement. ft vas in the nature 



of Ivanovls symbolism that it should expand to become a 

f undamental religious and cultural movernent, drawing al1 

of human energies into its sphere of influence. If 

symbolism expressed itself first and foremost in the realm 

of art, this was because art itself arose from the same 

springs . 
In Ivanov the Symbolist fascination with and 

nostalgia for a lost unity reached its fullest and least 

ambivalent expression. The goal of art was not self- 

expression, but the re-establishment of broken links 

between isolated realms of being: between art and life, 

the divine and the terrestrial, male and female, life and 

death. Ivanov returned repeatedly to the theme that true 

symbolism, the symbolism that had a future, was one that 

affirmed the link between the human and the divine, the 

real and the ideal. Such a symbolism would be the agent 

of a dynamically expanding consciousness, whereas 

decadence cultivates isolation and atomization, and 

glorifies solipsism. 

For many of his contemporaries Ivanov was 

indistinguishable from the Decadents because of his 

extreme mamerisms, his fascination with sex and 

cultivation of ecstatic or seemingly morbid states of 

mind. It was perhaps because of this perception that he 



was at such pains to distinguish his aesthetic from that 

of the Decadents as he saw them. In his correspondence 

with Mikhail Gershenzon, he offered an acute definition 

of decadence as "the sense, both oppressive and exalted, 

of being the last in a seriesmn6l In this light, Ivanov 

could not have been farther from the decadents. His 

ambition as a theoretician of symbolism was directed 

towards restoring the sense of a new beginning, to put 

himself at the mythic origins of a new golden age of 

cultural and religious unity. Hence Mandel'shtam's 

insightful rernark that Ivanov seemed to write out of an 

age anterior to ancient Greece: 

The sense of past as future makes him [Ivanov] kin 
to Khlebnikov. The archaism of Viacheslav Ivanov 
proceeds not from hi5 choice of themes, but from his 
incapacity for relative thinking, that is, for 
comparison among times. The Hellenistic verses of 
Viacheslav Ivanov are written not after and not 
parallel to the Greek, but earlier than they, 
because he never for a minute forgets himself, 
speaking his barbaric native 

It is worth noting that Mandel'shtam here sees in 

Ivanov's archaizing a sign or product of a uniquely self-  

sufficient, integrated personality, somehow oblivious to 

the fourth dimension. Similarly, Omry Ronen noted that 

Ivanov aspired to restore an age of primordial rnythic 

unity: "Ivanov's socio-aesthetic myth of the barbarian 

~erep i ska  iz dvukh uglov, letter of July 4, in 
Rodnoe i vselenskoe (Moscow: Respublika, 1994) , p. 122. 

Osip Mandel' shtam, "Buria i natisk, " in Sobranie 
sochinenii, ed. by G. P. Struve and B.A. Filippov ( 4  
volumes, Washington: Mezhdunarodnoe Literaturnoe 
Sodruzhestvo, 1967-), t. II, p.  343. 



Dionysus [. . .] called for an ahistorical reversion to the 
primeval, presumably synthetic source of poetry. n63 As a 

scholar of comparative mythology, Ivanov himself knew 

that the "golden ageN of mythological syncretism was in 

fact the Hellenistic period that formed the background 

for the rise of Christianity. In Ivanov's own terms, he 

sought to usher in a new "organicw age displacing the 

preceding "analytical" aga that arose in the Renaissance. 

Ivanov's symbolism showed remarkable consistency and 

stability throughout his career. The death of Lidiia 

Dimitrievna in 1908 initiated a profound change in his 

outlook, yet the earliest and the latest poems are 

written out of the same symbolic universe. As S.S. 

Averintsev states: 

[...] his symbols truly constitute a system in the 
full sense of the word, a system that is closed to a 
greater degree than that of any other Russian 
Syrnbolist. 

A closed system of symbols means that in 
principle there are no two symbols in Ivanov of 
which each would not require the other, would not 
assume the other in the dialectical sense of the 
word wassumptionw [. . . ] there are no two symbols 
which would not be connected by a chain of semantic 
couplings ... It means further that each symbol 
occupies a precisely determined place in relation to 
the other ~ymbols.~' 

63 Omry Ronen, "A E'unctional Technique of Myth 
Transformation in Twentieth-century Russian Lyrical 
Poetryw in Myth in Literature, ed. by Andrej Kodjak and 
Krystpa Pomorska (Columbus : Slavica, 1985) , p. 112. 

S.S. Averintsev, "The Poetry of Ivanov," in 
Viacheslav Ivanov: Poet, Critic and Philosopher, ed. by 
Robert Louis Jackson and Lowry Nelson Jr. (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1986), p. 28. 



Ivanov's symbolic system is his representation of a 

coherent myth that Russian Symbolism must restore to 

culture as a unifying force. Ivanov found the Solovfevian 

ideal  of unity aesthetically compelling. While many of 

his Symbolist contemporaries took inspiration from the 

i r o n i c  disjuncture between the real and the ideal, Ivanov 

preferred to explore the interdependence between them. 

Averintsev warns against identifying Ivanov's 

symbolic system with the theoretical statements in the 

puet's essays . 65  More often than not the theoretical 

essays at crucial moments resort to quotations from the 

poetry to make their point with images when discursive 

thought falls short. Ivanov's belief in the unity and 

interdependence of al1 things is reflected in the bounded 

cosmos of his myth, in which there are countless images of 

centrality, symmetry, planetary revolution, polar 

contrasts and centripetal force. 

Mandel'shtam, in a well-known letter to Ivanov, noted 

the coherence of Ivanov's work and assessed it both 

favourably and unfavourably. Seen from the outside, 

Ivanov's thought was too "spherical," too perfect, giving 

65 i b i d . ,  pp. 25-26. 



the reader no purchase to grasp it or break it open? 

However, in a more positive assessment, Mandellshtam 

likened the reader of Ivanov's poetry to a visitor in 

Notre Dame, who accepts the Catholic faith simply by 

67 virtue of being under its vaults. . This is only one of 

many architectural metaphors applied to Ivanov's work as a 

whole, and attests to readers' sense of his myth as a 

bounded cosmos. As Averintsev points out, Ivanov's poetic 

cosmos is rneant to be "inhabitedW by the reader, not 

contemplated from the outside. 68 

During a scene change in the first act of Wagner's 

P a r z i f a l ,  Gurnemanz t e l l s  the hero: nhere time turns into 

space," which Claude Levi-Strauss has called "the best 

definition of myth ever ~entured".~' It could also serve 

as a representation of Ivanov's poetic world. 

The spatial quality so many have discerned in his 

work derives from the fact that infinitely extensive time 

and space are not features of Ivanov's poetic world, 

except perhaps as negative states of mind that threaten 

its existence. The goal of culture is precisely to 

overcome devouring the. Space in the poetry is never 

66 Osip Mandelshtam, Letter of 13/26 August, 1909 in 
op. cit., vol.11 p. 486. 

67 ibid., p. 486 
S.S. Averintsev, op. cit. p. 29-30. 

69 Claude Levi-Strauss, "Frorn Chrétien de Troyes to 
Richard Wagner," in The V i e w  from A f a r  (New York: Basic 
Books, 1985), p. 219. 



boundless: metaphorical travel in Ivanov's work usually 

entails a return to the point of departure. Averintsev 

the return f undament al 

Ivanov's work, and compares it with the image of the 

Blok's which open historical change, 

while Ivanov's is not. 70 

"Return" is the most important among many cyclical  

images. Literary symbolism itself as Ivanov conceived it 

is a return to a primordial unity of meaning: 

Like a solar ray, the symbol cuts across al1 levels of 
existence and a l 1  spheres of consciousness and on each 
level signifies different essences, fulfills in each 
sphere a dif ferent purpose. [ . . . ] At each point where 
the symbol, like a descending ray, intersects  with the 
sphere of consciousness there is a s ign [znamenie]  
whose meaning is graphically and f u l l y  disclosed in 
the corresponding myth. Hence the serpent in one myth 
represents one essence, and in another myth a 
d i f ferent  essence. But that which unites the whole 
symbolisrn of the snake, al1 the meanings of the 
serpentine symbol, i s  the great cosmogonic myth, in 
which each aspect of the snake-symbol finds its place 
i n  the hierarchy of planes of the divine unity 
[vseedinstvo] . (SS2, p.  537) 

The "great cosmogonic mythm i n  its entirety is beyond our 

comprehension, but it is  towards such a s ta te  of radiant 

multivalent unity that Ivanov's myth aspires. In this 

spatial representation, the interconnectedness of symbols 

is lost or obscured by refraction. In Ivanovts historical 

account of myth the principal force obscuring the u n i t y  of 

the myth is tirne. By recovering and reactivating past 

Averintsev, cit .  



mythologies, the Symbolist poet seeks to overcome tirne and 

restore the unity of al1 culture. 

No new unity can be achieved unless it recover 

archetypal cultural patterns from the past. Since the 

Middle Ages, rnythic thought has declined and become 

fragmented: 

Symbols became dark gleams on the horizon, momentary 
flashes of a still distant and silent storm, heralds 
of the coming union of poles of a single force, 
mutually seeking one another. SS2,  p.712 

Symbolist poetry is both new and archaic, and is 

meaningful insofar as it conforms to archet ypal patterns : 

But whence came these new old words? [ . . . ] They were 
originally implanted by the people into the souls of 
its singers, like certain primordial forms and 
categories into which alone any new insight could be 
fitted. 
[ .  . . ]  the creation of the poet, and the Symbolist 
poet above ail- can be called an unconscious delving 
into the element of folklore. He atavistically 
perceives and collects within himself a store of 
living antiquity. 

In this representation of the unity of myth Ivanov locates 

its source in the "folk soulm (narodnaia dusha) . It is 

perhaps worth noting that two of these statements of the 

unity of the cosmogonic myth refer to two poles of the 

ax is  around which Ivanov~s symbolic system is organized: 

at one end the sun, the transcendent source of meaning, 

and at the other, the human heart. In the solar model, 

the unity of the myth is dissipated outward through space; 



in the terrestrial or historical image, it is linear tirne 

that threatens the coherence of archetypal symbolism. 

Ivanovts symbolic cosmos is organized spatially; 

architectural metaphors are common, and many of Ivanov' s 

poems take place in a landscape which can be interpreted 

either as a macrocosm or as an internal, psychic 

microcosm. This spatial realm is timeless and 

ahistorical: in it hman consciousness and human culture 

are coextensive. 

The ideal space Ivanovls poetry inhabits is also the 

tirneless world of human culture, which Ivanov sees in the 

same terms as individual psychic life. As human 

consciousness is, or should be, oriented along a vertical 

a x i s  joining earth and heaven, culture, too, is an ascent. 

In his correspondence with Gershenzon, Ivanov refers to 

the "original sin of culturet*. He appears to mean that 

culture is the result of humanity's fa11 from unity, but 

at the same time it is the record of humanityls effort to 

overcome that fall." The ascent towards unity with the 

divine, whether cultural or personal, cancels out tirne and 

becomes the axis of a unified consciousness, and ail 

cultural activity f a l l s  into place around it. 

71 Perepiska iz d w k h  uglov,  letter of June 30, in 
Rodnoe i vselenskoe (Moscow: Respublika, 1994) , pp. 118- 
119. 



The first defense against time is memory. His 

research into comparative religion provided Ivanov with 

more than a collection of useful archetypes. In his work 

on the history of the Dionysus cult he found an example of 

the way in which a mythic pattern could grow and elaborate 

itself, imposing unity on disparate mythological scraps. 

In Ivanov's interpretation the pattern of the 

Dionysus myth and the sui f ering god" was compelling 

that it insinuated itself gradually throughout Greek 

religion, imposing its form on an array of apparently 

heterogeneous myths. The image of the suffering god 

infiltrated other myths and Dionysus the master of 

disguises eventually revealed his presence everywhere, to 

the point that Dionysianism became the defining 

characteristic of Greek culture as a whole, the fullest 

expression of Hellenism, in part by transforming the 

Greeks' understanding of symbolisni: 

The Hellenic sou1 found itself only with the 
discovery of Dionysus. Dionysianism alone gave 
Hellenism that which first made it Hellenism: the 
mask.. . Then the world was understood sub specie 
metamorphoseos-- as a drama of transformations. Then 
polytheism was in principle already overcome: 
divinity was recognized as a multifaceted unity. 
(SS3, p. 117) 

This insight, he goes on to suggest, is the oriqin of 

Greek idealism, The culturally uni f ying drive of 

Dionysianism extends beyond mythology into the era of Neo- 

Platonic speculation, where some of the most elaborate 



versions of the myth are to be found, as in Orphic 

cosmology. The picture that emerges from the 1904 study The 

Hellenic R e l i g i o n  of the Suffering God is of a gospel 

sweeping over al1 of Greek culture, growing more and more 

unified and comprehensive, and finally generating a 

theology. The most detailed myth of the origins of Dionysus 

and his c u l t  is thus to be found, not in primitive vestiges 

of the early myth, but in a late Orphic tale. 

David Sloane implies that Ivanovls myth is wholly 

derived from Greek mythology and in some sense identical 

with it. "Typically, Ivanov did not generate his own myth, 

but borrowed it from classical or Biblical sources, often 

from their most obscure recesses."'* In its barest outline, 

however, as a universal psychic impulse, Ivanovls myth owes 

more to Nietzsche than to antiquity. In antiquity the myths 

of Dionysus found their fullest expression in Nonnus's 

encyclopedic epic, a narrative put together out of scraps. 

For Ivanov a linear, narrative view obscures the central 

image of the suffering god. One of his most important 

architectural symbols is the theatre or orchestra, a 

bounded, circular space in which the spectator's gaze 

is directed inward toward the centre, and in 

which ultimately the border between audience and 

72 David Sloane, Aleksandr Blok and the Dynamics of the 
Lyric Cycle (Columbus: Slavica, l988), p. 115. 



participant is obliterated. In this idealized theatrical 

space the myth exerts its unifying centripetal force on 

the spectator-participant. 

What narrative continuity the Dionysus rnyth acquired 

in its historical development disintegrates, as it were, 

when it becornes a part of ïvanov's spatial myth, and its 

various elements f loat freely to combine and recombine, 

not as narrative, but in an elaborate network of symbols. 

Ivanov's constant and extravagant use of al1 manner 

of mythic images and hypostasized abstractions is not 

simply the result of wide and arcane learning or scholarly 

incontinence, it a t t e s t s  to his belief that a single 

coherent mythic structure underlies al1 symbolic 

traditions, however partially or imperfectly they may 

represent it . 
This mythological syncretism has less in common w i t h  

a Jungian mode1 than it has with Romantic theories of 

mythology, such a s  Schelling's, as Ivanov was well aware. 

A chapter of The Hellenic Religion is  devoted t o  a history 

of comparative mythology, in which fvanov conunends the 

mythographers of the Romantic period for their  attempts to 

comprehend mythology from within, as a coherent structure 

rather than a narrative pageant. In the fashion of a 

Romantic mythographer, Ivanov discerned a ~eo-Platonic 



structure behind the welter of the fragmentary and 

contradictory remains of Greek mythology. 

Discussing traditional myth in Shelley's poetry, Earl 

Wassennan describes a romantic, Neo-Platonic understanding 

of myth closely akin to Ivanovls, and employing some of 

the same themes: 

To Say that the story of the Delphic oracle is 
present in the poem [ Prometheus Unbound] either 
immediately or by allusion is [. . . ] rather more than 
the truth. In some hypothetical pretext, we may Say, 
torch-bearing E~os, Prometheus the Torch-Bearer, the 
Promethean torch race, and the legendary history of 
the oracle have been interconnected into a harmonious 
whole by means of syntactical possibilities they 
truly posaess and then have been divested of their 
specific particularities so that the whole may 
constitute an archetypal shape for a group of the 
poet's thoughts. What may be said to exist truly is 
the beautiful potential order implicit in the 
connective possibilities among Eros, Prometheus, 
oracle and torch race; and Shelley's lines are to be 
understood as an effort to embody that archetypal 
order, while the traditional ancient myths and 
rituals are but disarrayed and distorted fragments of 
it, or arrangements less nearly perfect than they 
might be. Shelley's narrative and symbols 
presuppose, and are sustained by, the archetypal 
form, and their existence is not dependent upon 
reference to any of its preserved embodiments. 73 

" Earl Wasserman, Shelley's Prometheus Bound: a 
Cri t ical  Reading (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1965), pp. 78-79. Similarly, on French baroque 
adaptations of traditional mythic figures Gisale Mathieu- 
Castellani writes: 'La poesie baroque, si elle ne retient 
ainsi qu'un petit nombre de mythes, leur redonne en 
revanche une nouvelle force df attraction, reproduisant, 
non pas sans altération et modification, le modéle 
mythique, elle se livre a une double activité de selection 
et de combinaison, et elle intègre dans un nouveau système 
symbolique le symbolisme traditionelle de ces figures.. ." 
Éros baroque: anthologie thématique de la poesie amoureuse 
(Paris: A.G. Nizet, l986), pp.38-39. 



In Ivanovts work, the "beautiful potential order," the 

archetype, is perhaps more e x p l i c i t l y  worked out than it 

is in Shelley. His fullest exposition of the archetypal 

functions of traditional symbols is the essay "The 

Symbolism of Aesthetic Principles" which, with its 

schematic description of t he  conventional use of symbols, 

now seems to anticipate some aspects of structuralism. 

Ivanovts exploitation of Greek mythology also resembles 

typological exegesis of biblical mythology, with Greek 

mythology as the antitype of Ivanov's myth. To paraphrase 

St . Augustine, Greek mythology conceals Ivanovf s myth, 
while his myth reveals the prophecy hidden in Greek 

mythology. 

In his study of Blok's lyric cycles, David Sloane 

confuses Ivanovts "myth" with the network of symbols he 

used to represent it. Sloane contrasts Ivanov's approach 

to Blok's, claiming that Blok created a new myth and did 

not resort to established ~ymbolo~ies.~' But Ivanov's myth 

existed independent of the symbols he used. He was able 

to draw upon a bewildering diversity of more or less 

arcane symbolism because in his view al1 true symbols 

ultimately have a place within a coherent syrnbolic 

universe which is both revealed and obscured by the 

concrete symbols that it has given rise tom His 



preference for symbolisrn sanctified by tradition stems 

from his belief that myth is a cultural legacy as well as 

a metaphysical truth. 

In an essay on recent trends in criticism, M. H. 

Abrams wrote that ''we have been instructed these days to 

be wary of words like origin, center, and end."" Ivanov 

had no such misgivings; these words quite adequately 

represent his abiding concerns, and in keeping with the 

traditions of Y e a l i s t i c  symbolismw he used the Sun as a 

symbol of al1 three. In the period from 1904-1908 the 

coherence of Ivanov' s symbolic system f inds expression in 

the central, organizing metaphor of h i s  collection Cor 

Ardens, "the flaming heart . w 7 6  Here the Sun is an image 

not only o f  centre, but of origin and end as well. The 

book Cor Ardens is a symbolic elaboration of its title 

image, seen as the symbolic twin of the Sun. The title 

refers to the human heart as an analogue of the sun, and 

around these two figurative poles the cosmos of Ivanov's 

system revolves. The equation of human heart and divine 

Sun, with the comon element of fire, is the centre of an 

elaborate network of related images. The many images of 

f i r e  and light i n  Eros al1 in some way refer to this 

74 David Sloane, op. cit., p.llS 
'' M. H. Abrams, Doing Things wi th  T e x t s :  Essays in 

C r i  ticism and Cri t i c a l  Theory (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1991), p.237. 



central metaphor of divine and human energy. The book is 

organized around two images of centrality, the one human 

and terrestrial, the other divine and celestial. This 

conceit involves the paradox that Sun and heart are 

identical, and yet at opposite poled7 The play of 

identity and opposites is characteristic of Ivanov and is 

especially common in his love poetry. The symbolic cosmos 

of the book is thus organized around a vertical axiç. In 

the Neo-Platonic tradition which is so important to 

Ivanov's aestheticsr7' the Sun is a symbol of the 

primordial unity from which al1 things derive, and to 

which ultimately they return. Ivanov's adaptation of the 

flaming heart as a terrestrial mirror-image of the sun 

shares characteristics of the gnostic spark, that is not 

of the material world, but is one with the divine spirit. 

The theme of "returnW that Averintsev considers 

7 6 The image can be traced to the gospel of Luke, 
24 : 32 

77 The phrase vlsolntse-serdtse" was also used by Blok 
in one of the poems of "Snezhnaia maskan, and the image 
appears as an extended metaphor in Mandel'stam's essay 
"Pushkin i Scriabin." Marina Tsvetaeva uses it in a poem 
of 1915: W v a  solntsa stynut, -- O gospodi, poshchadi!-- 
/Odno -- na nebe, drugoe -- v moei grudi . " 

Victor Terras, "Viacheslav Ivanov's Kormchie zvezdy 
in Relation to the Poet's Philosophy of Art," Russian 
Literature and American Cri t ics :  In Honor of Deming B. 
Brown (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1984), pp. 211- 
218. See the same author1s Vhe Aesthetic Categories of 
Ascent and Descent in the Poetry of Viacheslav Ivanov," 
Russ ian Poetics: Proceedings of the I n t e r n a t i o n a l  
Colloquium a t  UCLA, September 22-26, 1975, ed. by Thomas 



fundamental in Ivanov~s poetics here takes the fonn of an 

ascent towards the divine, and return to the earth. 

Ivanovps interest in the sun as a central organizing 

symbol was characteristic of the Russian Symbolist 

movement as a whole. A fundamental resource in the Neo- 

Platonic tradition that stretches through Dante to Goethe 

and the German Romantics, solar symbolism had received 

exhaustive study from the comparative mythographers of the 

nineteenth century, most notably F. Max Müller. The 

interest taken in solar mythology by the theosophists 

testifies to the fascination the topic held for occultists 

of the period, 79 with whom, despite his distrust of 

Blavatsky and Steiner, Ivanov had much in common. His 

rnost important immediate precursor, however, is Nietzsche, 

in whose work the sun stands as a symbol of the tragic 

personality. Beyond Ivanov's use of the motif, it is 

widely encountered among his Russian contemporaries as a 

syrnbol of centrality and unity, and it is particularly 

relevant to the Symbolistsp interest in problems of 

80 personality and individuality. It stands as a masculine 

Eekman and Dean Worth (Columbus: Slavica, 19821, pp. 393- 
400, 544. 

'' William Tyler Olcott, Sun Lore of Ml Ages (New 
York: Capricorn, 1967) [1914] . Cf. also Stéphane 
Mallarmé: Les dieux antiques. 

80 The notable exception would be Fedor Sologub, in 
whose work the Sun plays a negative, corrupting role. 
Ivanov addressed a semi-facetious *qpotropeiaW to Sologub 
in Cor Ardens. (SS2, p.326) Furthemore, Kruchenykhvs 



counterbalance to the image of Sophia, the other notable 

Symbolist figure of synthesis and unity. Ballmontls Let 

Us Be Like the Sun (Budem kak so ln t se )  was in many 

respects the representative collection of the first wave 

of Symbolists and Andrei Belyi and the "Argonauts" made 

the Sun the centre of their poetic mythology as we11.'' In 

Ballmont there is an element of exultant pagan amoralism 

and self-sufficient individualism of which Ivanov, 

predictably, disapproved. 

It may be simplest just to assert that solar imagery 

is one of the fundamental resources of figurative 

language. Within the Christian tradition, solar imagery 

had been fully elaborated by Dante, a basic source book 

for Ivanov, Belyi and Blok. A t  the risk of 

oversimplification the Sun in neo-Platonic contexts may be 

said to represent the primordial One, the transcendent, 

unchanging source of meaning and the material world. 

Creation issues forth from the One in a descending scale 

of purity and value, and at the bottoxn of the ladder is 

inanimate matter. The One is beyond representation: it 

Futurist V i c t o t y  over the Sunn could be paraphrased in 
literary tems as "victory over SymbolismmN 

'' Leonid Dolgopolov, "Vokrug 'Detei solntsa' , " M. 
Gorkii i ego sovremenniki (Leningrad: Nauka, 1968). See 
also 1. Koretskaia, "0 ' solnechnom ts iklev Viacheslava 
Ivanova," Izvest i ia  Akademiia Nauk SSSR: Seriia literatury 
#l, 1978. 

82 Ivanov. "0 lirizme Ballmonta" in Apollon, 1912, no. 
3-4, pp. 37,  4 2 .  See also Koretskaia, op. c i t . ,  p. 59. 



can only be hinted a t .  Since we are a part of the One, 

however far away and debased, w e  can apprehend and feel 

nostalgia for unity. The material world can be used to 

symbolize, however imperf ectly, the unity f rom which it 

has fallen. From another point of view the material world 

is in itself a symbol of fallen uni ty .  Everything i n  the 

real world is in a sense an arrow indicating the direction 

of its fall. 

From his own work and from commentaries on his 

contemporaries, it is plain that Ivanov saw symbolisrn as 

founded on inherited symbolic systerns, and f e l t  that it 

should develop and elaborate them, as opposed t o  taking 

convenient symbols out of context, as  it were, from 

everyday life. Such symbolizing activity does no t  

participate in the great comprehensive cosmological 

p r o j e c t .  

Christianity adopted from Roman religion t h e  symbol 

of the sun as the pattern for the heroic life, and in 

early Christian imagery, the Sun is  widespread as a smol 

f o r  Jesus. A t  the conversion of Constantine, t h e  Roman 

armies painted the s i g n  of the cross over the solar symbol 

on their shields. 

Within a neo-Platonic context the sun almst always 

has positive connotations, but bearing in mind Ivanov's 

contention that the apparently contradictory 



manifestations of archetypal syrnbols can be resolved into 

a unity, we should look at some of the negative images of 

the Sun. The most venerable of these is the "demon of 

noontide" in the Psalms, the midday sun that is a serious 

threat in the Middle East.  This appears in Ivanov's work 

as well, where it signifies the oppressive force of brute 

reality. Solar imagery is a favourite among authoritarian 

states as in the Mithraic religion of the Roman state,  the 

Nazi swastika. These examples remind us of the 

unrelievedly masculine associations of the Sun. The Sun 

in its negative aspect is not the source of l i f e  or 

meaning but the devourer of life and rneaning. 

These negative connotations point to a problem with 

neo-Platonic Sun symbolism even in its positive aspect: i f  

it can mean so much, if it can mean- as it is often asked 

to-- everything, can it be said to mean anything at all, 

or is it just a rhetorical device that makes meaning 

possible? The negative view of the Sun would suggest that 

it does not make rneaning possible, it seems instead to 

draw meaning up out of the world, to  arrogate al1 meaning 

to itself, to impose an oppressive hierarchy of values and 

invite abstra~tion.'~ In the larger symbolic world of 

83 Mandelgshtam is the most eloquent of the critics 
who felt that Symbolisrn might ultimately rob the real 
world of meaning. 



Russian symbolism the major counterbalance to the Sun is 

the image of Sophia. 

In the  formulation of Gershom Scholem, the God of the 

Kabbalists is in itself meaningless but is the  source of 

al1 meaning. Similarly, in a symbolic system such as 

Ivanovls, the Sun, with its manifold applications, in 

itself means too much to rnean anything in particular: 

instead it gives meaning to everything it shines upon. 8 4 

In many of these uses of solar imagery the tendency 

towards a pattern of microcosm and macrocosm is apparent, 

one expression of the Symbolist interest in parallel 

worlds. Helen Dunbar, writing under the influence of Car1 

Jung, sees the theme of microcosm and rnacrocosm as 

practically inevitable in any fully elaborated system of 

solar myth. Further, she suggests that the solar cycle of 

regeneration tends to be rnirrored in the cycle of sexual 

reproduction, leading to a direct identification between 

- 

84 The sun as a necessary "place holder" in symbolic 
systems is one of the themes in Jacques Derrida's "White 
Mythology:" "the Sun seems to be at the origin of al1 l i f e  
and representation, as 'the nonmetaphorical prime mover of 
metaphor, the father of al1 figures'; but it must always 
be subjected to the displacement of metaphor in order to 
be known or represented. For Derrida, as for [Max] Muller 
the sun is therefore always both the origin and the ef fect 
of rnetaphor: 'Its  [the sunrs] name is inscribed in a 
system of relations that constitute it.'" Cited in Steven 
Connor, "Conclusion: Myth and Meta-myth in Max Muller and 
Walter Pater, in The Sun i s God: Paint ing,  Literature and 
Mythology in the Nineteenth Century, ed. by %B. Bullen 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, l989), pp. 217-18. 



solar and sexual imagery." This is certainly true of 

Ivanov' s image of the psychological microcosm, in which 

Eros stands a t  the centre as a so lar  figure, and thus is 

identified with the "flaming heart*. 

Among the solar poems of Cor Ardens one in 

particular, "De profundis", reads as an encyclopedia of 

solar symbolism, the welter of symbols serving ta 

highlight not only the ubiquity of archetypal solar 

imagery, but also to stress its figurative nature: the 

riches of inherited symbolism are s t i l l  inadequate t o  

capture the full significance of the solar analogy. 

D e  profundis 

Sole splendidior, candidior nive 
Subtilique minus subditus aethere 
Vitae corporeae condicionibus 
Arcanus morituri incola pectoris. 

- -. 

"In the learned tradition of the Middle Ages, the 
symbolisrn of sex is readily considered as the sublimated 
complement of the symbolism of the suri." Helen Flanders 
Dunbar, Symbolism in Medieval Thought and i t s  Consummation 
in the Divine Coniedy (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1929), p.489.  



M J I ~ ,  a r a y  c KpecTxor, xopyrsm, xaHo 
Tede c ~ p y m b  ~3 pan sneMcKoe BMHO, 

M nbeTcn K a ~ a  c BHCW JIo6~0t4, 
M KOnbR B CHeXHOe BOH3CIIDTCR PyHO, 
Ho spaK TBOR, npom3a~ mHoBewioe ~ R T W O ,  

Cnenn, BcTaeT ~3 Cern rpod~oA, -- 

B ponnoti nposparxocan Topxecmemwc ~ebec, -- 
f i  ~ y ,  -- ~ 3 - s a  M O ~  penemx sasec, 

Entl~ocymiek, C O ~ ~ M ~ O A H ~ ~ ,  
q e ~  Tu, O 3 p ~ ~ & i  cBeT, MCTOYWK~ qygec 
Bosa~uCi 03apm 6 ~ a ~  T ~ M H ~ E ~ I  nec: 

K seiuy n oean a3 npeircnomeft. (SS2, 237) 

Brighter than the Sun, whiter than snow, less subject 
than lightest ether to the laws of earthly flesh, 
secret resident of the mortal heart. 

Whoever you might be, mighty one: emperor of the 
powers -- Hyperion, or Mithra, the crimson lion, or 
Eurious Ixion, crucified on the insatiable wheel, or 
Helios with his cup, or Apollo with his bow, or the 
Phoenix on its pyre, or the dragon in flames, winding 
links in its coiled cluster, 

Or the horseman under his shield on his panting 
steed, or the helmsman of the upper waters in his 
shining skiff, or the emperor from the east, ancient 
in days, in the rays of seven tiaras, on the hot 
chariot, you turn, flying towards the azure deep, 
fire of the all-seeing eye, -- 

Or, Lamb with the cross as banner, it is given 
you to pour forth from your wounds the wine of Eden, 
and Cana flows from the height of Golgotha, and 
spears pierce the snowy fleece, but your eye, 
penetrating the momentary stain, blinding, arises 
from the shadow of the grave, 

Whoever you might be, bridegroom at the flaming 
feast, there is a certain god in me -- so dust 
quarrels with the Sun, -- more radiant and brighter 
than you, airier than ether scattered through the 
worlds, and whitex than snow on the virginal 
rnountains, whiter in its immaculate whiteness! 

In the native transparency of the triumphal 
heavens, -- 1 wait, -- from behind my thinning veils, 



more indivisible single, more congeneric, than You, O 
visible light, to the source of miracles as the Guide 
illumines the dark wood of wanderings: to him 1 have 
called from the depths. 

''De profundisn uses a bewildering enurneration of diverse 

solar myths to point up both the universal, archetypal 

nature of Sun symbolism, and its provisional nature: so 

many versions e x i s t  because no one version is adequate to 

represent the divine source of al1 meaning. The poem is 

in the familiar form of a contrast between the 

transcendent and the earthly; while there is a vast gap 

between "dustn and the sun, "dust" s t i l l  has a purity and 

essential that turn transcends the myriad 

manifestations of the transcendent god. There is also a 

h i n t  of a challenge in the poem, an element of 

~bogoborchestvo, ' the titanic assertion of divinity which 

for Ivanov was a fundamental drive in religious life. 

To the motif of the sun as a symbol of the will 

towards unity and coherence, Ivanov, under the influence 

of Nietzsche and Frazer, adds a traditional interpretation 

of the sun as an image for the trajectory of the tragic 

hero, and the cycle of death and rebirth. While solar 

images serve as a reminder of the upper, transcendent 

realm in Ivanovgs cosmos, they also serve as the pattern 

of a central drama of death and resurrection. 

The solar cycle as a tragic drama of death and 

rebirth is the subject of Ivanovt s drama Tantal from 1905, 



and is one of the narrative patterns infoming the 

collection Eros. On one level E m s  traces the story of 

the "fatal chi ldn -- the young sun (Gorodetskii), arrives 
to combat and take the place of the old (Ivanov). Lidiia 

Dimitriema's role is that of "mother night," out of which 

the Sun rises and to which it returns; the incest theme is 

in keeping with widespread motifs of solar mythology, in 

which there is an identification of the dam bride and 

mother nights6 The young god is always the son of the old 

god, reared by foster parents, the god is always the same, 

regenerated in suffering like the phoenix. Attention to 

elements of solar mythology in Eros helps to clarify 

problems of the identity of the "lyric 1" in the cycle. 

In myth the old god is reborn in the new, and the mother 

is reborn in the guise of the bride; in life, emulating 

this cycle was intended to bring about a renewal of 

creative youth in a l 1  three participants. 

Eros is as much about symbolism itself as it is about 

anything else, insofar as symbolism is the linking of 

ostensibly separate realms. For Ivanov it was not a 

matter of linking ideas with evocative images, but of 

bringing fundamental human experience into a coherent 

relationship, a system. Ivanovfs remarks on eros make it 

clear that he thought of it as the fundamental force 

O 6  Dunbar, op. cit., p .  108. 



driving psychic life, and that by nature its function is 

to unite. 

Cor Ardens was written over the period when Ivanov's 

ideas were reaching the hermetic "sphericalW state that 

Mandel'shtam noted. He began to plan Cor Ardens long 

before he had written al1 of the poems in what would 

become Part 1. The intention of writing a book that would 

be a summation of his ideas in this period was present 

throughout, and the recurrent images and themes of Eros 

were well established before he wrote it. In the 

dithyrarnb "Firebearersn ("Ognenostsym ) , which served as an 

anthem for the mystical anarchists, many of the symbolic 

resources of Eros are already to be found. 

The narrative u n i t y  of Eros was recognized early on; 

among reviewers of the 1907 publication, Voloshin and 

Briusov referred to it as a Vyric poema," in other words 

less a collection of discrete lyrics than a continuous 

narration. " TO be sure, both reviewers were privy to the 

events behind the book. Although the events on which the 

cycle is based form a narrative, the structure of the poem 

cannot adequately be described solely in such tenus. Some 

of  the poems i n  it have no narrative function, in that 

they do not advance the action, but return to and 



reinterpret crucial events and comment upon them. 

Sometimes individual poems, by using certain symbolsr 

images and themes, seem intended mainly to connect the 

cycle to the larger symbolic structure of which it is a 

part. 

David Sloane describes how certain words and semantic 

clusters recur in Blok's poetry and as they recur 

"accumulate" meaning from one context to another. This 

phenornenon is hardly unique to the  work of Blok, although 

the unifying effect it has on Blok's work as a whole may 

be. Something similar can be seen in Ivanovb poetry, 

where complexes of images and symbols recur frequently, 

usually with specific references to some aspect  of h i s  

rnyth, but variously nuanced according to their context. 

Sloane also notes how the positive or negative value 

of a given symbol may sometimes be invertedoBB This is not 

unique to Blok or Ivanov, but if anything it occurs more 

frequently in Ivanov than in Blok. In Ivanov's case the 

opposition is usually not between good and evil, but 

between Dionysian and Apollonian, dynamic and static. Two 

features that serve as organizing principles in much of 

Ivanov8s work are ascent and descent. Given the 

Valerii Briusov, Sredi s t i khov  (Moscow: ~ovetskii 
pisatel ' , 1990) , p. 227. Maksimilian Voloshin, Liki  
tvorchestva (Leningrad: Nauka, 1989), p.478. 



essentially optimistic quality of Ivanov's work, neither 

has negative qualities; each is a necessary part of the 

dynamic process of self-affirmation. If anything in his 

work has unambiguously negative connotations, it is 

despair or passivity. 

Clusters of related images combine and recombine in 

the poems quite freely, and few have fixed negative or 

positive associations. There is a strong demonic element 

in the poems, especially in the first part, but this is a 

demonism of latent subterranean dynamism rather than of 

evil . 
Ivanov's recurrent images often have very definite 

connotations derived from the role they play in a 

superstructure of myth that exists independently of the 

poems and to which the images and symbols refer. His 

essays, with their frequent illustrative quotations from 

h i s  poetry, employ the same fund of images, while his 

occasional use of quotations from Tiutchev, Goethe and 

Dante show him assimilating their symbols into his own 

system. Quotations from Dante and Goethe frame the entire 

edifice of Cor Ardens and are alluded to in the poems. 

However symmetrical and static this "symbolic systemn 

appears, it is always dynamic, and the dynamism is 

David Sloane, "Migratory Words, in Aleksandr Blok 
and the Dynamics of the Lyric Cycle (Columbus: Slavica, 
l988), pp. 136-193. 



provided by the power of Eros. Balancing its hermetic 

quality is a cyclical pattern of catastrophic rending 

(razryv) and reunification, which can take the form of 

fa11 and redemption, death and rebirth, cathartic madness 

and the return to sanity. 

Johannes Holthusen describes Cor Ardens as "an 

inexhaustible treasury of literary and universal symbols, 

religious emblems and Symbolist experiences." Given the 

importance of the concept of eros in Ivanov's poetic 

world, it is not surprising that Eros should "be the 

center-piece in the architecture of Cor Ardens. "" 

E m s  is built up out of a handful of syrnbolic 

clusters. The most pervasive of these pertains to f i r e  

and light, appropriately enough in a work about desire. 

Others are art, the serpent, the seed, darkness, 

blindness and imprisonment. As Eros is the god that 

unites, particularly important are images of yoking, 

binding and weaving. Whatever highly individual 

idiosyncrasies were at work in the creation of the poems, 

Ivanov was not especially interested in capturing the 

nuances of persona1 experience so much as disclosing the 

universal and archetypal dimension of the mhage. Thus 

the list of appearances by mythological figures is very 

09 Johannes Holthusen, "Vyacheslav Ivanov ' s Cor 
Ardens and the Aesthetics of Symbolism, in Jackson and 
Nelson, Vyacheslav Ivanov, p. 7 1. 



long for a relatively short work: the principal ones are 

Dionysus, Eros, Apollo, Osiris, Prometheus, Oedipus and 

Jocasta, Psyche and Danae, as well as a few Slavonic 

mythological figures included mainly, it seems, as a 

gesture i n  Gorodetskii' s direction. 



C H A P T E R  III 

Eros Part 1: Summdning Dionysus. 

Ivanov's belief in Symbolism as an integrating force is 

directly reflected in the strong tendency in al1  his lyric 

writing towards larger hierarchical or cyclical structures. 

The tendency is evident from his first publications, and 

can be seen in his essays as well. Michael Wachtel arguhs 

convincingly that in structuring his f irst book, Pilot 

Stars, Ivanov took Goethe as his modeLgO At one t i m e  

Ivanov contemplated a collected poems that would be 

organized by genre and form rather than by chronology, 

narrative, or theme. This attests not to a 

dissatisfaction with the complex hierarchical ordering of 

Michael Wachtel, Russian Syiabolism and Li terary 
Trdàï tion: Goethe, Novalis and the Poetics of Viacheslav 
fvanov (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1995) , 
pp.37-9. 



his books so far, but to a faith in the integrity o f  his 

work as the expression of a coherent personality, as well 

as a recognition of the strong thematic coherence entailed 

in the various genres he employed. He had a very 

sophisticated sense of the thematics of the various 

genres. In this also  Goethe can be seen as his model. 

The Symbolist predilection for organi zing poems into 

larger units has often been noted. The tradition of 

grouping lyrics together according to theme or genre or 

formal characteristics extends to classical times, and has 

been a perennial resort of lyric poets. Russian 

literature of the nineteenth century has many examples of 

poetry organized into cycles, but the tendency became 

especially popular among the Symboli~ts.~~ Probably the 

most persistent practitioner was Balvmont. Briusov began 

using cycles early on, and made an influential statement 

on the theory of lyric cycles in his preface to Urbi et 

Orbi in 1903.92 

The Symbolist preoccupation with lyric cycles has a 

two-fold basis. On the one hand the movement as a whole 

'' Erich Poynter, Die Zyklisierung lyrischer Texte bei 
Blok (Munich: Sagner, 1988) . 

92 "A book of verses should not be an accidental 
collection of diverse poems, but a real book, a closed 
unity, united by a single thought." Valerii Briusov, 
Sobranie sochinenii (7 volumes, Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia 
Literatura, lW3), vol. 1, pp. 604-605. 



was marked by an interest in technical problems of lyric 

composition at a l 1  ievels. This was perhaps especiaiîy 

true of Briusov and Ivanov. Among the Symbolists' 

immediate forebears in French literature, the example of 

Baudelaire loomed especially large.93 Virtually al1 his 

poems were intended to take their place in Les Fleurs du 

mal, a book whose overarching composition was the subject 

of discussion from its first appearance. One of the most 

perceptive early analyses of the structure of Baudelaire's 

book was by the Russian scholar Prince Urusov. 94 

With the early Synbolists, lyric became the preferred 

literary mode, to the relative neglect of narrative prose 

and the poema.95 It was perhaps natural for poets to 

counterbalance the close focus of individual lyrics by 

grouping them into larger structures. The impulse to 

gather his poerns into cycles was evident from the start in 

Ivanov's work. His first book, "quite modest as an 

achievement in cyclization, " 9 6  was nonetheless composed of 

various thematic and formal groupings. The reason for 

this was no doubt the fact that Pilot Stars was so 

- 

Georgette Donchin, The Influence of french Symbolism 
on Russian Poetry ('s gravenhage: Mouton, 1958). 

94 Martin Turnell, Baudelaire (New York: New 
Directions, 1972), p.92. 

* Leonid Dolgopolov, Na rubezhe vekov (Leningrad: 
Sovetskii Pisatel', l98S), pp. 92-3. 

96 David Sloane, Aleksandr Blok and the Dynamics of 
the Lyric Cycle (Columbus: Slavica, 1988), See also Olga 
Deschartes, "Vvedenie, " (SS1, p. 75) . 



voluminous, and represented work written over a long span 

of tirne, and in various styles and genres. The 

fundamental coherence of the book lay in the persistent, 

already well developed concerns of its author. Virtually 

a l1  of Ivanov's future themes are already to be found in 

Pilot S t a r s .  

Ivanovts cycles may be based on common formal and 

thematic qualities, as in his sonnet sequences, or they 

may be united simply by a common therne, as in the *Sun- 

heart" cycle in Cor Ardens, and have no narrative tendency 

at all. Ivanov's loyalty to a particular group of symbols 

and images gives a powerful sense of unity to his entire 

work. 

In this respect the vestiges of narrative in Eros are 

less important to the unity of the collection than a 

recurring set of images, symbols and themes. Furthemore, 

there is considerable diversity in the verse forms, styles 

and tone among the poems. In the cycle Eros the speaker, 

or l y r i c  hem, may change from poem to poem, even when the 

addressee would appear to be the same. The persona of the 

speaker in Eros poems is Zeus, Apollo, Danae, Orpheus, 

Osiris, among others. This variety of tone, stance and 

persona gives the collection i ts dynamism, yet contributes 



to its impersonal quality. Like the god Dionysus, t h e  

hero appears i n  many hypostases. The adoption of mythic 

masks lifts the poems above the "personal" that Ivanov 

deplored. 

Although the poems were written as a group within a 

very short time after the event, they were not written i n  

the order i n  which they appear in the published versions. 97 

For example, the last poem was written relatively early in 

the process, and refers, as we know from Ivanovls journal, 

to an experience from the beginning of t h e  affair, but 

wound up at the end as a summing up, its tone entirely 

unsuited t o  a place a t  the beginning. 

The story that can be discerned has less to do with 

the events of the autumn of 1906 than with the narrative 

Ivanov brought to the affair ready made. In its first 

publication the collection had no divisions. When he 

included it in Cor Ardens Ivanov split it roughly in half, 

at the poin t  where the elegiac tone changes to a more 

upbeat tone. Throughout the collection commentary is 

interspersed which is not strictly connected to the 

narrative. This feature is more marked in the second part 

than in the first, as the poet attempts to corne to terms 

with the debacle of the first part and accommodate it to 

97 The Biblioteka poeta volume supplies the dates of 
composition of some of the poems. 



the mythic narrative. Al1 of Ivanovls cycles and 

subsections are unified more by thematic than narrative 

means. Beyond this, Eros is unified by a network of 

related images and themes that it shares with Cor Ardens 

as a whole. These are the building blocks of Ivanovls 

poetic world, and they appear throughout his work ear ly  

and late, and connect it to a Romantic visionary 

tradition. What is new in Eros is the narrative 

structure, the drama of Dionysian visitation and its 

af termath. 

While the poems are very varied in form and stance, 

an overa l l  progression in tone is perceptible from 

beginning to end, and within each of the two parts. The 

first part begins on an exultant, ecstatic note in a 

claustrophobie atmosphere and ends in funereal lament. In 

the second part the Yyric speaker" has stepped out into 

the light of day and has greater distance from the events 

described. More of the poems in the second part address 

impersonal themes of art and symbolism (as in "Architectl' 

or "Heavenly Vault") . The progression is from activity to 

passivity, desire to reflection, or (to use Ivanov's own 

rnetaphor) from wealth to poverty 

Nonetheless, although Eros does have a narrative 

skeleton, it is only incidentally an account of the 

Gorodetskii fiasco. The majority of poems i n  Eros are not 



directly concerned with the "plot" so much as they are 

variations on the central themes. The story has been 

assimilated into a drama of death and rebirth or 

resurrection, seen as a sacrifice of autonomy and power, 

motivated by a Dionysian erotic ecstasy, resulting in 

purification and a surge of poetic creativity. It 

describes a progression from ecstatic desire through 

moribund melancholy to chastened affirmation. The 

trajectory of the poems is that of tragedy, as in Oedipus 

Rex, from hubris through devastation to wisdom, and a 

group of poems in the second part offers an interpretation 

of the Oedipus myth in these terms. 

The symbolic system sketched in the previous chapter 

is the framework out of which the collection Eros arises 

and from which it draws much of its coherence. The 

coherence of the book derives from a set  of symbolic 

clusters already well elaborated in Ivanov's work, 

although perhaps nowhere else so densely employed. 

Working against the narrative element in the collection 

are constant references to the symbolic cosmos, and 

expositions of the theory of Symbolism. 

Eros is structured by a densely interconnected 

network of paired themes, binary oppositions that may 

appear either as contradictions or analogies, such as life 

(or love) vs. death, light vs. darhess, oneness vs. 



alienation. These give rise to predictable play on the 

paradoxes inherent in such oppositions. Love and death 

are opposed, yet death is seen as a rebirth. One reason 

for the excessive use of such paradoxes and oppositions is 

Ivanov's wish to show the equivalence of the two opposing 

sides. The fundamental opposition is between love and 

death, which becomes more and more broadly stated as an 

opposition between union and isolation, freedom and 

bondage, oblivion and memory. For Ivanov, death is 

separation ( " r a z 1  ukam ) . Love unites, death separates. 

But it was a fundamental article with Ivanov that life and 

death are equivalent, two sides to the same coin, and i n  

Eros, death is seen as a precondition of life, and its 

goal. Any rebirth is necessarily a death. Presiding over 

the whole of Cor Ardens is the epigraph from Goethe's 

" S e l i g e  Sehnsucht": "1 p r i z e  the living that yearns for 

death by fire." Death by fire recalls the phoenix, which 

also makes an appearance in Eros, and whose death is the 

herald of its rebirth. 

The first part may be said to be written under the 

sign of Dionysus, and the second under that of Apollo. 

Each part contains several poems pertaining to art and the 

artist from the point of view of the two presiding 

deities. The first part contains poems summoning Eros or 

other daimons, while the second has apotropaic poems 



warding off the influence of Anteros and the fire of love. 

The second part begins with a group of three poems under 

the subheading "Symposion" which dif  fers f rom Plato' s 

Symposium in that  it invokes not Eros, but Anteros, and 

Hermes the daimon who leads men not upwards toward beauty 

and unity, but downward towards death. 

The central event of the cycle is a tragic collapse 

(or catastrophe), and the poems frequently refer to i t .  

The repetitive use of a handful of images continually 

returns the reader to the central event, or crisis, 

reinterpreting it from another angle, and in the process 

reinterpreting ever more widely or loosely the central 

handful of images and themes. 

I t  is perhaps not  surprising that in a collection 

that forcefully joins certain recurrent images, the idea 

of the link or bond is i t s e l f  an important therne. The 

cycle is after a l 1  the account of a failed attempt to 

establish a bond. Like other fundamental images in Eros, 

the bond has positive and negative associations. The bond 

can either imprison, or connect, and in this it partakes 

of the larger thematic opposition of death, which is 

isolation or imprisonment, and l i f e ,  which is a continuous 

process of intercomection i n  a free bond between people. 

The book begins with the image of intertwined snakes 

in an image that is both threatening and liberating. The 



second part begins with an image of Gxeek wrestlers in a 

more antagonistic, but also less serious variation. 

As Ivanov was aware, the word wsymbolw derives from 

the Greek verb "to joinw or "to unitem. The idea of union 

or synthesis recurs in various guises, from the entwined 

serpents of the first poem, to the garlands woven by Midas 

in the second. In a variation on the Solov'evian ideal of 

synthesis, Ivanov wrote that the essence of Symbolism is 

"c~nnection~~ (sviaz'), the link between heaven and earth, 

between individuals, between the two terms of a metaphor 

or of a symbol. In Solov'ev's theory of love, eros forges 

the first link between people, overcoming the equally 

natural impulse towards selfishness. In the notorious 

poem "Knots of the Serpentw ( "  U z l y  zmeiw) Ivanov had 

already used the twining of serpents as a sexual metaphor: 

Ha A B a  nOJIa--3HaK PaclcoJXa --ICTO YMHOnMT MOXeT CVeCTb: 
I ~ C T ~ X ~ C R T  Id mecTb O@~RT& M meCTbCOT QMRTP& eCTb. 
(SS2,  p.  291) 

On the two sexes is the sign of schism - whoever can 
multiply can count: there are sixty and six embraces 
and six hundred ways of being embraced. 

In Eros, one of the dominant clusters of images pertains 

to coupling, twining, binding, weaving, wrestling, mixing 

and yoking, and this would serve as an apt metaphor for 

Ivanov's densely entwined and yoked conceits. 

If the Sun is a symbol of origin, centre, and end, 

fire serves to reveal the presence of the sun everywhere. 

In mythic tradition both Prometheus and Eros are torch- 



bearers. Fire has always been associated with sexual 

passion and transcendence, and its metaphorical repertoire 

had already been thoroughly elaborated by Dante and Goethe 

among Ivanov's precursors. Ivanov had used the image of  

torch-bearing Eros in a poem from Pi lo t  Stars, "PsycheW 

( " P s i k h e i a W )  , and had linked it to the  Maenadsv brand i n  

@'Torchn ( l lSvetoch' l )  . This enables him to combine Eros and 

Prometheus into a single image of erotic ascent and 

titanic bogoborchestvo.  He also uses it t o  make the 

connection between Eros, Psyche, and the moth of Goethe's 

Hope, you stood with him whose aspect, whose beauty, 
like the Sun, my dark spirit, praying/begging for his 
rays, could not withstand: It was Eros,-- the altar 
of flaming love, both priest and gode The flame of 
resin with raised right hand he waves; and the moth- 
al1 turned away their faces- fluttered close... 

As an example of the play of  opposites in these 

fundamental symbols, the torch rarely occurs in Ivanov's 

98 Tibullus, IV, ii [III, viii] de Sulpicia:  Vrom her 
eyes, when he would burn the gods main, does f ierce Love 
kindle his torches twin." 



work without soma reference to the Sap or pitch that 

feeds it. This is a reminder of the base matter that 

fuels the flame, rerniniscent of Solovgev's image of light 

from the darkness, or the coal that yields  a diamond." 

Another such unifying symbol is the seed, which, like al1 the 

other fundamental images in Ivanov's poetry, attracts other 

images into its orbit. The metaphorical or symbolic function 

is extended by association with other clusters of imagery. 

The seed may refer to its role in the biblical parable of the 

sou1 that must die before springing into more abundant 

life.'OO In Eros the seed is associated with a more specific 

sort of seed, the grape, with its Dionysian and Christian 

associations. The seed thus becornes associated with the 

heart as analogue of the Sun, and by analogy with the heart 

of Jesus.  In Orphic myth, the heart of Dionysus is the only 

thing that survives the godb rending at the hands of the 

Titans. It is rescued by Zeus, and becomes the "seed" out of 

which Dionysus is regenerated. Elsewhere in Eros, the red 

sun at sunset is likened to a bleeding heart. The descent of 

the divine into the world is seen as a shower of star-seeds, 

in keeping with Ivanov' s fondness for fructifying 

images of divine descent. These are further associated 

99 Vladimir Soloviev, Stikhotvoreniia i shutochnye 
p 'esy, ed. by 2 .  G. Mints (Leningrad: Sovetskii Pisatel', 
1974), p. 92. 

'Oo John 12:24. 



with the torches of the Maenads, the torch of Eros, 

("resinous seed" "smol i s t y i  sev" ) and with the influence 

Ivanov hoped to exert on Gorodetskii. These images of 

course link the seed very closely to the network of 

imagery connected to fire, yet provide a contrast; the 

consuming flame is counterbalanced by the life-giving 

seed. A t  times Ivanov's predilection for elaborating 

these figurative connections results in mere exercises in 

symbology, rather than satisfactory poems. He indulged 

this endless ramifying of analogies because they weave the 

net unifying the world more and more closely. This 

endless ramification has a paradoxical effect, in that 

very complex means ultimately achieve an effect of massive 

simplicity. Symbolism is based upcn drawing connections 

and finding unity. It should be noted that many if not 

al1 of the image complexes found in Eros are to be found 

in his earlier poetry. One of the things that sets Eros 

apart as a cycle is the fact that fvanov has elaborated 

within it a certain complex of images in a particular way. 

Another important variant on the theme of life, death 

and rebirth is Platonic anamnesis. Memory in Ivanovrs 

work is the connsction to a primeval unity. Memory is the 

link that abolishes tirne and death. In Eros death is 

metaphorical, connected with the river Lethe. In his poem 



"Melampus's Dreamu Ivanov uses the metaphor of a river 

flowing backwards in time in opposition to Lethe. 

Although the collection is unified on one level by 

myriad interconnected clusters of symbols, there is a 

notable disunity of tone and voice. The speaker of the 

poems appears under various guises, and there is a strong 

expository strain in the poems. The event is of interest 

only in so far as it can provide illustration of the 

theme. Ivanov had little interest in the vicissitudes of 

individual psychology, or the realia of contemporary Mie. 

He always sought to discover the universal in his 

experience, and accommodate it to his religious vision. 

There was one narrative that especially interested 

Ivanov, it was the one he hoped to live, and the one he 

ended up writing about. The themes of Eros would 

resurface in the cycle "Sporw ("Quarrell*) in a new form 

two years later at the death of Lidiia Dimitrievna, when 

death and separation suddenly ceased to be metaphors, and 

Ivanov would again seek the resurrection of dead love in 

the person of a youth- in this case hfs stepdaughter. 

The first poem of the collection alludes very 

comprehensively to the major themes of the collection, as 

well as serving as the starting point of the narrative, 

where myth and biography intersect. 



ïïo~ycrc~ra ~pb; Kocccep noTyx; 
B nemepax -TH~D[ noBm c m  
~oJIHoWWX BOJW IIp~bofi, 

Torc 3~ê3nHI& Ha 3êMHypD MeJXb,-- 
M c mm noeT MOR sapm x~enb, 
P a s s ~ s a ~ M  ~obot i .  

(SS2, p.363) 

If 1 breath into the summoning flute, where my 
enchanting Song is imprisoned, then you, my serpent, 
keeper of my nights, igniting your two eyes in the 
darkness, two seeing spearheads, 
Twining, creep onta my breast, to breath from mouth 
to mouth your poison of madness and sickness: like a 
pair of slippery blind-worms, we intertwine in the 
burning bush of the dawns, h o t  together in writhing 
rings .  
It is not a falcon struggling in evil b o t s ,  not a 
restive steed raising froth on the bit with its 
teeth, it is the furious snake, O serpent, whom your 
blades prod, whom your ripplinq maddens. 
The rage subsides; the fire goes out, i n  the murky 
caves the ear catches the surf of midnight waves, the 



starry stream against the earthly shoal- and with it 
my drunken spell sings, released by you. E S 2  p. 363) 

"The Serpentn (Vmeia")  serves as an introduction to 

Eros by describing the origins of the dynamic process that 

is the subject of the work. Eros begins in the underworld 

at the extreme end of the axis of ascent and descent, at 

the point where the sexual aspect of eros is most 

explicit. In a sense it can be read as a rewrite of 

Solov'evvs "Not for nothing did we meet.. . '' ("My soshlist s 
toboi nedarom. . . *) in its linking of subterranean and 

transcendent realms. "The Serpentw is dense with symbols 

and images that had acquired particular associations in 

Ivanovls work, and despite its brevity alludes very 

comprehensively to Ivanov's myth of Dionysus. A t  one 

level, the poem is a retelling of the conception of 

Dionysus-Zagreus by Zeus and Persephone in the form of 

serpents, a version of the god's origins  that emphasizes 

his role as a d e i t y  of the underworld and of the realm of 

death. In Ivanov's version the issue of their union is 

Dionysian Song, and the poem becomes a description of the 

birth of art from sexual love, It can also be seen as an 

invocation of the muse for the poems t h a t  follow it.  

Ivanov devoted several paragraphs i n  h i s  article "The 

Symbolism of  Aesthetic Principlesfl to a vivid description 

of the psychological and symbolic realm in which this poem 



takes place. As part of the structure of archetypal 

imagery which he delineated for Andrei Belyi, he included 

the "chaotic principle, " describing it variously as 

demonic, chthonic, and androgynous. In one passage, he 

might be referring directly to the story of Dionysus- 

Zagreus : 

The third [principle], the daimonic, is t he  
principle of Our esthetic excitations: its name 
is the chaotic. [...] 
Descent, as the principle of artistic 
inspiration ... turns the spirit towards the 
extra-personal. The Chaotic, manifesting itself 
in the psychological category of ecstasy, is 
impersonal. It utterly cancels out al1 
boundaries. [...] Faces waver and disappear- 
there is no personality.[ ...] In these depths of 
pregnant night, where nest the deep mots of 
sex, there is no division between the sexes. 
[ . . . ] the chaotic sphere is the realm of 
bisexual androgynous Dionysus. 

In this realm becoming unites the two sexes 
through explorations of rnys terious conceptions. 
[oshchup *iu temnykh zachatii] 

[This realm] is daimonic with the daimonism 
of the elements, but not of evil. It is a 
fruitful womb, and not a diabolical 
petrifaction. [. . . ]  

The terror of descent into the chaotic 
calls us with the most powerful of calls, the 
most imperative of sunmions: it calls us-- to 
lose ourselves. 

And the most powerful of the arts -- Music- 
- commandingly sings to us in these voices of 
the nocturnal Sirens of the depths, so as to 
lead us unpredictably out of its abyss (as 
"chaos gives birth to a starn) by the soaring 
line of the sublime and return us to the earth 
purified and strengthened by the blessed descent 



of Beauty. As Antaeus languishes in isolation 
from the earth, so would w e  be impoverished by 
any final renunciation of "ancient," "native" 
chaos. Somewhere, deep beneath us 
"inexhaustible springs sing to us the Song of 
our native sound." (SS1 ,  pp. 828-9)  

Few of the many traditional symbolic functions of the 

serpent are irrelevant here. The serpent is a chthonic 

spirit or deity, associated with sex and more specifically 

androgyny, but it also represents wisdom and prophecy, as 

in the Python of the Delphic oracle, the serpent who dwelt 

in the caves below Parnassus until Apollo slew her and in 

commemoration established his seat of prophecy at Delphi. 

Besides its subterranean associations, it may also 

symbolize the cosmos as a whole. A representation of 

Orpheus shows him entwined with a snake, emblematic of the 

poet's descent into the underworld, and his victory over 

death. The snake may represent resurrection or rebirth 

because of its ability to shed its skin. Finally, the 

serpent is a traditional cornpanion of Dionysus. Ivanov 

uses the ferninine %neiaN (serpent) and the masculine 

" zmein (snake) for the sake of the difference in gender; 

otherwise they are identical: "two slippery blind-womsn 

( "dvukn skol  ' zk ikh medianits ") . 
The poem is dedicated "to Diotirnan, which was Lidiia 

Ivanova's nickname at the Tower meetings and in the Hafiz 

citcle. Ivanov has thus cast Lidiia and himself in the 



role of Dionysusls divine parents. Some of the imagery of 

the poem is reminiscent of other poems to Lidiia, 

celebrating the couple's profound unity in duality. It is 

the union of two equals, and the poem echoes some of the 

imagery with which Ivanov described the "dual unityw 

(dvuedinstvo) of his relationship with Lidiia in the 

sonnet t'Lovew ("Liubov'") in Pilot Stars. In a letter to 

Lidiia from the beginning of the Gorodetskii affair Ivanov 

had already used serpent imagery to describe the profound 

identity of their relationship: 

Would it be precious and divine, i f  it were 
not the merging of daimonic powers lying 
within our two souls? No, our passion was 
not simply the love of man and woman, but 
the love of two genii, two serpents, able 
to change masks and faces. (SS2, pp.761-2) 

The last phrase of the letter, "able to  change masks and 

facesn, i s  echoed in the poem by the word "zyb'", 

(rippling) which, together with its derivatives, must 

count as one of Ivanovws favourite words. He uses it to 

suggest the unstable, shifting nature of empirical reality 

or "the veil of Maya" to use Nietzsche's phrase. Often in 

Ivanov, wzyb'" indicates the dawning awareness of a more 

profound reality. In this instance it is linked to the 

rippling the serpent ' s the traditional 

conception of the serpent as a metamorphic creature which, 



because of its metamorphoses, attests to a more profound 

reality. 

The serpent's "rippling" provokes her mate's madness 

(bezumie), a word that for the poet invariably signifies 

cathartic ecstasy. In The H e l l e n i c  R e l i g i o n  Ivanov traces 

the anset of Dionysian ecstasy to an existential glimpse 

through the unstable veil of reality to the abyss of non- 

being . 101 
"Ostrie' (%pearhead, " "point" or "blade") , 

to which the serpent's eyes are likened, occurs frequently 

in Ivanov's poetry to refer to the thyrsis of the maenads, 

often in the sense of a goad, and Lidiia Dimitrievna 

figures as a maenad in poems celebrating the Dionysian 

character of their life together. Both "khmel'" 

(intoxication) and "besovstvo~ (raging, raving) , like 

"bezumiel' (madness) , usually denote Dionysian ecstasy . 
Vhrnel' " here is directly linked to music- it is not so 

much a state of mind, as the expression of that sta te  in 

music. The msvirel'm ("fluteN) often stands for music in 

its Dionysian form, as opposed to the Apollonian, which is 

usually represented by a lyre. 

"The Serpentw is about the release of Song under the 

liberating influence of the maenad Lidiia: it begins with 

'O' "Ellinskaia religiia stradaiushchego bogam Novyi 
put' 110.2 (1904) p .73 .  



imprisoned song, and ends with its release. As a result 

of the release of song, the poet is in contact with 

celestial music, and through art, heaven and earth sing in 

concord. Music thus brings the speaker out of his earthly 

imprisonment and makes him aware of the contact between 

heaven and earth. The impetus for this lyric liberation 

is sexual. 

After the frenzy subsides, a cosmic music is heard. 

The image of the "starry current against the earthly 

shoalN ( V o k  zvezdnyi na zemnuiu me1 ' implies a union of 

heaven and earth and may also allude to the "starry seed" 

("zvezdnyi seva) encountered later, which is symbolic of 

the descent of the creative into the material world. 

The word "surf" ("priboin) also has well developed 

associations in Ivanovl s work. 1 t represents the 

intersection of two worlds, usually with a sense of 

fateful conjunction. Here it contributes to the climax of 

the poem, which looks forward prophetically out of the 

subterranean realm. 

The poem ends with the subsiding of desire and 

passion ("potuskla iarl"), and the release of  song. The 

subterranean realm is thereby linked to the heavens: the 

celestial music that results from the friction of the 

heavens and the earth is in harmony with the flutistls 

song. Thus, although the poem takes place i n  the demonic 



realm, it establishes the common "interest" of the earthly 

and the heavenly, using for the purpose the analogy of 

earth and sea. In other poerns, Ivanov uses the image of 

the 'priboiW to signify not only the meeting point of two 

worlds, but a threshold i n  tirne. The final stanza raises 

some of the fundamental themes of the book in embryonic 

form: the connection between the chthonic and the 

heavenly, and the connection between Dionysian ecstasy and 

art. A t  this stage the art is still the intoxicating, 

provocative music of the f lu t e .  Later the Apollonian 

influence will assert itself. 

The poem thus begins and ends with reference to music 

and intoxication (practically synonymous in this case) . 
The theme of art and its origins is broached at the very 

beginning of the cycle and will recur in different guises. 

One of the basic themes of the collection is the 

continuity between the earthly and the divine, the 

chthonic and the transcendent, sexual love and divine 

love. The separate worlds that are brought together in 

"The Serpentw are the subterranean, the celestial, and, 

figuratively at least, the unstable, perpetually moving 

marine realm. 

Underground springs are connected to prophecy and 

memory, which are intimately related in Ivanov's work. 

The springs carry knowledge of primeval memory, and are 



opposed to the river Lethe later in the poem. The two are 

connected to the imagery of death and rebirth in the 

cycle: Lethe represents the death of the soul, its return 

to an isolated state,  like a fallow seed, while the 

restoration of memory is the beginning of new life: 

When the child is separated from its mother, like fruit 
from a tree, the isolated person resembles a new shade, 
a light guest of Hades who has just drunk from the 
Lethean strearns, from the waters of oblivion. Just as 
the soul, according to ancient belief, in order t o  rise 
to  the light, must again find the springs of Memory and 
quench its burning thirst at the lake of subterranean 
Mnemosyne, -- so through Memory we are united with the 
Beginning and the Word which was 'In the Beginning.' 
(SS2, pp.92-3) 

In its use of demonic, subterranean imagery, "The 

Serpent" sets the tone for other poems in the cycle. 

Imprisonment and pain and madness are the forerunners of 

the speaker's Song, but ultimately the serpent is not 

strangling or constricting, but liberating. The image of 

confinement will appear in Eros i n  both a positive and a 

negative light. The negative kind of confinement is 

associated with Ivanovvs critique of Decadent poetry. 

Imprisonment or confinement is a commonplace topos of 

decadent and Symbolist poetry, to be found in Soloviev, 

Gippius and Sologub. It often has Platonic overtones, 

with the soul lonqing for release from the imprisonment of 

the body. But in decadent poetry, the imprisonment of the 

sou1 is likely to be portrayed in passive or pathetic 

terms, usually concluding with a melancholy or ironic 



reflection on the contrast between the imagination and 

reality, or between earthly and transcendent worlds. In 

Ivanov, however, imprisonment is an opportunity for the 

assertion of the self or the will, and the prison itself 

as a cave or subterranean crypt can be a place for 

gathering strength. Ascent is made possible by the 

accumulated energy of the earth-bound spirit. In his 

essay on Annensky, Ivanov used an image of confinement 

when he criticised the decadent tendency to nurse a 

melancholy spiritual discontent instead of striving to 

overcome it by an effort of the will: 

For us [realistic Symbolists] the phenornenon is a 
sy~nbol, insofar as it is an exit and a door into the 
rnistery; for them [the decadents] the symbol is a 
prison window, through which the prisoner gazes so 
as, wearied by the limited landscape he has corne to 
know, to turn-his gaze back into the black no-exit of 
his cell. 

The theme of "returnn which Averintsev sees as 

fundamental to Ivanov's writing takes the form in the 

years following the 1905 revolution of a dynamic process 

of catastrophic rending or "razryv," followed by a 

restoration and realignment; a violent change from one 

state, usually oppressive, to another. The fit of erotic 

ecstasy the poet seeks in E m s  is an attempt to 

precipitate this catastrophe and restoration. This can be 

seen in the second poem of the cycle: 



A t  inflamed midday in the exhaustion of 
passionate roses, worn out by abundance in the bounds 
of powerful roses, 1 breathe in the virulent heat of 



their aromatic closeness. Where, 1 sigh, are you, 
the sylvan one, and 1 pine: where are you? 

Light-footed, wild, rush in from the dark 
groves. Gods enter my crimson garden, the stifling 
paradise of langorous bushes. Tear up my meadow with 
your hoof, stir up my springs! In my closed flower 
garden, bees swarm even at night. 

Golden bees swarm over the bonfires of red 
roses. Spikenard swoons. Pactolus spurts. The 
clusters of drunken vines ripen. The Naiads drip 
sound from their urns amid the azure greenery... 
Bring for my raptures the scent of ravines and 
roots, -- 

Spirit of womwood, wilting of decay, resinous 
scent of fallen needles, and the desert wail of the 
flute and the cry of the wild Dryad! 1 braid bright 
ties - bonds for shapely, ardent loins; I scatter red 
roses - a bed of passionate temptations. 

Here, fearful one, here, blessed one, you will 
wander, captive, and cast your wild eye about in holy 
languor/anguish,-- what earth and forest prophesy, 
the spring mumurs, babbling,-- what, in the dense- 
shadowed cave, the sisters wove by the spring. 

This is another poem of summoning; it uses imagery 

Ivanov employed in a letter to Lidiia stating his 

intention to lure Gorodetskii into his "rose garden". 

Much of the imagery of this letter would subsequently find 

its way into the poem. 102 

In this poem Dionysus 1s seen as a wild and furtive 

creature who will stir up the heavy claustrophobie 

102 ...- It really seems to me that 1 have swunoned 
Dionysus, with whom one cannot consort unpunished, and 
that Bacchus stood before me under the mask of this young 
man, who smells of sylvan strength, and who has the sunny, 
wild eyes of virginal forest souls. He is a young quick- 
footed faun, summoned by me into my rose gardens, so that 
my golden transparency would be redolent of the wildneas 
of undergrowth, evergreen Sap and the sttength of roots. 1 
waited and said that 1 awaited - your arrival, mysterious 
young Bacchus with provocative eyes! From a letter to 



enclosure. Roses were scattered in the path of Eros in 

some versions of the ancient myth, and were also an 

attribute of Dionysus. Here the garden symbolizes the 

heart oppressed with its own plenitude and seeking 

release. As in the first poem, the poem contains 

subterranean imagery, signifying the source of Dionysian 

regenerative power. The theme of prophecy is also raised 

in the image of the spinning Fates. 

The primary source of the central image of the poem 

is a tale recounted by Aristotle, in which King Midas 

(hence the reference to gold and the gold-bearing river 

Pactolus) traps Silenus (a hypostasis of Dionysus) in his 

rose garden and compels him to reveal the secret he holds. 

The tale is used by Nietzsche to illustrate Greek 

pessimism in The Birth of Tragedy, and is similarly used 

by Ivanov in The Hellenic Religion (though without 

reference to Nietzsche). Silenust secret is an expression 

of that Hellenic taedium v i t a e  that Ivanov saw as a 

prerequisite of Dionysian ecstasy: it is best to die 

young, and even better never to have been born.lo3 The way 

in which Ivanov elaborated this mythic encounter is 

typical of his treatment of the raw material of myth. The 

Lidiia Dimitrievna Ivanova (early August 1906) (SS II, p. 
758) 

103 "Ellinskaia religiia stradaiushchego boga," Novyi 

put ' no.2 (1904) p. 74. See also Friedrich Nietzsche, Die 
Geburt der  Trag6die (Munich: Goldmann, 1959), p.33. 



encounter becomes a summoning, appropriate to the 

Dionysian tradition, the theme of plenitude is elaborated 

in luxuriant and claustrophobic excess, and given an 

intense erotic cast. Arid midday heat is generally 

associated in the poems with unfulfilling plenitude; here 

the god is summoned out of darkness and wildness into the 

overly cultivated garden. It is clear from the content of 

the poem that Ivanov's primary source for the story, in 

this rendition at least, is not Aristotle or Nietzsche, 

but Ovid, although the interpretation the story is made to 

bear stems from Nietzsche. In Ovidvs account Midas is 

almost a comic character, and something of this is still 

discernible in Ivanov's frantic figure, In Ovid also 

Midas represents an inadvertent sculptor, who makes golden 

statues out of the living. This will find an echo in the 

figure of Pygmalion later in the collection, who will 

represent a different sort of sculptor, one who turns 

matter into a l i v i n g  being, although perhaps he is not 

much more successful than Midas. 104 

"Greek" pessimism is here transformed into erotic 

longing and sexual tension. The poem is claustrophobic 

with images of oppressive midday heat, heavy scents, a 

garden in full flower. It is not mellow f r u i t i o n  or 

- -. - 

104 Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book XI. The cont ras t  between 
Midas and Pygmalion is also drawn by Goethe. 



languor, but impatience and abundance, " izobilieN, from 

which the speaker seeks release. 

The state prevailing in the poem is oppressive 

wealth, which also suggests sexual tension, longing for 

release. The garden is aromatic, dense and 

claustrophobic. The midday sun, which often represents 

the oppressive weight of empirical reality in Ivanov's 

verse here also has associations with fruitfulness. The 

garden can be read as a metaphor for the heart, and also 

the Sun, offering another example of the sun-heart 

metaphor that pervades the collection and the larger book 

that contains it. The bees will be echoed later on in an 

image of Eros as a bee that gathers honey from human 

hearts. In classical times bees were a metaphor for 

poets, who cul1 the beauties of nature as bees collect 

nectar, and also for the priestesses of Delphi, and in 

Neo-Platonic philosophy for "any pure, chaste being, or 

souls coming to birth."105 Ivanov was doubtless aware of 

a l1  these associations, but in this instance the dominant 

referent must be the Dionysian Maenad carrying her thyrsis 

(frequently referred to as a "sting," ("zhalou) by Ivanov 

in other contexts). These bees are exceptional in that 

they swarm at night, another distinguishing feature of the 

'O Liddel and Scott, Greek-English Lexicon: 
"melissa." See also Dictionnaire des Symboles, ed. by 
Jean Chevalier and Alain Gheerbrant (Paris: Robert 
Laffont, 1969) : nAbeille. 



Maenads' circular dance. 'O6 Here and elsewhere Ivanov 

casts himself in the role of a Maenad on the verge of 

ecstatic possession by the gode 

The bees also represent royalty, and more importantly 

here, they are solar symbols, and thus represent Dionysus 

as the nocturnal Sun. The honey that bees produce is a 

metaphor for gold, which in turn is symbolic of sunlight. 

Ivanov elsewhere uses the image of the "heavy ingotm for 

the accumulated wealth that a king such as Midas i s  

desperate to squander . 
The sexual imagery of trampling and violence connects 

with the imagery, elsewhere in Ivanov, of plowed soi1 as a 

metaphor for a new age, when the hardened earth of late 

nineteenth century positivism has been broken up. 107 A 

distinction is made between the close confinement of the 

(presumably ordered) garden and the fresh, wild nature 

that the faun (Silenus, or Dionysus) inhabits. 

'O6 " M i  fus le serpi miche" (SS II, p. 290) echoes 
some of the phrasing. 

107 n Some sort of invisible plow . . . has broken up t h e  
contemporary soul- not in the sense of weakening its inner 
powers, but in the sense of disintegrating that solid, 
impenetrable, unarticulated mass of life-energy, which 
used t o  cal1 itself '1' and ' a  whole personality' during 
the heroic period of unmediated individualisme This 
plowed-up field of persona1 consciousness is t h e  f i r s t  
condition for the appearance of the first shoots of a 
religious world-view and creation. (SS3, p.  264) 



The garden is also called "paradise" ("raiw) , 

inviting a cornparison to Eden. This can be made to fit 

the imagery, used elsewhere, of Dionysian visitation as an 

ecstatic fa11 from a or specious unity. In Orphic 

doctrine, the dismemberment of Dionysus by the Titans is 

closely analogous to "original sinw. If this is extended 

to Ivanov's version of Dionysianism, the "fall' is a 

" f e l i x  culpa" leading ultimately to a greater unity and 

blessedness than before. 

Images of imprisonment and bondage are present, but 

are associated here with woven garlands. The subterranean 

theme is also present, in the %cent of ravines and roots" 

( "zapakh 1 oga i kornei") , but especially in the final 
lines, referring to the prophecy of springs, and the Fates 

weaving in the dense, dark caves. 

The vertical axis of the first poem is alluded to 

here also, but the focus has shifted to the midpoint 

between the Sun at its zenith and the underworld, to the 

enclosed, self-contained daylight world. 

The theme of wealth and plenitude occurs frequently 

in Ivanov. It is one of the central metaphors of his 

drama *Tanta lW from 1905, and is associated with the 

oppressive weight of worldly concerns and superficial 

reality, and it is usually represented by the midday s u .  

It is a part of the larger structure of solar symbolism, 



in which the sun in its course is likened to the tragic 

hem. Following Nietzsche, he distinguished between two 

types of tragedy, the tragedy of abundance ( " i ~ o b i l i e ~ )  or 

"wealth, " and of I'hunger". The solar hero will reappear 

in Eros in the guise of Oedipus, and the rich man of "Rose 

Garden" has his comte-art in the 19beggar1' of the 

concluding poem 'Impoverished and Brightw ("Nishch i 

svete lw)  . 
Wealth is also identified with the h i ç t o r i c a l  

 accumulation" of rationalism and scientific knowledge 

since the Enlightenrnent, and the restlessness of Midas is 

symbolic of contemporary spiritual dissatisfaction. 

Despite the difference in tone, this poem has much in 

comrnon with the preceding. Both are poems of summoning, 

both use images of confinement and bondage, and both end 

with references to prophecy and fate, associated with 

subterranean images. Each links the encounter it 

describes to creativity, although the references in "Rose 

Gardenn are more oblique than in "The Serpentw ("Zmeia") . 
The line "Stir up my springsn (wvozmuti moi k l i u c h i f f )  

is a direct allusion to Tiutchev's wSilentium!" and ties 

this poem to a central theme in Ivanov's writings about 

Symbolism in this period, trom the essay "The Poet and the 

Mob" of 1904 to the "Testaments of SymbolismN of 1910. In 

these essays Ivanov takes issue with those who interpret  



Tiutchev's poem to mean that s i l e n c e  is superior to 

speech. Ivanov reads it a s  a description of two realms, 

which we have since learned to identity as Apollonian and 

Dionysian. The rose garden is a rnicrocosm like that of 

Tiutchev's poem, but an Apollonian one, and Midas longs to 

break open its hermetic perfection and make contact with 

the dark, the chaotic and the fresh. 

wKitovras" and its epigraph are a nod in the 

direction of  Gorodetskii, who had created a brief stir 

with his use of S l a v i c  mythology in t h e  book l a r v e  Ivanov 

has taken over the figure of Kitovras (evidently a singing 

kid: kozlenok pevets) as a hypostasis of Dionysus. This 

poem continues with the image of the beloved as a wild 

creature, whom the speaker is tracking. The tone is oddly 

bashful and flirtatious, and the syntax of the lines, 

their stops and starts and i n t e r n a 1  rhymes, imply 

hesitation and caution in c o n t r a s t  to the ecstatic tone o f  

"Rose gardenw. The "resonant voice" is that of the 

budding poet Gorodetskii. The suimnoning and entrapment 

motifs of the preceding poem axe presented negatively: the 

beast must have its freedom. (In his self-appointed xole 



of symbolist praeceptor Ivanov elsewhere represents 

himself as a stalker.lo8 ) 

Where is the early spring ray, the first gleam of 
greenery? The world was more 'theophanic', and 
younger than youth. The pond, reflecting, cast the 
sun like a green braid through the window into my 
drearny shelter. A t  the window appeared your white 
youthful shape. The spindle fluttered, and the 
threads floated, the Sun began to play with the 
young birch. 

This can be traced to a particular moment in Ivanovls 

infatuation with Gorodetskii. 'O9 Although it is much 

lighter in tone than the preceding poems, it is no less a 

'O See "Podsteregateliu, addressed to Khlebnikov. (SS2, 
p. 340)  

log "By his capricious behaviour Sergei gave 
Viacheslav an aesthetic consolation, influencing his work 
in benef icial ways. A t  an early hour V[iacheslav] 
I[vanov] saw Sergei once 'by a high window, lost in 
thought, throw up his outspread arms; he was 'plastic, 
handsomeg and then spoke of his love for the birch treemn 
Olga Deschartes quotes here from a letter of August 1, 
1906. (SS2, p.759) Note the folkloric tone of the 
vignette.  



part of the solar symbolism of the cycle as a whole. 

Whereas in %ose Gardenn ("Sad Rozn) the sun appears in 

its burning midday form, here it is morning, and the 

pathos of the poem is in keeping with spring, youth, and 

delicate beginnings. The identification of Gorodetskii 

with the birch tree may reflect his interest in Slavic 

folklore, but it also fits with a more universal theme in 

solar symbolism, that of the young Sun on its way towards 

displacing the older Sun. Traditionally in Russian folk 

poetry the birch is symbolic of a young woman, which 

contributes here to the theme of androgyny. Ivanov 

repeatedly used the image of "the tender ray of the 

mysterious Yes" ("krotkii l u c h  tainstvennogo Daa) as a 

symbol of divine affirmation. 

The eye of the watcher becomes equated with the Sun, 

and the white figure of the birch with Sergei. With its 

somewhat elegiac tone and "ubi suntn trope, "MorningW 

("Utron) strikes a distinctly different note from the 

preceding. The event described is already the subject of 

nostalgia. Whereas the preceding poems are powerfully 

fomard looking, with their notes of prophecy and 

compulsion, "Horningu is already looking wistfully 

backwards to a time of oneness, when the beloved and the 

speaker are woven together by lines of sight and the sun's 



rays. The speaker's gaze caressing the beloved seems to 

become confounded with the Sun in the branches of the 

birch tree."' The unusual word Vheophanic" 

(bogoiav lennyi )  appears in another poem on the theme of 

morning, a hymn to the morning star as forerunner to the 

Sun. "Morning Starm ( " Utrenniaia zvezda" ) concludes : 

And, herald of irnperishable glories, awake in the 
visionary reverie reflection of theophanic secrets! 

"Morning" draws upon some varieties of folk poetry 

for its image of the beloved as a birch-tree. The 

previous poem was autumnal; this one harks back to 

spring. The motif of weaving and tying, which 

earlier had connotations of imprisonment or bondage, 

here refers to the play of reflected sunlight, and 

suggests the weaving of birch boughs into a crown as 

found in folk poetry. 

This poem forms a contrast with the "vertically" 

oriented poems in the collection, with the image of 

spring sunshine reflected across the scene. The note of 

urgency is gone. The theme is harmonious 

interconnection, and the world it describes seems to 

'la Car1 Jung, Psychology of the Unconscious: a Study 
of t h e  Transformations and Symbolisms of the Libido, 
Trans. by Beatrice M. Hinkle (London: Routledge & Kegan 
Paul, l95l), p .  242. 



exist in its own right, and not as an emblematic or 

allegorical landscape. 

Immediately after this poem of early love is one 

predicting i ts  eclipse in the most objective, impersonal 

terms. The theme of morning is taken up again in "The 

Dam of Lovew ("Zaria liubvin) r but here morning is only 

part of a larger, inevitable cycle of the siin, and the 

fateful, prophetic tone of the first poems resumes: 

As crimson fruit ripening, darkens with 
midday blood; as the horizon, the sun nearing, 
grows bolder in f iery sprays: So you, love, 
are anticipated by the dam of the soul, by 
the herald/precursor-ray. Mysteriously 
illumined, she hankers after the sun, until in 
the blinding encounter she f aints, darkened. "' 

This is the most explicit and impersonal extended solar 

metaphor so far, and it appears here really as an 

exposition rather like a gnomic verse on mythological 

doctrine. It draws together three associated images: the 



sun-heart as a ripening f ru i t ;  the flare-up of love is 

likened to  spring, but also to ripening, hence autumnal, 

fruit. The play of light is rendered in terms suggesting 

the spray of liquid ( *v bryzgakh "), as in trampled grapes 

or spurting blood. The image of love blinded by an 

encounter with the sun will be extended l a t e r  in the poems 

on Oedipus in the second part. This is  the clearest 

expression so far of the equivalence of light and dark, 

and the tradition that mystical illumination is 

paradoxically blinding, as suggested in the rhyme pair 

"osvetlena -pomrachena. " The epigraph to the book uses 

s imilar imagery: "In the year when my life was darkened by 

a new spring.' (SS2, p . 3 6 2 . )  Il2 

With the following poem cornes a change to  an even 

more somber, portentous tone, although a similar mythic 

impersonality prevails, as the solar metaphor i s  extended 

still further: 

"' There is  a pun here on the expression "pomrachit ' 
umw: "to confuse." 

IlZ The interplay of autumn and spring imagery occurs 
throughout the collection. On the one hand there is a 
strong sense of  the actual season i n  which the events took 
place (and for the most part when the poems were written): 
"Frorn the cradle of the autumn moon to the second 
~aning.~(SS2, p. 362) On the other hand, the birth of love 
i s  naturally portrayed in the imagery of spring and 
morning . 



n p w ~  Bosnetib CO M H O ~  3a Tpanesu HcToMHare,  
Onm, M ~axrxy aepHoorxexHym pa3aem! 
ï ïyc~ar spavw MOK, KOJIOJXU c m  TeMWale: 
IIPMAPI, ~IOJLYHOWE&, M nonaewb 3 n 0 a M  y ~ o m !  
n p ~ ,  MOR c m ,   MO^ a p a ~ !  Hac mmeT ABOMX onHa xeHa: 
HoY~, Md'Pepb qapafi, --myxa, mxa,  xMenbHa, xamia. , . 
(SS2, p . 3 6 3 )  

"Invocationn 
When the keeper of the depths, spell-binding 
Midnight shrouds the flames of silent-burning 
candles, granting the intoxication of sweet dew 
to  parched mouths, the leader/mistress of 
unavoidable meetings, the resolver of the Sun's 
invocations - Mother-Night, the deaf-mute 
daughter of blind, bound Chaos: 

Come lie with me at the languorous feasts alone, 
and share the blackfired goblet! My eyes are 
empty, dry are the dark wells: Come midnight one, 
and slake torrid midday. Come, my son, my 
brother! One wife awaits us both: night, mother 
the spellbinder silent, intoxicated, avid.. .. 

Like so many of the poems in Eros, this is an 

invocation, one o f  the poems of summoning which 

punctuate the collection at regular intervals, as if 

to increase the intensity of tone and return to the 

central theme. Here the dramatis personae are 

represented in their fundamental mythological roles 

of the old and the new sun meeting in the Company of 

Mother Night. The mythological basis of the triune 

Ivanov uses the same unusual noun nprisonerw for 
the martyred Sebastian in Golden Veils (SS2, p. 3 8 4 ) ,  
where Sebastian is a symbol of the poet pierced by the 
rays of love. 



relationship is f u l l y  laid out here. The old Sun summons 

the new to take his place as the lover of Night, from whom 

renewal cornes. The therne of incest is almost universal in 

heroic solar symbolism, though it often takes a more 

carefully disguised form than here. The interest, a s  Carl 

Jung has pointed out, is not i n  actual incest, but in the 

possibility of rebirth."' To interpret this in terms of the 

people involved, Ivanov portrays himself and Gorodetskii as 

old and young hypostases of the same person: by meeting in 

the bed of Lidiia Ivanovna, the old Sun will be reborn as 

the younger. The addressee is called the "midnight onefw 

( " p o l  unochnyi") , and the nocturnal sun as an image of 

Dionysus is one that Ivanov found especially compelling. 

The eye as a symbol of the sun carries particular 

associations with Apollo, which will be further developed 

later in the collection. The old sun has eyes l i k e  dry 

wells, and thirst and midday heat and the dried-up wells 

belong to a complex of imagery that might be called the 

negative dimension of solar symbolism. This poern 

- -- 

"' Carl Jung. Psychology of the Unconscious, p .  223- 
4 .  Compare the following: "The act  of love, only of love, 
considering the other not as an object, but as a second 
subject, is an act of faith and of will, an act of l i f e ,  
act of salvation, a return to the mother who carries both 
of us (my "1" and my "Thou") in her womb, communion with 
the secret workings of the World Sou1 who weaves the whole 
living fabric of the universal body. " (SS3, p.  304)  



can thus also be read as the meeting of Apollo and 

Dionysus against a background of regenerative 

(ferninine) chaos (darkness and chaos being in 

Ivanov's poetic cosmos the Dionysian element par 

excellence. ) 

In the final lines the Oedipal nature of the poem 

becomes clear. The Oedipal references include blindness, 

here rendered also as impotence and sterility. (This will 

be developed at greater length in the second part of the 

collection) Thus we return to themes of the first poem, 

with its dark ,  chthonic locale and tone of sexual urgency. 

Like "The Serpenta this poem invokes a return to origins. 

In "Invocationn we have the first use of the images of 

deafness, muteness and blindness to characterize a 

primordial state. Sharing a "black-fired cup," is an 

image that will recur later in the context of a Platonic 

symposium. The poems in this part of the collection are a 

curious mixture of the elegiac and prophetic: they l o o k  

b a c k  to a time of promise, or are prophetic of a crisis to 

corne. In these poems the adjectives "blinda ("slepoi")  

and "deaf -muten ( "gl ukhonemoi " ) (no doubt borrowed from 

Tiutchev), are used to denote a state of autism analogous 

to the subterranean and nocturnal imagery elsewhere in the 

poems. They represent the extreme opposite of 



"transparency," that state in which the working of the 

transcendent is most evident. The word wglukhonemoiw in 

Tiutchev is applied to demons, and in Ivanov also a 

demonic or titanic presence is usually not far off when he 

uses these terms. In "Crisis of Individualismw blindness 

is directly contrasted to transparency, as a feature of 

overdeveloped, opaque, even obtuse individualisrn. 

"Deaf-mutem (nqlukhonemoiw ) is associated with a 

demonic presence in "Seal" ( V e c h a t  '" ) where again two 

people are brought together by Night and bound together, 

and the dominant metaphor is one of binding, yoking, or 

braiding, harking back to the fateful weavers of the first 

poem, and the figure of "Eros podpasok. " The "vodyr 

glukhonemoiw of  t h i s  poem will later metamorphose into 

"Eros the leadern ("Eros vozha ty im)  of the latter part of 

the collection. Here secrecy and silence are an extension 

of the atmosphere developed in the previous poem, and the 

sense of fate and compulsion is still more bluntly 

expressed: 

11 5 lvanov took over the concept of "transparencyn 
f rom medieval aesthetics and especially Dante, (Convivio) 
and was no doubt influenced in his interpretation by 
Goethe's theory of colour. Cf. Johannes Holthusen, 
Vorwort, " Prozrdchnost ' (Munich: Wilheh Fink, 1967) . See 
also Pamela Davidson, op. cit., pp. 164-173. 



A n  ineradicable seal lay upon two brows. And the two have 
a single lot: to be silent about what Night spun together, 
what one night spun together out of the nights, spun and 
and unwound. 
The deaf-mute leader harnessed the two together with 
a single yoke, branded two with a single brand, and 
set the sign: Mine... And one to the other becme-- 
Mine... Be silent! Forever Mine. 

"The Siren" (nSirenaw) marks an abrupt change in tone 

from the forceful imperatives of the "Sealn ("Pechat ' " )  to 

a dreamy, lucid atmosphere closer in tone to l1MorningW 

("Crtrol') than to its irnrnediate neighbours. This one too, 

elegiac tone, beginning: 

pomnish : . . . " )  "The Siren" has in common with the 

preceding poems a ferninine figure who presides cver the 

meeting of two characters. Despite the diffference in 

atmosphere w e  can discern in " nemeiushchie sny," "gl ukhoi 

ushcherbm and "plennaid s t radaa  the state described more 

forcefully in the preceding poems. 

The theme of ttansparency here is closely connected 

to the unusual word *theophanicw ( wbogoiavlennyi") in 



w utrO "116 Compare the description of Claude Lorrain in 

'rEpimetron: Two Artistsn ( "Epimetron: dva khudozhnikaw ) in 

P i l o t  Stars: 

Like the delicate distances, Claude Lorrain enchants 
and attracts us with the green of his  seas, like the 
sirensr Song, enthralls us with clear harbours, where 
foreign waters sleep, under shapely columns and 
marble vaults, and masts, their sails furled at rest, 
while the pure scythe has c u t  through the heavens. 

"TransparencyW is an important theme in Ivanovls 

aesthetic theory: the book preceding Eros was devoted to 

the concept, which he borrowed from rnediaeval aesthetics. 

Transparency alludes to the relationship between the 

material world and the divinity that shines through it or 

is reflected from it. In transparent or translucent 

phenomena, matter serves to give expression to the light, 

and so the divine in the material is most plainly 

revealedOn7 The sta te  of transparency is associated here 

and elsewhere i n  Ivanov with the delicacy of morning 

"6 The word also appears in the poem "Tvorchestvo." 
( S S 1 ,  pp. 536-537) 

"' Apart from the mediaeval sources, an important 
contemporary influence might be Solov'ev~s essay "Beauty 
in Naturen (Krasota v prirode) in which he compares coal 
and diamond in terms of their a b i l i t y  t o  capture light. 



light, the "tender ray" that appears throughout Ivanov's 

work as a sign of the beneficent divine manifest in the 

world (in obvious contrast to the burning and oppressive 

heat and light of midday) . 
The range of mythological references widens in 

"Zharbog" to include the phoenix, a classic image of 

rebirth. The mysterious figure "Zharbog" is perhaps 

another nod in the direction of Gorodetskiih Slavonic 

mythology, and it does not appear under that name 

elsewhere in Ivanov's work. The six wings inevitably 

suggest a seraphim, hence an angel functioning as a divine 

messenger in a rnanner similar to the other daemons in the 

work. The prophetess (veshchun 'ia) here is Cassandra, 

dragged from her tripod i n  time to stifle her prophecy. 

Here again prophecy is associated with subterranean realms 

and serpents, with unconscious desires and pain; it is 

assimilated here to the imagery of fire and of seeds: 

Vladimir Solov' ev,  Fil osof i ia  i s k u s s t v a  i li teraturnaia 
kritika (Moscow: Iskusstvo, U N ) ,  p.37. 

"' The primary association in Russian poetry would be 
to the six-winged Seraphim who appears to the prophet i n  
Pushkings V r o r o k n .  Compare also Solov'evts: "Wingless 
spirit, imprisoned by earth,/ a forgotten god who has 
forgotten himself...//Just one dream, and winged once 
again,/ you soar upward away from vain alarmsmn 
Stikhotvoreniia i shutochnye p'esy. 2. G .  Mints, ed. 
(Leningrad: Sovetskii Pisatel', 1974) ,  p. 72. Ivanov 
quotes from this poem directly a feu pages further on, in 
"Pledgew ("Poruka") (p. 3 7 6 ) ,  so it was evidently present 
in his mind. See "Firebearersu ("bgnenostsyu) (SS2 p. 240) 
and "Before the stormu ("Pred grozoiw) in Pilot Stars, 
(SS1  p.602) . 



A cruel seed sleeps in your dullness, and i n  the 
testing places of unsown undergrowth it stirs a t  the 
roots. A humped bristling rises up and in the 
disheveled, shaggy wood, springs up a Gehenna of red 
serpents. 

An inevitable cycle is described; i f  the  f i r s t  h a l f  of the 

cycle i s  connected t o  the more dire circumstances, the 

second half is lighter, partaking of the lightness and 

transparency of "MorningW or "The Sirenn: 

And carefully, l i ght ,  you rush up from the fire i n t o  
the  coolness of the heights, feather furiously 
working. With you the sixwinged firegod, and the 
more a i r y  your wingedness, the more f i e r y  your 
return, the more lightning-li ke your downward rush, 
and the more unrestrained in consumroation your 
rebirth in collapse. 

The cycle described seems intense and inevitable, and t he  

more so for its impersonal quality. Ivanov may be 

addressing this to Gorodetskii, with himself as an 

accompanying or guiding " zharbog. " In using this complex 

of imagery which includes fire, seeds, serpents, stings 



( z h a l a )  and which will recur and develop further, Ivanov is 

again quoting hirnself from "The Firebearersw 

The obscure and lugubrious "Tri zhalaw is most 

important perhaps sirnply for bringing a reference to 

Orpheus into the mythological mix. The three "stingsw in 

the mouth of the serpent are three alternate endings for 

the apparently hopeless affair: the beloved will f a i l  to 

fan the flames of  the speaker's desire, having missed his 

opportunity; or the Bacchic force of the speaker's desire 

will not awaken but destroy the poetic g i f t  of  the 

bel~ved."~ Ivanov interpreted Orpheus as a hypostasis of 

Dionysus, with Orpheus' death at the hands of the angry 

women an analogue of the bacchic sparagmos, the 

ritualistic dismemberment of the victim in a hypostasis of 

the god. In this instance Orpheus serves also as  a symbol 

of rebirth and triumph over death.120 

Wi th " Vyzyvanie Vakkham *Invocation of ~acchus"'~' 

the atmosphere regains some of the exultant vigour of 

"Rose Garden." It begins in the past tense, which would 

seem to be out of keeping with the immediacy and exultant 

quality of the language. The lines are incantatory, 

119 Compare "Kitovras:" "So that my commanding glance 
would not disturb the resonant voice. (SS2 365) . 

120 n Orpheus is a symbol not  only  of free art, but of 
liberating art: free in so far as it liberates the 
imprisoned world. " (SS3, p. 175-6) . 



repetitive, and often proceed by enumeration of contrasts 

or apparent contradictions whose purpose is to cover al1 

extremes : 

The embedded " i n v ~ c a t i o n ~ ~  uses imperatives and rhetorical 

questions i n  its address to the god. In t h i s ,  and i n  the 

use of conventional epithets it mimics some of the 

mannerisms of Hellenistic mystery texts such as the Orphic 

or Mithraic hymns: 

121 cf. wGuestm ("Gost'") 



06mx C T P O ~ ~ H & ~  y nopora... 
B cepnue cnaaocTb w TpeBora,.. 
Eie~ nsrxamR... C~e l ra  xeT.. .  
~~OJIY-OTPOIC, nony-KTMU~ , . . 
non UPOBI~MM T ~ Y  3apmua 
3ubne~ ~ y c -  nepecseT... 

1 charmed and enchanted, 1 s m o n e d  the god Bacchus 
to the river rapids, to the darkwoods, to the thick 
Sap, to the abundance, to the waste land, to the 
sea's waves. 122 

1 charmed and enchanted, 1 summoned the god Bacchus 
to the meeting of roads, at the accursed hour, the 
hour o f  Hecate, at midday, begotten of spells, the 
go& near, was invisible. 
Again 1 called and summoned, ca l l ed  out to the goci 
Bacchus: yOUr the invisible, here, uith me. Why do 
you cover your midday countenance, trouble the heart 
with your secret? why do you cover your nocturnal 
countenance? 
Be softened by these evil sorrows, appear under any 
mask, in damp streams or in fire,  or l i k e  a tardy 
youth, tu rn  your provocative gaze, your weary gaze on 
me i n  the night. 

"' Compare *. . .the words of the Orphic r i t u a l :  1 
summon Bacchus, subterranean Bacchus, yearly awakening 
with the nymphs with beautiful hair: in the sacred abode 
of Persephone he rests . . . " " E l l i n s k a i a  religiia 
stradaiushchego boga, part 1, p. 120. 



Don't 1 wait for you, and, loving, divine the flute 
of your drunken eyes? Don't 1 meet you at the door 
and answer to your cal1 audaciously at night, 
intoxicated? 
A shapely form at the threshold... in the heart 
sweetness and dread.. .  no breathing ... no light ... 
half youth, half bird, under his brows the summer 
lightning of clouds the dim reflection shimmers... 
Demon of evil or heaven-dweller, he shares my abode, 
tears at my breast with his beak, casts the bleeding 
flesh. The heart melts, is resurrected, the crimson 
spring pours, pours... 

The god finally makes his appearance on the threshold, 

where he appears under the hypostasis of Sergei 

Gorodetskii. Dionysus was traditionally described as a 

"god of thresholds," and Ivanov frequently used the word 

"porog" to denote the dizzying phase of transition 

between two apprehensions of reality, more often than not 

entailing a glimpse into the Dionysian chaos that 

underlies the world of appearances. "' He was certainly 

aware of Tiutchevws use of the word in the lines: 

O semaj? xyma MOR! 
O cepnqe, nomioe TpeBomf, 
0, ttaK TH b b e m c ~  H a  no ore , e 4  K ~ R  bnt XBO~~HO~O 6 W W R .  

O my prophetic soul! O heart, full of dread, O how 
you beat as if on the threshold of a double 
existence! 

Similarly fateful are the crossroads ("rasput 'e dorog") , 

which will reappear in slightly different form later on 

in the poems to Oedipus (SS2, pp. 376-3771 . 
123 Compare "Funeral Feast of Dionysusu ( " T r i m a  

Dionisa") in Pilot Stars, SS1, p.571. 
lZ4 Tiutchev, Lirika, ed. by K. V. Pigarev (Moscow: 

Nauka, l966), vol. 1, p. 163. 



A youthful efferninacy or androgyny is characteristic 

of representations of Dionysus since Euripides: the 

e p i t h e t  " p o l  u-otrok pol u p t i  t s a m  ( "half youth, half birdfw ) 

fits Gorodetskii into this imagery, which may also have 

given rise to the allusion to Prometheus, the other 

important mythological figure here. Despite the note of 

fear and violent imagery in the last two stanzas, the tone 

remains upbeat and exhilarated; the combined dread and 

excitement is caught in the line: "Demon zla il' 

nebozhi tel (demon of evil or heaven-dweller) in which 

the moral ambivalence of the godgs visitation is expressed 

only to be disregarded. The visitor brings with him 

elements of both heaven and hell, a favourite paradox of 

love poetry.  

The subterranean, funereal imagery dominates the 

remainder of the first half of the collection; in t h i s  it 

shares something with the typical imagery of baroque love 

lyric influenced by Petrarch.'*' In a note on a projected 

new edition of his poems to be arranged by genre and form, 

Ivanov apparently intended to include poems from Eros as 

"elegies," and it is in this part that the elegiac note is 

Iz5 Of the mythological figures of the French Baroque 
lyric, f o r  example, GisQle Mathieu-Castellani remarks 
"Tous ces figures [Prometheus, Orpheus, Phoenix, etc. 1 . . . 
lient fortement Eros et Thanatos." Éros baroque: 



most strongly felt. 126 Nonetheless the elegiac tone did 

not  corne naturally to him, and these poems are also the 

most mawkish and lugubrious. 

The conceit behind the obscure poem "The Double" had 

already been worked o u t  in "Solntse dvoinik ," a poem from 

1905 which went into an earlier cycle in Cor Ardens: 

Over the wicked  and the good, sufiering Sun, you 
shine, by the will of the Father! We stand before 
you naked and you knock on the doors of our dark 
hearts. In the closed cramped heart bending under 
the a i r l e s s  vault, your buried double suffers. In 
the heavenly v i s i tor  who, welcoming, divines h i s  o m  

anthol a g i e  thematique de l a  podsie  amoureuse. (Paris : A. 
G. Nizet, 1986), p.  38. 

12' Michael Wachtelr op. cit., p. 40. 



face? Ah often, in a dream like the darkness beyond 
the grave - "a friend is knocking, the prisoner 
complains: Slave, do not dare to chase away the 
tsar!"... But the malevolent watchman sees your ray 
and boasts: My guest, my brother, vicious snake" ! . . . 
1, forgetting, oblivious, will rise someday from the 
grave, 1 will greet your light in white linen; 
resurrected, we will both merge the sacred, 
manifested image, 1 in you and you in me! 

This is a restatement of the fundamental image of the 

Sun-Heart, but this time in its tragic aspect. Ivanov has 

already established the identity of the two characters- 

himself and Sergei- in the guise of the solar hero. In 

"The Double," the complaint is that the inner sun is 

imprisoned within the grave of the self. This can be seen 

as a psychological portrait of one character, or as a 

version of the relationship between Viacheslav and Sergei, 

each holding the other back from the longed-for 

resurrection. (In some versions of solar myth the young 

Sun is taken captive by a hypostasis of the old ~un.)'~~ 

The notion of the double is very important in 

Ivanov's religious psychology. It reflects his belief in 

the relatively superficial and unstable nature of 

contemporary personality as a veil (or series of veils) 

over a more profound psychic reality, in which individuals 

are seen t o  be more a l ike  than dissirnilar. The onset of a 

Dionysian e c s t a t i c  experience may be accompanied by the 

127 cf. nDungeon" (*Temnitsam) ( S S l  pp. 806-7) . See 
also the essay T y  esi p t .  6. and "Fia, erqo non s m *  in 



sense that al1 people are duplicates of oneself; a state 

of mind that Ivanov saw mirrored in the use of masks in 

Dionysian ritual and in the Greek theatre that derived 

from it. 128 

The irnagery of the torch receives full elaboration in 

the poem llSvetochlf (SS1, pp.682-4) and in the Promethean 

"Ognen~stsy.'~ The primary significance is the torch 

carried by the maenads in their nocturnal celebrations. 

Ivanov extends this to encompass the nocturnal s u  (and by 

extension the subterranean sun, also symbolized by the 

serpent) that is Dionysus, emblematic of his resurrection 

from death. Ivanov is especially interested in the pitch 

with which the torch is fueled, presumably representative 

of the darkness out of which the light arises. The torch 

can be seen as an analogue of the flower in Solov'ev's 

"Not without reason did we meet. . . " ("My soshlis ' s toboi 

nedarom...") with the pitch equivalent to the  'lblack clod" 

Prozrachnost ' ( S S 1  pp 740-1) for a poem on the double, 
including the subterranean theme. '*' [ . . . ] we actually find the artist [Dostoevsky] 
evet busy creating new doubles for himself, a l 1  of them 
contained behind the polymorphous masks of his own many- 
faced and dl-human Ego, which is no mare bound to one 
face. For the more the inner Ego is freed from the outer, 
t h e  more closely it feels itself allied to al1 humanity; 
since, in the boundless wealth of individual differences, 
it recognizes only variously conditioned forms of its own 
subjection to the law of separate existence." Viacheslav 
Ivanov, Freedom and the Tragic Life: a Study in Dostoevsky 
(New York: Noonday, l952), p. 35-6. 



and the f lame to the flower that grows from it .12' P i t c h  

is easily interpreted as  juice,  and the image can thus 

modulate to  wine from the grape, another analogue of the 

heart, which will be martyred t o  produce the wine of 

redemption. As w e  have already seen i n  Vharbog" the 

flames can easily mutate into serpents,  or into  the manes 

of horses or l i o n s .  '130 

Tomplaint" ("Ropotn) leads one to  expect a 

trad i t iona l  "lover's cornplaint," but the poem turns out to  

be surprisingly uncharitable. Deafness, rnuteness, and 

silence are no longer a prirnaeval, even nourishing state,  

f u l l  of potential ,  but instead bespeak i so la t ion ,  which in 

Eros (as i n  fvanovvs work as  a whole) is synonymous with 

death. The funereal theme qrows stronger i n  these final 

poems of the f i r s t  part which return frequently t o  the 

same nocturnal encounter as  the one first described in 

ecstatic terms i n  "Vyzyvanie Vakkha." 

T h e  Heal ern ( "  Tseliashchaiam) , returns t o  L id i ia  

Dimitrievna i n  her role as Mother Night, as the sister and 

healer, the ferninine principle  in îts widest range: 

Iz9 "My sosh l i s  ' s toboi nedarom.. ." Stikhotvoreniia i 
shutochnye p 'esy, 2 .  G .  Mints, ed. (Leningrad: Sovetskii 
P i s a t e l ' ,  l W 4 ) ,  p. 92. 

130 Yeats uses a similar image: "Whatever flames upon 
the night  / Man's own resinous heart has fed. 



Isis, Magdalene, O dewy vale, earth and rnother, 
Demeter, wife and earthly mother! (SS2,  p . 3 7 2 )  

In the myth o f  Isis and Osiris as  recounted by Plutarch, 

Ivanov found a variant of the myth that gave greater 

prominence to a compelling female figure- Isis, the 

f emale goddess who receives the slaughtered god, collects 

his fragments, and binds him back together. In 

Hellenistic tirnes Isis subsumed so many feminine 

archetypes from the ambient mythologies that she became a 

singularly comprehensive representative of the female 

principle, 13' and for Ivanov' s purposes a convenient 

feminine counterpart to Dionysus. This allows him to 

provide a full expansion of the solar myth in its tragic 

aspect: 

A o ~ o n b ~ o  conwe pneno, 
~ F P W J I O C ~ ,  McTefCano 
BceR xmwysmem ~poebm: 
TH cepxue nomcanena, 
npo~sennoe mboaba. (SS2,  p . 3 7 2 )  

The Sun has reddened enough, turned crimson, poured 
out in a rush of blood: you took pity on the heart 
pierced by love. 

Now Lidiia Dmitrieva is the Maenad who set the process in 

motion, invoking the nocturnal guest : 

- - 

13' See Encyclopedia Britannica ( 1 3 ~ ~  ed. ) , "Isis. " 



Didn't you, lascivious one, cal1 the nocturnal friend 
to the party, and having called him, caressed him, 
flitting, like Militta... 

This metaphorical death is equated with birth and the 

return to beginnings, for Isis is also the mother: 

He TH ab Han 1~0JTbIbeJlb13 
Moem Hanesana- 
M B H O B ~  pacTopmemb mem? . . 
He TH B necy McKajra 
Moe c a m o e  Teno, -- 
Han HWIOM--T~~IX ~yIIpyr\a?.. . 
L . 1  
nosma COJIHUY pam, 
no~pc~nâ C B ~ T O B M T ~  
Bomeb~ofi nenelion! 
01cy~ana B TyMam 
Xenaxmee OKO.. . (SS2 ,  p.373)  

Aren t you 
again burst 
sacred body 

the one who sang over my cradle, and will 
the bonds?.. Aren't you she who sought my 
in the wood, on the Nile, your spousef s 

corpse? . . 
Wrapped up the Sun's wounds, covered Svetovita in a 
magic shroud, wrapped in mists the desiring eye... 

Whereas earlier darkness was the source of the 

unpredictable and new, or came to suggest death and 

isolation, here it is retreat and rest and relief. It is 

still associated with the freshness and soothing e f f ec t  of 

water : 

C ~ C T P ~  MOR HOYHaR, 
TH HOAHSJXaCb C IIOTOKOB, 
Tu npwnecnacb c HCTOKOBI 
Uem~enb~or, mnom! 
[ a * * ]  

MI TYC-, If He B m , - -  
flpe~llp H He T O ~  R, -- 
Koro T â K  HeHâBMXy, 
%TO, YTO raic m d m  R. (SS2, p.373)  



Nocturnal sister of mine, you rose up from the 
streams, you rushed up from the springs in (as )  a 
healing darkness, L m . . ]  And dim, 1 cannot see,-- 1 
doze and do not sufier,-- him whom 1 hate, because 1 
love so much. 

The "desiring eyew which was implicit in "Morning" is now, 

at evening, wounded. This imagery will be f u r t h e r  

developed in t he  poems on Oedipus as solar martyr in the 

second part. 

In the last poems of the first part, a funereal, morbid 

atmosphere predominates, expressed in images of death, 

burial, mourning, darkness and blindness. T h e  theme of 

binding appears in "HealerW predominantly in images of 

wrapping, bandaging, or swaddling. T h e  god contimues t o  be 

invoked, but now the tone is wistful or tentative. The last 

two poems mention a morning or a reawakening, but the images 

do no t  have enough force to dispel the dejected tone: "And 

the gospel of t he  morning lingers, waits so funereally and 

brightly." In these last poems death predominates, and 

expresses i tse l f  as isolation, and by extension oblivion. 

The subterranean springs of the early poems seemed to carry 

the promise of contact  with the primeval or profound, but in 

the last poem the water cornes from Lethe, and cuts a barrier 

between the  speaker and the addressee. The theme of art and 

Song which was relatively prominent i n  the beginning, has by 

now al1 but disappeared, as the speaker seems to realize: 



And t he  dear voice lost its lyre, and the youthful 
laugh lost its flute. 

Isolation means isolation in tirne, and the memory that 

overcomes that isolation is one of primordial unity. Olga 

Deschartes summarized Ivanovgs thinking on memory as 

follows: 

En regardant derrière nous le passé, nous apercevons 
au bout la nuit et nous nous efforçons en vain de 
discerner dans cette nuit des formes pareilles a des 
souvenirs. Alors nous éprouvons cette impuissance de 
l'esprit &puise& que nous appelons l'oubli. Le non- 
être est révélé directement h notre conscience sous 
la f o m  de l'oubli, qui en est la négation. Ainsi: 

Celui en q u i  habite la mémoire éternelle 
Triomphe éternellement de la mort. ' 

S'il n'y avait pas lloubli, il n'y aurait pas de 
skparation: 'un seul instant comblP garderait chaque 
chose et la rendrait immortelle. Comme l'âme, selon 
1 ' ancienne croyance orphique, doit, pour devenir 
immortelle et divine, retrouver les clés de la 
mémoire et étancher sa soif ardente au lac de l a  
souterraine Mnemosyne, nous nous unissons par l a  
mémoire au Premier principe et au Verbe qui etait au 
commencement. 132 

Years later, in reply to Mikhail Gershenzonls wish 

for the refreshing simplicity of oblivion, Ivanov replied: 

Memory is a dynamic principle; oblivion means 
weariness and cessation of movement, and a decline 
into a state of relative stagnation. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 

Olga Deschartes, "Etre et mémoire selon 
Vyatcheslav Ivanov, Oxford Slavonic Papers, vol. VII, 
1957, p. 93. Cf. "Eternal Memoryw ("Vechnaia Pamiat'") 
Pi lo t  S t a r s ,  (SS1, p.  568)  . Cf. also "Those who have 
forgotten themselvesa ("Sebia Zabyvshiew) in P i l o t  Stars, 
(SS1,  p .  561) and "16 avgustam ( S S I I i ,  626) . 



It seems to you that oblivion liberates and enlivens 
while cultural memory enslaves and deadens. 133 

The sense of isolation, the Dimpotence of the exhausted 

s p i r i t  that we cal1 oblivionw is the lowest point to which 

the spirit sinks in these poems. In a sense it closely 

resembles the dead-end that, in Ivanovts estimation, is  

decadence. It i s  only by restoring links and connections 

that the "mystical energetism," of E m s  can be f e l t .  

'33 Perepiskd iz dwkh uglov.  pp. 122, 133. 



C H A P T E R  IV 

Eros Part 2: Apollonian return. 

In  t h e  second p a r t  of t h e  cycle, beginning with 

"Simposion," the atmosphere and tone of the poerns change 

abruptly from t h e  predominantly dark and claustrophobie 

underworld of t h e  first half, as if the three people have 

ernerged into the light. The melancholy note of failure 

and guilt disappears and the primary themes of the  cycle- 

ecstatic union in Eros, triumphant ascent and fruitful 

descent- are affirmed with confidence. For the f i r s t  

time, other individuals are mentioned besides the three 

dramatis personae. In w~imposionN13' the themes of burial, 

darkness and intermediary demons such as Eros or Hermes 

"' The word flsimposionN differs from the conventional 
Russian nsimposium,m highlighting the original sense of 
the Greek. 



are important, but the tone has changed, and the emphasis 

is on resurrection. 

The rnarked change of tone is immediately apparent in 

" A n t e r ~ s , ~ ~  an apotropaic poem to match the poems of 

invocation from the first part. The bouncy rhythm, the 

daylight world of the palaestra, and the theme of 

comradeship are a change from the atmosphere of the 

preceding poems. Nonetheless the theme of binding or 

entanglement appears here, too, in the wrestling lovers, 

in contrast to the coupling serpents in the first poem. 

Anteros, the brother of Eros, is the god of mutual love, 

and punishes those who do not return the love of another. 

It raises the possibility of enmity or antagonism on 

Gorodetskiils part, in the rnost up-beat terms, and the 

warding-off is apparently successful, since the deadlock 

of the first part of Eros subsides in the second part into 

a fellowship of art. 

The daimon or intermediary reappears in "Gemesfl with 

Hermes as the guide leading Ivanov (or Orpheus) to his 

fateful descent (hence an example of creative descent or 

wniskhozhdeniea) . Hermes, who brought Eurydice up from 

Hades is thus one of the daimonic go-betweens who mediate 

between worlds and facilitate the cycle of death and 

rebirth. Hermes i s  simply carrying out his appointed 

task; in the adjective "stroinyiN "shapely," or "well- 



proportionedpt w e  see t h e  h i n t  that Hermes, too, appears i n  

the guise of Serge i .  The various instances of t h e  word 

stroinyi no doubt make a l l u s ion  t o  the  Pla tonic  ' b i r th  i n  

beautytn in which it is prec i se ly  t h e  physical  body t h a t  

serves as a guide to higher foms of beauty: 

Shapely, you stood over the rung of f a t e f u l  descents 

In "FuneraiW ("Pokhorony") , the "bur ia l"  of unshared, 

unrequited love resumes the  funereal  therne, but i n  r a the r  

less lugubrious terms : 

M e maxewb norpebanbmxtl 
ZMsm BOCXOAUT T ~ ~ T M ,  -- 
C q M O M  H a  K P M R X ,  OTP0Rt 
Ero X YCTâ B J ~ ~ ~ J I ~ H H ~ I X  
30sy~ B no63awb~x: 3poc, 
A bom:  Boc~pecmenb.  ( S S 2 ,  p. 376) 

The soul buries three: the  beloved soul ,  and with it, 
another self. And i n t o  the  funexal flame a t h i r d  a r i s e s  
alive,-- w i t h  a yoke on h i s  wings, a youth, the mouths of 
lovers  i n  kisses c a l l  him Eros, but the  gods call him the 
"resurrec tor" .  

Three a r e  buried: t h e  loverr  t h e  beloved and Eros who 

a r i s e s  from t h e  pyre l i k e  the phoenix. In a sense  t h i s  is 

a parody of the I t a l i a n  Song Ivanov quotes elsewhere t o  

demonstrate the presence of Eros in the relationship 



between artist and audience? In the Song two lovers 

meet, and Amor makes the third. It also alludes to a 

story of Plato's in which Eros is called the "resurrectorn 

by the gods. 

The most striking change in the second part is in the 

predominance of art is t ic  images. The relationship of 

Ivanov, Lidiia Dmitrievna and Gorodetskii has become a 

fellowship of poets, united in art and love if not in body 

and spirit: 

I'm building a crazy tower high above life's 
darkness, where to us three appears anew what shone 
in the ancient fatherland, where love is thrice 
glorified by us in unique hymns. 

Several things suggest that in this poem we are in the 

realm of Apollo rather than Dionysus: the Tower, the verb 

"zizhdu," the line 'vysoko nad morokom z h i z n i w  . There is 

even the possibility of irony- unthinkable in the first 

part- in the use of "bezumnyi," although the Dionysian 

subtext is s t i l l  pertinent. The poem goes on to summon 

Eros, but this time as a bolt from above, in the form of 

divine inspiration. The "ancient homelandw is Classical 

135 Pur che il terzo sia presente, 
E quel terzo s i a  l9Amor. 
(SS2, pp. 607) see below, page 200. 



Greece, a culture unique, in Ivanavvs opinion, in that 

artist and audience were united in the communal art of 

tragedy as a public ritual of suffering and purification. 

Ivanov's preoccupation with re-establishing tragedy 

as a comunal art form has left its imprint even on the 

lyrics of Eros, which can be regarded as a lyric treatment 

of tragic suffering and catharsis. Two poems on the 

Oedipus myth in the second part support this.13= 

'" Ivanov may owe something to Bachofen for his 
interpretation of Oedipus as a solar myth: "[...] the 
spectacle of man gradually transcending the bestial in his 
nature may offer firm ground for a confident belief that 
through a l 1  vicissitudes the human race will find the 
power to complete its triumphant journey upward from the 
depths, from the night of matter to the light of a 
celestial-spiritual principle. Johann Jakob Bachofen, 
Myth, Religion and Mother Right (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1967), p. 105. 



TH He y s ~ a n  ero sema 
M -- ~eboxmenb ~ebomrrenn -- 
O~ueybM~a, csepr o ~ u a  . 

1 love you, demanding a response in the form of love 
and faith, because 1 love. 1 swore and pledged to 
heaven for you, unborn. 
Dare to surrender to the life-stings of the fire we 
were born with. Do not think with a reproachful oath 
to ward me off, who have âppeared before you. 
A prophet, 1 raised the staff with a triumphant hand 
over the miserly rock. Didn't 1 beget your ancient, 
your divine countenance from mighty loins? 
Made to see by my fire [or: fever], at the meeting of 
three roads, where you threw yourself d o m  from the 
chariot into the vale, a god who had forgotten 
hirnself. Where, as a txaveller meeting his parent, 
you didnl t recognize his crown, and, a parricide, 
you, a heaven-dweller, cast down your father, the 
heaven-dweller. 
Having corne together in bed with Jocasta, Oedipus, 
hostage of dark loins, submit ta me who, ruling 
miraculously, has shattered your captive dream! 

The speaker of Vledgew (Vorukan) is Apollo, who has 

pledged to bring Oedipus to birth.13' Oedipus in killing 

his father kills himself, a version of the bogonosets- 

bogoborets theme. In Ovid's formulation, Apollo as the 

heavenly eye enables al1 others to see. Apollo in 

bringing this about has revealed Oedipus to himself and 

dispelled his dream. If we read 0edipus8s tale as a solar 

myth, then Apollo himself is the father who is killed, 

Oedipus the Sun who in his turn is eclipsed in bloodshed. 



All-seeing Apollo who enables others to see paradoxically 

enlightens Oedipus by blinding him. The triumphal tone of 

the joem and especially its last two lines are in marked 

contrast to the murky melancholy of t h e  earlier poerns 

dealing with darkness and blindness. Broadly speaking, 

darkness is associated with Dionysus, while Apollo is 

associated with light. Nonetheless, in Nietzschean terms, 

the dream has def inite Apollonian associations, while the 

Dionysian experience is t h e  rending of the Apollonian 

dream. As Nietzsche says in the Birth of Tragedy, in 

tragedy, Dionysus speaks with the voice of Apollo, while 

Apollo speaks with the voice of Dionysus. 

Once again identity in these poems is extremely 

f l u i d :  this rnay be a description of the drama unfolding 

between Ivanov and Gorodetskii, or it may be an "interior 

drama" that concerns Ivanov alone. The word "unborn" 

raises the theme of Socratic rnaieutics, or spiritual 

midwifery. Ivanov saw himself in Platonic tenns as the 

"midwife" of Sergeifs "birth in beautyan Paternity in 

tragedy is the subject of some remarks in "Crisis of 

Not actively, but in his unconscious [...] depths 
Hamlet struggles. He does not wrestle with the 
world, with shadows, -- with the shade of his dear 
father, with, in him [the father] , another self, an 
ancient self. He cannot struggle with shadows, or 

137 The language echoes the Biblical description of 
Moses striking the rock. 



with his own double, and he turns on himself, on his 
true T," apostate of himself, b i s  own 
sacrifice ...[...] Hamlet is the sacrifice of his own 
t q  + w  (SS1 p .  833)  

The Oedipus theme continues in the following poem 

"Motherw (''Mat' " 1  , and i n  much the same manner, but the 

emphasis is on the female role. The poem has a 

straightforward explanatory tone that gives the sense of 

an inevitable process taking place. This is almost brisk 

and businesslike cornpared to the funereal scenes of the 

f irst part: 

The clairvoyant son is sentenced to mount to 
Jocasta's bed. And the bed is a crypt, and the son 
i n  your generous embraces, O Mother-ruler, went 
blind, as light fades in the profound depths. 

"To the Eagle" ( " O r l u " )  contains a h i n t  of Goethe's 

' Selige Sehnsuch t ' : 

Sag' es niemand, nur den Weisen 
Weil die Menge gleich verhohnet... 

Tell no one, only the wise, for the mob will scoff at 
once. 

The allusion to "the mob" ("cherntn) is remarkable in 

Ivanov, whose verse is usually devoid of such 



ref erences . 13' Here he seems to be deliberately 

cultivating a Nietzschean pathos for the poem. It is 

worth recalling that Selige Sehnsucht is one of the 

primary epigraphs to the whole of Cor Ardens, and must be 

considered as a touchstone verse for Ivanov. Given that 

both animals are symbolic of the Sun, the image of eagle 

and serpent flying together can be viewed as a Nietzschean 

triumphalist version of the Sun-Heart image. 13' This 

confident declaration of union between heaven and eaxth is 

matched by another, no less affirmative, but entirely 

different in tone. While "To the Eaglew has a "masculine" 

upward forcefulness, "Languorm wIstomaN emphasizes the 

descent towards earth: 

13' Though he devoted an essay to the implications of 
Pushkin's "Poet i tolpa." 

13' Friedrich Nietzsche, Die FrCIhliche Wissenschaft in 
Werke ( 3  volumes, Munich: Car1 Hanser, 1966) , vo l .  2, 
p.203 (5342) . The motif is  very widespread i n  mythology, 
see Manfred Lurker, Adler und Schlange (Tilbingen, 1 9 8 3 ) .  
See also "Rokoborets" in Pilot Stars ( S S l ,  p .  543) . 



And with you, drowsy thickets, misty meadows - you, 
dark expansive twinned banks - I am merged with 
nocturnal love, languor of the breeze, as if the 
river ran with rny smoky blood! And, floating on the 
fire of flickering rapids. 1 am the starry seed on 
the lap of yearning lowlands! And, I am drunk with 
sleepless drowsiness, as if 1 myself had become the 
darkwomhed wife open to the heavens. 

f'Languor" ( " Istoma" ) depicts a union of heaven and earth 

similar in certain ways to that hinted at in "The 

Serpent," but the tone is passive and meditative now. The 

speaker feels dissolved in nature, more specifically with 

the river, with night and wind. The speaker's sense of 

oneness with the placid landscape extends to 

identification with a shower of starry seeds being sown 

over the meadows. This shower of stars, recalling earlier 

references to seeds and stars, finds an response in the 

flashes of light from the river. The last quatrain 

strengthens the identity of speaker and landscape, 

likening him to the "darkwombed woman" open to the 

heavens. The term ntemnolonnaian (ndark-belliedn or 

"dark-wombedn) is a veiled reference to the story of 

Danae, daughter of Acrisius, king of Argos. Acrisius 

was told by an oracle that he would be killed by his 

daughtergs son. He tharefore locked her in a brazen 



tower. In order to lie with her, Zeus changed into a 

shower of gold and Perseus was born as a result. Ivanov 

used the story of Danae on several occasions to represent 

the descent of the divine into the material world. Its 

appeal to him i n  this context may lie in the f a c t  that 

Danae was imprisoned, yet  grace descended on her 

nonetheless. In these stanzas, however, the motif of 

imprisonment hardly figures, as the speaker of the poem 

becomes identified with the entire landscape. In 

rrLanguortr the speaker is cast in both male and female 

roles, as Danae and Zeus, although the balance seems to be 

on the feminine side: for Ivanov, water and descent, hence 

rain, have strong feminine connotations. "Languorn must be 

the most effective expression of the theme of androgyny in 

the collection. 

"Languor" follows upon "Heavenl y Vaultu ( " Nebosvodw ) , 

and could not be more different in tone. "Heavenly Vault" 

is hymnic, reminiscent of one of the Orphic hymns i n  its 

series of rhetorical questions and enumeration of divine 

attributes. It is resoundingly affirmative, the 

culmination of a series of poems explicating Ivanovts 

theory of symbolism. 

- 

"O The word utemnolonnaian also inevitably recalls 
Solov9 evv s "penumbral wombn ( sumrachnoe lonon ) f rom "my 
soshl i s '  s toboi nedaron... See page 14,  above. 



3Q1qximd xaRKaM, noTyxmMM B Mope neT, 
B MOMX O Y ~ X  sepHyn sa nep~osaa- C B ~ T ?  
M 3);pe6HM W O B  B CJMAWWOCTW ABJleHbR 
Codpan, H B B P I X P ~  c x p y ~ m  ypem w o ~ a a n e ~ b ~ ?  
Pacmasm B xaoce pa3nenbW JTMK anox? 
KTO iltaam B O J I ~  nober, B yc~onx mra nepneu~? 
Mmemiuh omiesaeT B ~pyrax ycTasrrnrx se pl ne^? 
KTO B K o n e c m y  ~ n p m  s o u  M ~ e ~ a ?  
M Y ~ R  bpasnnr ~o~efi He emycmlr py~ca? 

Beyond the aSyss, breathing with a bright all- 
starriness, Where dimly the Milky Way shines in an 
arc, Son of the valley darkness, were you not 
horrified at the yawns, the wells of ultimate 
darkness, the blind cracks in the flickering roof, 
the mouths in which the darkness keeps stem silence 
on the boundlessness and oblivion of the ages? ... 
And the starry show, is it not a manifest dream? Who 
crucified the phantoms of suns in their dead sphere? 
Mixed the swarm of diverse ages, like wine [khmel' 1 
in the goblet? 

To the ethereal beacons, qone dark in the sea of 
years, to my eyes, returned their primeval light? 
and gatheted the fates of worlds and wound up the 
successions and distances into the whirlwind? 
Dissolved the differentiated face of the epochs into 
chaos? Who holds the flight of avid wills in the 
stillness of the moment? casts the mutinous flame- 
thrower into prescribed circles? Who harnessed eons 
and ages into the chariot, and whose hand will not 
drop the reigns of the horses? 



You, raging Eros, harnessed them! and are you the 
charioteer whose chariot swept up the dust of fates 
and days? O flaming focal point, enticing the starry 
swarm like a herd of butterflies drawn by the magic 
play of the burning bonfire in dark night to 
approach, circling, the holy focus of universal 
destruction, -- like myriad Psyches, more dangerous 
to breathe, and more blessed to die! (SS2, p. 378) 

This sequence of poems makes it clear that consistency of 

tone or atmosphere is of no importance to Ivanov in his 

exposition of Eros. "The Vault of Heaven* is a majestic, 

powerfully unrolling hymn of affirmation to Eros as the 

prime mover. A long series of rhetorical questions 

enables Ivanov to pack a good deal of rnythological or 

occult information into the verse. The poem, like its 

title, is circular, in keeping with the planetary theme. 

The circular movement becomes the centripetal flight of 

the moth approaching the flame, recalling Goethe's Selige 

Sehnsucht. It combines the familiar images of yoking and 

binding with images of dissolution and blending, as in the 

mixing of wine in the crater. By binding and blending the 

diverse elements of the universe, Eros also gives it 

meaning: the starry sky is testament to the unifying force 

of love. Thus the dynamisrn of Eros makes possible a 

coherent and stable (and necessarily traditional) 

symbolism. There is an interesting combination here of 

centripetal force, control and order, which are 

characteristic of Apollo, and intoxicated dissolution, 



which is  the  work of Dionysus. Eros in his yoking and 

combining shares characteristics of both deities. Most 

remarkable perhaps is the evocation in the first stanza of 

existential dread in the face of a mute, meaningless 

universe . 
There is a playful quality to "Architect" ("Zodchii") 

that is lacking in most of the other poems that invoke the 

god. Architecture, like sculpture, is one of the 

Apollonian arts that figure prominently in the second 

half. As Ivanov was certainly aware, the Greek term for 

architect is demiourgos, or demiurge, as it appears in 

Platovs Tirnaeus. The "crazy towern being built is less 

the tower itself than the relatianship it fosters. The 

poem turns into an invitation to Eros, here plainly 

identified with the sun, and in its image of the 

charioteer reminiscent of "Heavenly V a u l t  * while the 

divine descent is in t h e  form of a lightning strike that 

will meld the three cornrades into one. 

"Artist" ("Khudozhnikn ) employs the image of 

sculpture that fvanov uses elsewhere to discuss the limits 

of art. It takes its place in a long line of poems on 

sculpture that explore the dividing line between art and 

life, and which usually allude to the myth of Pygmalion. 1 4 1  

"' Among them poems by Michelangelo, Baratynskii and 
especially Soloviev: T r i  podviga.  Goethe ' s Ptometheus 
is also portrayed as a sculptor of men, and is cited in 



The second poem in Eros began with a reference to Midas, 

an involuntary sculptor who killed the living by turning 

them into statues of gold. In contrast stands Pygmalion, 

who crosses the boundary of art by bringing his inanimate 

creation to life. 1 4  2 

The idol-making genius grows glum from constantly 
moulding clay and cutting marble and he aims to dress 
his plan in the aspect of the best incarnations. 
And he conceives a thirst for a person, and would 
idolize f l e s h ,  and suffers from passionate hunger ... 
but although thirsting, he must give,-- lavishing to 
the point of exhaustion, loving to the point of 
exhaustion[. . .]  

Ivanov quoted the first five lines of this poem in his 

essay "The Limits of Art" and summed them up: "such is the 

logic of Eros, and it is difficult for the artist to awake 

from his madness and assure himself that his eros is only 

-- - 

The B i r t h  of Tragedy, where Dionysus also is described as 
a sculptor: "Der edelste Ton, der kostbarste Mamor wird 
hier geknetet und behauen: der Mensch." p.27. also p. 67. 
The primary background to wKhudozhnikm is the poem 
wTvorchestvow from Pilot Stars (SS1, pp. 536-5371 . 

14* Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book X. 



the eros of  f ~ r m " ~ ' ~  The artist here has reached the 

l imi t s  of  ar t ,  and wishes to  go beyond them. 

"Craterm returns to  the  theme of the symposium, where 

the mixing of wine is emblematic of the mingling of the 

three part ic ipants .  1 4  4 

The rnixing crater accomodates the ardour of two 
bloods, the abundance of t w o  souls,  and the power of 
two w i l l s ,  the knowledge of two faiths,  the heavy 
ingot o f  fa tes  and of days. 
In the black-fired crater where two l ives  have long 
been one, the god w h o  dissolves mixes whole wine i n  a 
new measure. 
He pours a third intoxicant, and the foaming vesse1 
ripples l i k e  a communion spoon up from the bottom. 
And the gods i n  a th irs ty  swarm f l y  t o  it and fa11 
upon it : 

"' "O granitsakh iskusstva, Rodnoe i vselenskoe, 
(Moscow: Respublika, l994) ,  p.215 

144 Avril Pyman notes an occasion when guests a t  the 
tower mixed blood and wine for *ritualm purposes: Life of 
Aleksandr Blok (New York: Oxford University Press8 1979) , 
vol .  1, p. 200. 



So that you who f l y  like a bee around the flower-bed 
of the human heart will feed them with our blood, O 
Demon-sting, priest Eros! (SS2, p. 381) 

The play on unity in duality recalls other poems addressed 

t o  L i d i i a  Dmitrievna (including the sonnet "Lovew 

("Liubov'") in P i l o t  S ta r s ,  (SS1, p.610-11, quoted above, 

p. 46). The monosyllabism of the opening seems to m i m i c  

the density of the union, and the solidity of the 

relationship is likened to the heavy ingot that Ivanov 

elsewhere identifies with the dense individuality that 

needs to be dissolved: 

Or we are catching butterflies - "moments," - we 
lovers and devourers of "the momentary." Ancient 
epicureanism said: "carpe diem, " - "seize the day. " 
In the chase after moments the personality is 
fragmented and scattered. The individual who is 
entire gathers the gold of its noontides and l i f e  
pours out of them into a heavy ingot; but our life is 
torn up into a fabric of ephemeral apparitions. The 
ingot of days is of full weight and impenetrable; the 
fabric  of moments is illumined by the rnystery of t he  
beyond. (SS1, p.837)  

In the two states he describes above, neither "densityN 

nor "transparencyW is superior, but the individual 

inevitably reaches a state of oppressive singularity from 

which, like Midas, he longs to escape. Ordinarily the 

image of the ingot is associated with an individual, but 

in this poem it refers to the relationship between the 

Ivanovs, which must be stirred up, diluted, and refreshed. 

The "full weightedn solidity gives way to the foaming 

crater and the flying swarm. The traditional roles and 



epithets of Eros and Dionysus have a l so  been thoroughly 

mixed. "'> The description of Eros as a bee feeding on the 

flowers of human hearts recalls the "Rose Garden1' of the 

f irst  part, as  well a s  Tiutchevls "Don't believe the poet, 

maiden: " 

 BOT^ nOHOCMT MJM XBdJMT 
EFO ~ ~ C ~ C J I ~ H &  naPo&... 
OH He 31dee1) cepnue tamT, 
OH, Kax mena, ero coceli. 

In vain do senseless people blame or praise [ the  
poet], He does not sting the heart like a snake, he 
sucks it l i k e  a bee. 1 4  6 

An apotropaic poem to fire, Pozhar," asks that the 

conflagration recede, but without conceding defeat: 

allow us, who cannot be consumed"', to bathe and bask 
our audacious breast in your ripples ... 

"Daring" or rn audaciousl' ( nderznovennyiw , rn dertanie" ) are 

two of Ivanovrs iavourite words to describe the pathos of 

the true Symbolist who is driven by Eros of the Impossible 

to bold, assertive and optimistic ventures in art or l i f e .  

-- - - - - --- 

14' Eros is addressed, but the epithet "ras tvor i te l '"  
suggests Dionysus "Lusios ,  as does the wine and the 
swann. But cf. Sappho's: "Eros lusimeles, * "Love the limb- 
loosener." 

"6 Fedor Tiutchev, Lir ika ,  ed. by K.V. Pigarev ( 2  
vols., Moscow: Nauka, 19661, vo1.1, p. 99. 

147 w neopalimaia kupinau is the bibl ical  "burning 
bush," so its use here suggests a covenant or 
communication between the divine and the human. 



The poem m~omforter""8 harks back t o  the poems of the 

first part in i t s  funereal theme, but with a much more 

optirnistic, dynamic anticipation of resurrection: 

Waf ting whispers of consolation, the rain spreads 
rustling rains,  and through the dead vale of  
desolat ion 1 hear the sound of hope: sow and wait! 

Nonetheless it is f o r ce fu l  i n  tone and ends i n  another 
pair of upbeat imperatives: 

Believe in the beneficial secret workings of love 
accepted by the dark womb, i n  the exultant radiance 
of empyrean powers, Heart-tomb, answer and awake! 

A cornparison o f  the  f i r s t  poems of  the work with the 

last, Vmpoverished and Brightn (Wishch i svetelvv) will 

give some impression of the distance travelled in the 

course of the cycle. The "brightnessW (svetlost ') is the 

purif ied form of the resinous red flames of the first 

part, and poverty is the "l ightnessm of  the purified, 

whose plenitude has been dissipated by the rending 

experience: 

"Uteshi te l  ' R-- The Cornforter- is the Paraclete or 
Holy Spirit in the Gospel of John (14:16, 2 6 ) ,  and can be 
regarded as a biblical parallel of the  other daimons and 
intermediaries. 



And 1 did not know: had 1 lost, or given away? 
As if 1 had dissolved my treasure in t h e  bright 
world, -- 

In contrast to the private, isolated microcosm of the 

first part, this poem takes place in the public world, and 

the singing that before was a f rant ic  cal1 has now become 

a generous gift. The theme of sexual hunger, with the 

poet cast in the role of suminoning maenad or disconsolate 

Psyche, is resolved in the second part in an image of 

water, not tire. 

From the following descriptions of the archetypal 

tragic heroes, Macbeth and Lear, we can recognize the 

tragic rnask that Ivanov has donned i n  this f i n a l  poem: 

The hero in his beneficence squanders his gifts and 
powers, gives away a l 1  of hirnself to the point of 
absolute beggary and impoverishment. Like the 
setting Sun, he would like to cast away al1 his gold, 
al1 his royal purple. But in answer to his godlike 
generosity al1 the valleys should begin to smoke 
before him with grateful altars. People seize on the 
gifts, and turn away from the impoverished 
one... (SS1, p. 835) 

"Macbethn is a tragedy of hunger and poverty, "Learn- 
of abundance and squandering, The former is the 
planet that desires to shine with borrowed light; the 
latter is the sun pouring out al1 his divine blood, 
unable to sustain his heavy golden excess. (SS1, 
p. 835) 14' 

Aleksandr Blok caught the allusion: "Do you know 
that Viacheslav fvanov has 'dissolved his pearl of love' 
('Erosl), like Lear?" Letter to Ellis, 5 March, 1907. 
Aleksandr Blok, Sobranie Sochinenii (8 volumes, Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, 1960), vol .  8, pp. 181-182. 



Thus King Midas, desperate to squander his onerous, 

acquired wealth finally succeeds, but has only his own 

lightness as a reward. If Midas suffered under the 

oppressive Sun of midday, o r  the "heavy ingotm of an over- 

developed individuality, the persona of the last poem has 

become "transparent" and seems n o t  only acutely sensitive 

to light, but even emits a radiance of his own. 

Many details are reminiscent of an entry in Ivanov's 

journal from the time when he first felt the infatuation 

with Gorodetskii: 

In a strange twilight -- a day without shadows -- 
[...] Happiness or bewitchment? Am 1 not beginning 
to go out of my mind? Some sort of songs in my ears, 
thought of one thing, one thing, one thing. 1 walk 
and see nothing. People look at me, Am I cheerful -- 
or despairing? Everything in people is somehow 
disclosed. Al1 people are doubles of me [ . . . J (SS2, 
p .  754)  

This passage from the journal, which dates from the onset 

of the infatuation and has been written in "Dionysian 

code," was clearly on Ivanov's mind in writing "Nishch i 

sve te lm.  I t  is one of the few in the collection to have 

been dated, and is apparently not the last of the cycle in 

order of composition. 150 

The imagery of light here is in contrast to both the 

darkness and the red flame and light of many earlier 

poems. The shadowless, even light suggests a diffuse 

"O See the notes in Stikhotvoreniia i poemy, 1972. 



equil ibr ium, and the dynamism of the book's opening has 

dwindled t o  a langorous disorientation. Many of t h e  

d i r e c t l y  preceding poems were wri t t en  i n  a f o r t h r i g h t  

manner of vigorous, q u i t e  impersonal af f i m a t i o n ,  but t h i s  

l a s t  captures  qu i t e  a d i f f e r e n t  mood. O f  al1 the 

preceding poems t h i s  one most r e c a l l s  wLanguor'w 

("Istoma") , pa r t i cu l a r l y  i n  the reference t o  "sparkles of 

t he  r i v e r . "  There i s  a quite uncharac te r i s t i c  vagueness 

i n  t h e  account: 

And for some reason l i g h t s  began t o  burn, and 
spa rk les  of t h e  r i v e r  flowed off somewhere. And 
people flowed and flowed towards me... 1 sought you 
nearby, and tried t o  catch you f a r  away. 

This  i s  one of very few subjec t ive  represen ta t ions  of the 

onset of Dionysian in tox ica t ion  i n  h i s  work. I n  t h e  

context  of t he  o the r  poems we can recognize i n  the l i g h t s  

and flowing movement t h e  torches and a swarm of 

celebrants, and also the Maenad's characteristic 

d i so r i en t a t i on ,  th inking she has found the god nearby, 

then rushing off t o  seek him elsewhere. 

The time frame of t h e  poem i s  d i s t i n c t i v e  as well. 

L i k e  some of the poems of the first part it relates a 

particular event i n  narrative rather than mythic t i m e ,  bu t  

it is  also re t rospect ive .  The memory is of recent events, 



not fo lk  o r  mythic memory. The "enchanted garden" r e f e r s  

back t o  "Rose Garden" as i f  the  event were only dimly 

remembered, as i f  the  speaker is one of those diaphanous 

"light guests of Hades" who has drunk of Lethe and only 

now reentered the world. 

A l 1  but the l a s t  couplet is i n  the past tense, as a 

memory, but the poem concludes i n  the  present tense. 

There is a contras t  between the aimless "prokhozhu" ("1 

walk along") and the "centred, * concentric o r  

perpendicular or i en t a t i on  of the action i n  so many of the  

previous poems. 

The speaker begins by addressing the s ingular  " ty"  

and near the end changes t o  the plural "vy." Finally the 

hermetically sealed discourse of the  book i s  open t o  a 

wider human world. Like "Architect, " i t  contains a hint 

of irony, o r  a t  l e a s t  an awareness t h a t  the speaker is an 

object  of rnockery, and r e f e r s  t o  others  as "da1 ' n i e  moi, " 

punning on the  word "bl i zk ie" .  In *To the Eaglem the re  is 

a dismissive reference to  the "mob" ("chern'"),  but now 

t h e i r  contempt is accepted. Ivanov is representing his 

hero as a tragic f igure  i n  the  mould of Lear, or  h i s  own 

Tantalus: one who has squandered h i s  gifts and received 

nothing i n  re turn ,  and has as h i s  reward only h i s  own 

pur i f i ca t ion .  



The concluding poem made a strong impression on Blok: 

he quotes it more than once, and in a poem to Ivanov from 

1912 he employs similar imagery: representing himself as a 

beggar standing on the road as Ivanovls imperiaî t r a i n  

sweeps by: 

A R, neuanbiiarti, m, xec~IcMZi 
a uac yrpa e c ~ p e ~ ~ e m i a i  eapm, 
Tenepb Ha W ~ H O M  nepexpecTIce 
Ha u a p c d  noesn TBOR a O T P D w  

But 1, sorrowful, poor, rough, at morning, greeting 
the dam, At the dusty crossroads now gaze a t  your 
irnperial t r a i n .  151 

Ifi  Ueksandr Blok, Sobranie Sochinenii (8  volumes, 
Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia Literatura, 1960), vol.  3, pp. 
142. 



C O N C L U S I O N  

"Whatever we may have experienced,  we have nothing t o  Say 
about ourselves personally. . . a 

A t  least since the Renaissance poets have 

deliberately used love or infatuation as a laboratory for 

poetry, although few seem to have approached the matter as 

systematically as Viacheslav and Lidiia Ivanov, as they 

sought to lose themselves in erotic ascent and creative 

descent. Edith Clowes provides a concise summary of the 

psychological process at work: 

In this state of being in love resides the kernel of 
a mythic event of self-transfiguration, of 
rediscovery of a qreater, whole self and of a divine 
wholeness in the relationship with the beloved. This 
kernel would develop into a mystical-psychic rite of 
creative release in Ivanovgs aesthetic theory. 

Ivanov charted an inward "mysteryn of spiritual- 
psychic renewal. Instead of a grand imminent 
historical synthesis, Ivanov proposed a ritual of 
immanent transfiguration. 152 

In Ivanovls work the provisional mask of the contemporary 

personality conceals a microcosm of theatrical space, the 

concentric orchestra in which the archetypal drama takes 

Clowes, Edith W. The Revolution of Moral 
Consciousness: Nietzsche and Russian Li terature, 1890- 
191 4. (Dekalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1988) , 
pp. 135-6. 



place. The symbols of rnicrocosm and macrocosm are 

important in Ivanov's work because they suggest the 

equivalence of empirical, spiritual and psychological 

space. In one sense microcosm and macrocosm are simply 

different stage sets in the same theatre: the imagery of 

the macrocosm may serve to portray the psychological drama 

of the microcosm. The theatrical space of course has no 

props or costumes; it consists of a threshold on the 

periphery of a circle with, at its centre, a locus 

corresponding to the tragic rasput  'e or crossroads, the 

nexus where time and space meet. That crossroads is the 

point of departure for an ascent out of the phenomenal 

world towards transcendence, or a descent into daimonic 

origins. 

Ivanov has instructed us not to look to narrative for 

the important matters in life. Instead he has cast  his 

personal drama in deliberately impersonal terms. The al1 

too definite identity of King Midas at the beginning is 

subjected to a process whereby identity is shaken, but 

ultimately reaf firmed. 

Eros is remarkable for the degree ta which the 

identity of the protagonists overlap and merge. While the 

boundaries between them are relatively distinct, 

individual identity, even gender, is mutable. On f irs t  

encountering the poems the reader will be hard pressed to 



s o r t  out the identity of the dramatis personae. The book 

seems indifferent ta questions of the speaker's persona: 

the lyric "In in the poems s t e p s  into the masks of Apollo, 

Dionysus, Orpheus, and addresses or invokes as many 

others. The lyric *In flickers by in a bewildering stream 

of masks. Nonetheless the book ends in the image of a 

single person, slightly disoriented and dazed, though 

illumined, isolated, purif ied, perhaps rendered 

"transparentw or clairvoyant. The catharsis has at least 

aided the poet in squandering h i s  burden and returning 

unencumbered . 

The most important source of imagery in Ivanov's 

poetry is the fund of symbols and images associated with 

the Greek religion of Dionysus, its myths and cult 

practices. It was more than a stock of poetic imagery, 

however, because Ivanov came to  regard Dionysian religion 

as the mythic embodiment of a universal psychological 

process, and he developed from it a comprehensive theory 

of religious psychology and artistic creation. This 

theory, or system, forms the intellectual context  of the 

cycle Eros and is as important for an understanding of the 

poems as are the biographical events of 1906. Since part 

of the Ivanovs' motivation in the Gorodetskii affair was 

the desire to enact a fonn of Dionysianism, their 

intellectual preoccupations dictated some of the events as 



well as the poems that resulted. Dionysianism had been an 

important influence i n  Ivanovls poetry since his meeting 

with Lidiia Dimitrievna, if not before, and was the focus 

of his scholarly work in classical Greek. He was first  

alerted to the power of the Dionysian myth through 

Nietzsche's B i r t h  of Tragedy, in which the opposing 

principles of Apollo and Dionysus are used to represent 

cornplementary impulses in artistic creation. Ivanov went 

further than Nietzsche, however, interpreting Dionysianism 

as a religious phenornenon, and not merely an aesthetic 

category. His interest in the psychological fondations 

of the cult led Ivanov to investigate the most ancient 

representations of the myth. As a poet, he was fascinated 

by the elaborate evolution of the myth in later history, 

and the wealth of symbolism associated with it. 

The central experience of Dionysianism is the divine 

madness or ecstasy which overcomes the worshippers of the 

god. Ecstasy arises out of a person's discontent with the 

limitations of the ego, the wempirical I", as Ivanov 

called it: 

Taedium sui, the anguish of persona1 solitude, 
freedom from the confines of persona1 consciousness, 
from the prison of the ego, exit from one's dungeon 
and onels impotence- that is what comprised the 
meaning and sou1 of Dionysian release and taking 
wing . 153 

15' "Ellinskaia religiia stradaiushchego boga," Novyi 
put', 1904, no. 3, p. 60. 



The very plenitude of life can provoke this taedium sui, 

and the ensuing ecstasy is often accompanied in the myths 

by images of abundant life and extravagant fertility; the 

earth flows with milk and honey; grain and grapes ripen 

instantly; wine flows. The individual perceives no 

boundaries between itself and the rest of the world, and 

the earth is transformed in accordance with human desire. 

Ivanov summarized the Dionysian impulse as the destruction 

of a l 1  boundaries and limitations, in which life overflows 

its limits and the participants experience the solidarity 

of al1 creation. But ecstasy can have a negative aspect 

as well: 

But the time would corne in the tension of this 
ecstasy of impersonal happiness, when it crosses over 
into guiltless and holy hunger for destruction... 
this is the psychological phenomenon of orgiastic 
ecstasy in its spasms of plenitude overflowing the 
edge, of happiness resolving itself in the b l i s s  of 
suffering, of force, seeking liberation from its 
abundance in tonnent and death, the rapture in life 
crossinq over into the joy of destruction. 1 5 4  

This is the source in Greek mythology for the 

descriptions of maenads, the followers of Dionysus, 

suddenly turning murderous and killing their offspring, or 

some other sacrificial figure. Ivanov's interpretation of 

this aspect of the cult is based on the notion that in 

ecstasy, both worshippers and victim become the god 

himself, in a collective frenzy of self-sacrifice. He 

ibid., no. 3, p.  53. 



came to see the worship of Dionysus as the ritual 

enactment of a crisis in the human personality, projected 

onto the collective. Following the interpretation offered 

by the Greeks themselves, Ivanov saw ritual madness as a 

spiritual purification, or catharsis. 

In opposition to the fomless excess of Dionysus 

stands the Apollonian principle of sane order. Apollo 

figures in Ivanov's essays mainly as an aesthetic 

principle which cornes into play  when the artist attempts 

to find artistic form for Dionysian experience. To 

summarize very briefly, Dionysus embodies collective 

intoxication, a state in which the primordial unity of 

creation is experienced. Apollo represents the principle 

of individuation, of ordering and limiting form. Dionysus 

transcends limitations and dissolves distinctions, while 

Apollo imposes them. The two figures have various 

attributes which are relevant to the imagery of the Eros 

cycle. Dionysus represents the fernale principle, Apollo 

the male; the quintessentially Dionysian art is music, the 

Apollonian is sculpture or architecture. Apollo is the 

god of the Sun, and presides over the empirical world. 

Dionysus is associated with fertility, with cyclical 

rebirth and death, and hence with the underworld. In some 



instances the eagle represents the Apollonian principle, 

and the serpent the Dionysian. 

An important aspect of Ivanov's conception of 

Dionysianism, and essential for understanding his use of 

Greek myth in his poetry, is his belief that most if not 

al1 of the suffering gods and heroes of classical myth are 

avatars or whypostasesn of Dionysus himself, or of the 

principle o f  ecstatic sacrifice he represents. References 

to Orpheus, Pentheus, Eros and even Osiris are al1 

essentially references to the central image of the  

"suffering godw. 

Dionysus is an androgynous figure associated with 

springtime fertility. His worshippers are most often 

women, and the violence that accompanies the ecstasy is 

usually done by one sex to the other: in the classic 

variant of the myth, frenzied maenads dismember a male 

victim whom they identify with the god. This image of 

sexual conflict is the basis of Ivanovfs psychology. The 

human personality is androgynous at its deepest level, and 

the two sexual principles are usually in conflict, one 

prevailing at the other's expense. The trouble starts 

when the masculine principle gains dominance. Ecstasy 

begins when the female principle violently asserts i t s e l f ,  

and in doing so suppresses or nneutral izes" the male. The 

female principle then feels the lack, and summons the 



male. This is rendered in the myths by maenads wandering 

about invoking the god, and a number of the poems in the 

first section of Eros are cast in the form of ecstatic 

summons to the god. 

In an essay of 1905, T y  esi, Ivanov developed his 

psychology further, this time using the myth of Eros and 

Psyche to describe the personality as a microcosm 

corresponding to a larger, universal macrocosm. In this 

version Psyche serves to represent the fentale principle 

struggling to escape from the dominance of the male ego. 

In the violence of her struggle, Eros, the male half, is 

suppressed, and Psyche wanders in search of her cornpanion, 

like a maenad summoning Dionysus . Eros, in response to 

the summons, is reborn. The two are reunited in their 

common gravitation towards the Sun- a symbol of the 

suprapersonal focal point of divine love within the human 

spirit. The relationship of Eros to this "suprapersonal 

focal point of persona1 existenceu (wsverkhlichnoe 

sredotochie l ichnogo bytiian) is that of the son to the 

father, analogous to the relationship of Christ to God the 

Father. Like a Christian, Psyche cannot corne to the 

Father except through Eros the Son. If the two halves of 

the personality stray from the gravitational field of the 

Sun and meet on the periphery, the result is strife and 

suffering within the personality. Apart from the 



relevance of this to the symbolism of the Eros cycle, the 

essay highlights an important feature of Ivanovvs poetic 

imagination: the topographical organization of sa much of 

his poetry, whereby many individual poems are 

psychological microcosms rendered in the imagery of the 

macrocosm. 

Eros in Ivanovts writings is a fundamental and 

mutable force, and it appears in the poetry in other 

guises than the one described above. These are mst 

easily understood in connection with the poet's ideas 

about spiritual ascent and descent. 

Ivanov schematized his religious and aesthetic 

thought in tenns of three principles: ascent, descent, and 

the chaotic. This aspect of his thought is presented in 

two slightly different versions. The version most useful 

for understanding Eros is contained in the essay "The 

Symbolism of Aesthetic Principlesn (mSimvol ika 

esteticheskikh nachal ") which provides a schematic outline 

of the imagery associated with different stages in 

religious and artistic experience. Ivanov was able to 

combine or conflate the two because, in his eyes, the 

greatest art is ultimately only concerned with religious 

experience, which follows a universal pattern. The artist 

differs front other people only in his ability to find 

fonns to express it. In the archetypal form of mystical 



transcendence, according to Ivanov, the individual 

struggles free from the constraints of earthly gravity, 

ascends to a vision of the unity of al1 life, then 

descends, purified and blessed, bearing the gift of 

affirmation. Apollonian order reasserts itself during the 

descent, as the artist chooses forms from the phenomenal 

world to communicate the experience. To render the 

ascent, artists have traditionally chosen images such as 

soaring eagles, mountains, pyramids and the like. Descent 

is depicted as poetic inspiration or religious revelation 

descending from above or, in one of Ivanovls favourite 

images, as rain. If the ascent is a violent and assertive 

rejection of the earth, descent is a humble return and 

reaffirmation of the earth. The third aesthetic principle 

is the chaotic, or Dionysian, full of subterranean images 

of stikhiinostr, featureless and formless, bathed in a 

lurid red light. This is the realm of origins. The three 

aesthetic principles also have sexual associations. 

Ascent is masculine, descent is feminine, and the chaotic 

is bisexual, or prior  to sexual differentiation. 

Within this schema Eros adopts different aspects. 

There is the Eros of the impossible, or Eros 

Nevozmozhnogo, who holds sway at the beginning of the 

ecstatic ascent: 

From the abundance of its limitlessness the Divine 
wanted the impossible. And the impossible was 



accomplished: the Divine forgot itself and found 
itself dispersed in the world of boundaries. Who 
will lead it out of the boundaries? That same 
primeval Eros of the Impossible, the most div ine  
l egacy  and impress of the human spirit. (SS1, p.825) 

The Eros of descent or of gifts is associated with 

creativity and inspiration, symbolized by Zeus 

impregnating Danae in a shower of rain, as in "Languor" 

("Istoma") in the second part of the cycle. 

On the chaotic or subterranean level, the realm of 

"dark conceptionsw ( temnie zachatiia) , as Ivanov called it 

in "The Symbolism of Aesthetic PrincipleslW Eros is the 

force at the very basis of personality, if not  of 

creation, as in the image of the coupling serpents in "The 

SerpentN (Vmeian) . (SS2, p. 363) In individual 

psychology, the myth of Eros and Psyche provides the 

rnodel, as described above. The force that drives 

spiritual ascent is the "Eros of the Impossiblen ("Eros 

Nevcizmozhnogow) , in which the masculine aspect 

predominates . The E m s  of descent, f ruitful and creative, 

is feminine in aspect. Eros on the cosmic scale is the 

subject of the grand celebration "Heavenly Vault" 

(mNebosvodw ) , which derives f rom the Platonic and 

Aristotelian metaphor of desire as the invisible force 

that keeps the planets and stars in motion, Ivanov turns  

this i n to  an apocalyptic movement, beyond tirne, an inward 



spiral like the mothts flight to  the candle. In this 

cosmic version, which has al1 of creation spinning towards 

the Sun, the role of Exos in collective l i f e  is 

resoundingly affirmed (if only in theory) as Ivanov and 

his wife had set out to do in the first place. 

In the light of this remarkably comprehensive 

pattern, it is possible to draw some conclusions about the 

form and theme of the Eros cycle. The first part takes 

place in the chaotic realm, under the sign of Dionysus, 

the second is organized in tems of ascent and descent, 

full of Apollonian images of artistic creation. Presiding 

over the whole is the god Eros of the title. 

The cycle is very dense in symbol and allusion, and 

these cannot be fully enumerated, but a consideration of 

the main patterns of imagery in t e m s  of Ivanov's theories 

will help to make sense of the overall structure of the 

work. The cycle begins as a summoning of Dionysus, in an 

attempt to recapture ecstasy, recover vitality and renew 

poetic resources. The poems concerned with Gorodetskii 

corne to express melancholy and alienation as well as 

misgivings about the propriety of trying to involve him in 

the adventure. The poet's own progress takes the form of 

a Dionysian visitation in tragic aspect, entailing 

separation and suffering. The theme of the second part is 

the artistls creative descent. Part II has little of the 



claustrophobic, overheated atmosphere of Part 1, and if 

Dionysus is the forma1 principle of the first section, in 

the second it is Apollo. The prevalent symbol of art in 

the first part is music, in the second it is joined by 

sculpture and architecture. The mode1 of a triune 

creative relationship is still affirmed in the second 

part, but without the "hungerW of the first. 

If there is a single unifying image in Eros, it is 

fire, which unites the motif of the Sun with that of the 

heart. Fire has traditional associations with both sexual 

desire and the ascent of the spirit, symbolizing the 

transformation of matter into energy, or spirit, making it 

perfect for representing Eros. That it can dissolve many 

things into a single flame serves the ecstatic and 

apocalyptic themes. Ordinarily fire ascends, which is 

fitting for the Eros of hunger. It can also descend in 

lightning as divine inspiration or as Zeus's impregnating 

thunderbolt. In the first part of the cycle the phoenix 

in "Zharb~g'~ is used in a prophecy of ascent and descent, 

both of them fiery: 

M uesi ~osnymwei4 BocRpaurenbe, 
T ~ M  b y n e ~  o r ~ e x ~ e a  B O ~ B ~ ~ T ,  
M xony ~on-ea cTpeMneHbe, 
M weynepmieft B pacnanenbe 
T ~ o l  ~ospom~enbwt3 pacnan. (SS2, p. 368) 

and the more airy your wingedness, the more fiery 
your return, the more lightening-like your downward 
rush, and the more unrestrained in consummation your 
rebirth in collapse. 



The imagery of Sun and heart which is so common in Eros 

is elaborated at greater length in another cycle of the 

book, Solntse-Serdtse, and is suggested in the title of the 

whole book: Cor Ardens. In Ivanovls poetry as a whole, the 

sun can be a negative as well as a positive image,Is5 but in 

Eros the positive dominates, in keeping with his version of 

the tale of Eros and Psyche. The heart in this version is 

the microcosmic equivalent of the macrocosmic Sun, the 

source of divine love towards which Psyche and the reborn 

Eros gravitate. The negative aspect of the sun as the 

dominance of the parched masculine ego is usually rendered 

in Eros as midday heat, as in "Rose Garden". The Sun 

appearing at night is a traditional Dionysian symbol. In 

'%xpectationW ("Ozhidanie") (SS2,  p. 371)  , it appears as the 

divine focal point or "sredotochiew towards which the errant 

male and female principles are drawn. Sometimes the Sun is 

rendered as a seed or a ripening fruit, where plenitude 

overflows into the wine of ecstasy. In an extension of this 

the mixing of wine as a symbol of the union of individuals 

is used in "Heavenly vaultw ( wNebosvodu), "Crater" 

(%ratern) and "ConjuringN (VaklinanieW) . 

-- - 

15' Victor Terras, "Vyacheslav Ivanov' s Aesthetic 
Thought, " in Vyacheslav Ivanov: Poet C r i  tic and Philosopher, 
ed.  by Robert Louis Jackson and Lowry Nelson, Jr. (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1986), p.  331. 



As metaphorical seeds, Sun and heart are linked to 

the extensive imagery of burial, confinement and 

imprisonment. This too has negative and positive aspects. 

In its positive aspect burial is potential rebirth, a 

return to the earth to gather strength. In its negative 

aspect it is the imprisonment of the sou1 by the ego (or 

the suppression of the male principle by the fernale). The 

f u l l e s t  expression of this negative side of confinement is 

the poem "The Doublew ("Dvoin ikn)  ( S S 2 ,  p.369-70) . 
Night, f requently called "deaf-muten (gl ukhonemoi) , 

is in certain respects an extension of the subterranean 

realm. It may signify the autism and isolation of the 

ego, or the healing action of the female principle, as in 

Tse l iashchaiaw . 
Ivanovls repertoire of images is vast but at the same 

time highly conventional and traditional. The 

universality of such basic resources enables Ivanov to 

weave ever more elaborate concatenations of symbols, until 

at times as one reads, the poetry turns into dense 

exercises in the morphology of symbolism. One of the 

goals of art however, is to connect the beholder to the 

world via the multivalent unity of the symbolic. 

For Ivanov symbolism and the symbolic faculty were 

the instrument of unity and synthesis. Solovgev gave 



classic expression to the  erotics of symbolism in his 

essay t h e  Meaning of Love where he describes love as that 

force which overcomes egotism and produces a union of two 

(or more). Precisely in tecouplingn does love work in the 

manner of symbolism. Ivanov expanded on the theme with 

direct reference to Plato: 

If art in general is one of the most powerful means 
of human unification, then one can Say of symbolist 
art the principle of its effectiveness is union 
primarily, union in the direct and most profound 
meaning of the word. In truth it does not simply 
unite, but compose: two are composed into a third and 
higher. The symbol, this third, is like a rainbow 
flaring up between the word-ray and the moisture of 
the soul that reflects that ray... And in every 
truly symbolist work Jacob's ladder starts. 
Symbolism composes consciousness so that together 
they are born "in beauty." The goal of love, 
according to Plato, is "birth in beautymw The 
Platonic representation of the paths of love is the 
definition of symbolism. From falling in love with 
the beautiful body the soul, growing up, rises to the 
love of God. When the aesthetic is experienced 
erotically, artistic creation becomes symbolic. 
Pleasure in beauty, like falling in love with 
beautiful flesh, comprises the first step in erotic 
ascension. The meaning of artistic creation that is 
experienced in this way is inexhaustible. The symbol 
is the creative principle of love, Eros the guide. 
Between two lives - the one embodied in creation, and 
the one, that creatively joins with it (creatively, 
because symbolism is the art that turns whoever 
perceives it into a participant in creation) is 
accomplished that which is told in the old 
simpleminded and profound Italian Song in which two 
lovers agree on a meeting, so that the third may join 
them at the appointed tinte, and that third will be 
the god of love himself: 

Pur che il terzo sia presente, 
E quel terzo sia 1'Amor. (SS2, pp. 606-7) 



Michael Wachtel argues that the element of "life- 

creation" or zhiznetvorchestvo becomes an important 

feature of Ivanov's work only after Lidiiavs death, with 

the translations from ~ova1is.l~~ Yet al1 the themes 

explored in the later period were in play in 1906 in the 

writing of Eros. Despite the undiminished optimism of the 

latter half of the book, the experiment did not have the 

desired results, and as inspiration f lagged, the Ivanovs 

turned their attention to Margarita Voloshina, who 

interested Lidiia Dmitrievna more than Goxodetskii had. 

Ivanov's record of that friendship in Golden Vei ls  is 

rendered in an essentially Apollonian fom- a sonnet 

cycle- and takes place in an Apollonian dream state. 

There is a correspondingly elevated and measured tone to 

the collection. Ivanov still sought to use the 

visitations of Eros to provoke a psychological and 

creative crisis that would resolve itself in purification 

and artistic triumph. 

It is a striking irony that in 1907, when Lidiia 

Dmitrievna died of scarlet fever, the metaphorical death 

and separation of Eros became suddenly real. In "Spor," 

-- -- 

15' Michael Wachtel, Russian Synbolism and Li terary 
Tradi t i on :  Goethe, Novalis and the Poetics of Viacheslav 
Ivanov (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, l995), pp. 
147. 



the "QuarreP with Death published in 1908, the whole 

repertoire of images from Eros is used to bring Death to 

account: "you are supposed to yield to loven complains the 

poet. Death reassures the speaker by telling him that she 

and Love are one, that  Lidiia has simply rushed like 

Psyche into their flame, and that Viacheslavgs turn will 

corne : 

Later your cast monolith will melt...(SS2 p. 404) 

Ivanov sought to bring about "the Orphic miracle," 

restoring his wife to life by marrying Vera Shvarsalon, 

Lidiials daughter by a previous rnarriage. The "Orphic 

miraclew consists in uniting the realms of life and death: 

And so Orpheus journeys up and dom: d o m  to the 
depths of the psyche, to the depths of being, to  
death's realm, and back up to life and creation and 
thence into death and songo- this servant of Dionysus 
and pupil of Apollo, architect of the troubled sou1 
and peacemaker for the distressed mind. F o r  Orpheus 
is truly a reconciler of opposites: he is the fusion 
of the radiant solar enlightenment of Apollo and the 
somber subterranean knowledge of Dionysus . Indeed, 
this is what J.J. Bachofen demonstrates in his 
analysis of the Orphic myth and of the cosmological 
structure of Orphic thought, which rests on a dualism 
dividing the upper (utanian) from the lower 
(telluric) hemisphere [ . . . 1 15' 

' 5 7  Cited from: Walter A. Strauss, Descent and Return: 
The Orphic Theme in Modern Literature (Cambridge, Mass.: 
Harvard University Press, l g ï l ) ,  p. 18. Cf. J. J. 
Bachof en, Der Mythus von Orient und Occident (Munich: 
C.H.Beck, l956), pp. 396-397. 



In Orpheus as martyred poet we easfly recognize the 

suffering god Dionysus, and in his r o l e  as intermediary we 

recognize a hypostasis of Eros. 



ORZGINALS OF TRANSLATED PASSAGES 

In t roduct ion  

Page 8 
MCTIIHH~~M o b p a 3 0 ~ a ~ e n e ~  H ~ ~ C I X  pemr~o3m1x c~pebme-, 
~ P H M K O M  OpQee~, Hec)nmiIb( Harano s m w ~ e n b n o r o  cTpon, d m  
Bn. C O ~ O B ~ ~ B ,  neBe4 ~ O X ~ C T B ~ H H O ~ ~  CO@MM. 

Page 11 
H e ~ a p o ~  xe nonosue oTnomewn He ToabKo IiasmamTcn mboebia, 
HO M IIPeACTàBJlmT ii0 obaebdy iiPM3HaHJiUDI J I P O ~ O B ~  il0 
npemiyaecrsy, nennxcb Tyrnosc PI Irgeanosc BCRKO~I  PPYFOGI mob~yi 
(CM. ï ï e c ~ b  nec~efi ,  Anolcamnc~c) . 
Page 11 
C ~ C J I  Y ~ J I O B ~ Y ~ C I C O ~ ~  J ~ B D ~ B M  ~oodflle ecTb OnpaBAame M cnaceme 
MH~MBMLIYâJIbHOCTM qpe3 XepTBy 3POM3Ma. 

Page I I  
MCTMHHâA MH,ItXBMIIyaJlbHOCTb eCTb H ~ K O T O ~ ~ ~ Z  onpeJlene~& 
oopao BceegmcTsa, HQKOTOPM onpe~enenIlbdI cnocod 
BOC~PMRTMR M ycBoemR cede ecero apyroro. 

Page 16 
"Je mehr er hinauf i n  die Hohe und Helle will, um so  
starker streben s e i n e  Wurzeln erdwarts,  abwarts, i n s  
Dunkle, Tiefe,  - i n s  Bose." V a  ins Bose! rief der 



JUngling. Wie i s t  es moglich, dass du meine S e e l e  
entdecktest?" 

Page 2 6  
Haxe ~ p a r e n m  B ~ e f i  ~e yron -- ~ O T O M ~  u ~ o  BU cor~~amae~ecb  
~a ~ e e .  Aaxe 3 ~ c ~ a s  ~e o n a c e ~  -- no~obay YTO BU npemxnme 
ero MCXOX. 

Page 35 
3 ~ 0  CBMAeTeJIbCTBO SIID~OIBXTHO H e  c~oek n n a ~ o m u e c ~ o k  
K O C M O J X O F M ~ ~ ~  M M ~ T ~ @ M ~ M K o ~ ~ ,  HO IlCMXOJlOFMrfeCKMM âHaJM30M 
n B y X  TMnOB 3 ~ 0 4 & ,  rXpeXCTâBJIRBmIlx KaK a~ ABa IlOJilûCa 
rpesecicoh nyum. E p ~ ~ e m e ,  xepa, c~poR, nopnnoK, 
pamoeecxe, no~oR, QOPM ( " j e  hais le mouvement qui deplace 
les lignesvv-- rosopm Kpaco~a y Eom3ppa) 
npoTmononaraeTcn Kan:  M a e R  o n H o r o  143 3TMX TMnoB, HaYaJtY 
oes~epnosay, nonaunororay, weyc~om~aorcy B c ~ o w x  TeKyuw< 
Qop~ax, be3npenenbuo~y cTpanarinrW olr HenpepmHoro 
pasnwems c codom cammt. B e v ~ a ~  D H O C T ~  npoTwaononaraeTcR 



Page 4 4  
npyr uepes npyra namm m--~a;rra&i cedn w aonee, rlerr TonbKo 
cebn: R bu c K a s a n ,  M ~ I  o b p e m  Bora. Bc~peva c ~ e m  b w a  
n o n o d ~ a  ~oryuek s e c e ~ ~ e f i  ~ ~ ~ o ~ u i c i r R c ~ ~ o f i  rpose, nome ROTOPOR 
sce BO m e  pacuseno H s a ~ e n e ~ e n o .  M ne T o n b K o  eo m e  
snepwe pacxpwxcff M oco3~an c e 6 ~ ,  B o n b H o  M YBepêHHO,  nos^, 

HO M B H&: BCD H a m y  COBMeCTHYr,  YW3Hb t n O J i H m  rwbomx 
awyrpenmx c o b b i ~ u r G r ,  MOXHO be3 npeyaemesturbr H a s s a T b  nnn 
o d o ~ x  noporo novm H e n p e p m H o r o  B n o x H o s e m R  M H a n p m e H H o r o  
AyXOBHOI'O F O p e H M R .  

Page 51 
[ . . . 1 MK P a c c T b l l Y I c b  c Tepnaeueew, no~op&i t i o r o  Foeopm O 

C e p r e e .  C g a c T b e  YUM uaphi? He HaqvrnaD JM CXOXWTI. c m a ?  
~ame-~o  n e c e H l u I  B wax,  mcnb 06 OAHOM, 06 O ~ X O M ,  06 
onHosn. Mny H w e r o  ne ssmy. Ha Menn CMOTPRT. R Becen - 
- W ï M  OTYBRH? Bce K a K - T O  p a c K p b I T o  B JIDARX. Bce ~~ -- 
~ B O ~ H M K M  M ~ H R  M -- r ~ e  TOT OAMH, rine OH? Bsrn~n se3ne ~ m e ~  



Page 53 
H e  noasiro, I C T ~  r i ~ o  roBopun, HO y Bcex B ~ ~ P ~ I B ~ J M C ~  C J I O B ~ :  
n 3 p o ~ ~ ~ e c ~ o e  Kpwewbe i h a ~ o n a ! " .  

Page 54 
E C T ~  y Hac s a r o ~ o p ,  O r c o ~ o p o ~  H ~ ~ K O M Y  He POBOPM: YCTPOMT~ 
nepc~xcmd2, raQnccicurti ~ a o a s o r :  orenb Y I W T ~ ~ & ~ #  o Y e H b  
C M ~ J I & ,  B KOCTOMâX, Ka R O B p a X ,  @~JIoco@cICI&, X Y ~ O X ~ C T B ~ H H ~  
x 3 p o ~ w x e c d .  

Page 56 (Footnote 46 )  
r a @ ~ s  nomeH caeJraTbcR snonne M C ~ ~ ~ C C T B O M .  

Page 57 
Iiopasmenbx&i anemawpxeu,  nos^ ui poMaHvrcT K y s b m ~  -- 
RBJïeHMe COBCeM H ~ O ~ ~ I C H O B ~ H H O ~ ~  C T M X W  RAOM M3bICKaHHbIX 
~ e n o c ~ a ~ a ~ ~ o c ~ e f i ,  npwro~oen- H o B o e  dynyaree XMSHM, 
M C R ~ C C T B ~  M ~ c e f i  ~ P O T M Y ~ C K O ~ ~  ncmme V e n o B e Y e c T B a .  

Page 59 
A c~ap&i  repok poscaHa (3nb Pyol), no ero MHeHMD, TêKOB: OH 
Kawi a a ~ ~ e  -- c nByba ~ K ~ M M ~  O ~ H  06pme~ Bnepen, IC 

eoapox,newin>; ero x a p a ~ ~ e p w 3 y e ~  "xopoa&i ~ B ~ H T D ~ R ~ M " .  Ms 
suranmer0 repon c~apmvrU xoueT cnenam xynoxCecTse~xoe> 
npomeeneme. . .  ( 2 0  m~ 1906) 

Page 59 
R He 3xm,  YTO TO, YTO n-O me, K ~ A W O  w esry, n.g. mbmo 
ero M XOVY cnenaTb ero KaK borw. M T O J I ~ K O  R wory ero 
CAeJIaTb K I o J ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ o M .  



Page 60 
&TMHOR [ & 3 ~ d ~ ~ a ]  R bu m6m, e c m  6 YYBCTBOBâJI ePO XMBbIM. 
HO pa3Bê OH H e  M ~ P T B ?  M He XOPOHMT CBOHX MepTBeUOB,--  CBOM 
"mm"? Yxem K o H w m a c b  lune de m i e l  s p o ~ n ~ o - s c a e a ~ u e c ~ o r o  
" ~ I P M R T M I ' ~  M ero, H npymx ~ ~ @ W ~ M T O B ?  no Fa@w3y, - - s ~ o - -  
" T B O P Y ~ C T B O " ,  Espérons. 

Page 62 
M C K ~ C C T B O -  cQepa, HacbmrekwaR YYBCTBOM nona. 

Page 63 
" i l e ~ e p b y p w "  ( . . . ] d m  nonHu na<poca peeomouiar, 
~ ~ B O J I I O U M O H H O ~ ~  XOPTBbI, ' " c ~ M o c o ~ O K ~ H % ~ R '  JMYWOCTW BO YIMR bQIpa 
M P O A M H U ~ ~  ; H ~ O C J I ~ B R H O @ M J I ~ C K O I ? O  naTPMOTM3Md M 
H e o w a p o n H M r e c K o r o  eoonymeenenurn" 

Page 64 
Hac~poeme [ ~ ~ ~ B o X ' O   TOM^] COOTBeTCTByeT 3 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ a J I b ~ 0 b r  
a r b a o c @ e p e  ltbamm" c ee n a n p m t e x m d m  w nymmm ronoewsisaul 
m p a c r r i s c u r :  HM p a w b m e ,  HM noaxe Bmecnae Meanos He rwcan 
CTMXOB, K o z o p M e  b w  6u B T ~ K O U  nyramteA c a e n e é a r  m e m  
A Y X O B H O ~  TPe3BOCTM. 

Page 6 5  
noc~aswr Bmecna~ B o n p o c ,  K K ~ K O R  K p a c o T e  MU m e M :  K 
I c p a c o T e  m ~ p a a n s ~ a  bonbmiuc ~ ~ B C T B  H K~T~CTPOQ, KTM IC 

xononnoR MYAPOCTW H M3RRWOMy 3fMKYpeH3L(y. ~ T O  TOI VTO BCe 
390 B p e u  3 a w a e ~  MeHff K ~ K  npobnem nymesnaff ur 
xynoxecmewaa. 



CHAPTER III 

Page 68 (Footnote 58) 
Anneropm n o r m e c m  orpamewa PI B H y T p e n H e  x e n o w m a  : 
CMMBOJi MMeeT XyüiY Pl BHYTpeHHee pa3BMTlilel OU m B e T  M 
nepepomaeTcR. 

Page 69 
Cpegme aeKa a m ,  no npemymecTBy, nopoR wcKycczsa 
O ~ H ~ M ~ H O B ~ T ~ J I ~ H O P O .  Pemrms~oe ~~pocosepi lame,  
e c e o b a e ~ e e  M crpolnoe, K a K  rormec& xparc, onpenenmo 
MecTo ~ax ,qoR Be-, 3 e ~ ~ o t i  YL ~ e b e c ~ o h  B paccuma~no-cnonÿiotr 
apxmemype ceoero HepapxMqecKoro cornacm. Cobopbi 
B q O C T â J M  KOMCTYIHe K â K  Herne ''JIeca cMMBoJXOB" . ~ B o I M c ~  
mymma BcenaponHoro WTOR nnx n o 3 ~ a m n  eenteR 
O O X ~ C T B ~ H H E ~ X .  

Page 70  
A B CpeAoTorlm ~ T O F O  qaporo nmpa c ~ o m  vaponek - n, 
VenoBeYecxaR ~ H O C T ~ ,  C O ~ H ~ B ~ ~ R  cBoe R H ero 



Page 75  
Omymewile npomnoro, K a K  oynymero, P O ~ H M T  ero c X J I ~ ~ M B O B ~ I M .  
Apxamca Brivecnaea Iiea~oea npowcxonnT ne OT ~bxbopa TeM, a 
OT H ~ C ~ O C O ~ H O C ' P M  K OTHOCMTeJIbHOMY b&UUIeHMP, TO eCTb 
cpaexeliurro s p e M e n .  3 ~ c ~ m e c ~ e  c~rucur Bmecnaea Mea~osa 
Hamcam He nome M He napameJrbHo c rpeuec-, a paHbme 
MX, noTow ~ T O  HM Ha m ~ y ~ y  OH ne s a b m a e ~  cebn, 
rosopm~ero Ha B a p s a p c K o M  p o n ~ o ~  Hapeum. 

Page 82 
3 n m ~ c ~ a ~  gyma Hama cuoe  ceda TonbKo c obpeTemeM 
A ~ o w c a .  ~ H O ~ C & C T B O  onno nano s m n c ~ s y  TO, u ~ o  snepsrre 
cnenano ero OJIJIXHCTBOM: MacKy. . . Torna MHP n o n m   SU^ 
specie metamorphoseos -- K a K  nparca npeepmexwR. Toraa 
n o m ~ e ~ 3 ~  B npMnUYIne yxe b m  npeononen: boxec~eo OCO3HaHOr 

KaIC MHOFOJMICOe enMHCTBO. 



Page 125 
Koma oTcereH p e d e ~ o ~  OT MaTepH# Kan MOQ OT nepesa, -- 
0 6 0 c o 6 ~ 1 e ~  VenoBeK:  n o n o d m c ~  ~ ~ ~ o f f  Tem, ner~ot i  rocTbe 



Page 1 2 8  ( F o o t n o t e  1 0 2 )  
--MHe ïiOMCTMHe KâXeTCII, YTO R BEd38aJl A t l o ~ ~ c a ,  C KlOTOPbIM 
trenbs~ o d m a ~ b c ~  b e 3 ~ a ~ l a 3 a ~ ~ 0 ,  M YTO ~ K X  npencTaJr m e  non 
M ~ C K O ~  3 ~ 0 ~ 0  ~DWOIIM, OT KOTOPOFO n a x n e T  necwok c m o k  ~r y 
ECOTOPOI'O COJiHeYHbIe M A M W e  T J I â 3 a  JIeCHHX AeBCTBeHHhiX AyUI. 
3 ~ 0  ~ononotr 6 h i . c ~ p o ~ o r u d i  @ ~ B H ,  o a s m a e d  MHOD B MOH caxbt 
P03, Z I T O ~ M  B M O ~ R  30Jl0~06r npO3paWiOCTW BeirJIO WfKOCTba 
nebpeti; x~oUnotr cMonoo M CKTIOGI ~ o p ~ e b r .  R man M roeopm, 
YTO -- raoero np~xona,  T ~ M H C T B ~ H H H &  owoma-Bartx c 
Y ~ H B H ~ I M M  r n a 3 m !  

Page 136 ( F o o t n o t e  109)  
K a n p ~ s m  n o B e a e m e r a  ceom CepreYi naean B ~ v e c n a a y  
3 c ~ e ~ m e c ~ l o e  y T e m e m e ,  b n a r o T B o p H o  Bmmmee H a  ero 
T e o p u e c T B o .  Ysmen B.M. e K ~ K O R - T O  pannwGi uac C e p r e r ,  KaK 
OH " I I o A J I ~  BHCOKOI'O OROHUa, bpOcPUI,  3âffyMâBmMCbr B B e p X  
BbiTRHyThle PY~UI", "bWI iiJiâCTtIYeHt C T p 0 e t r t  K ~ ~ C M B "  M FOBOpMJi 
noTottu O c~oefi n r o d ~ ~  K bepese. 

Page 1 4 0  
B TOAr K O F A â  H O B O ~ ~  B ~ C H O ~ ~  n M 3 H b  Ob4pâVMJIdCb M O A .  

Page 1 4 0  (Footnote  112) 
OT ~ o m b e m  o c e ~ ~ e f i  rrym no B T O P O ~ O  yutep6a. 



Page 149 (Footnote 119) 
~ T O ~ E J  B3I'JiRX ~ 0 f i  BJiaCTHO He HâpymwI 3BOHqaTOPO ~JIaca." 

Page 149  (Footnote 1 2 0 )  
Op@a -- CMMBOJï MCRYCCTBB He nPOCTO C B O ~ O A H O ~ O ;  HO M 
o c ~ o b o ~ a m ~ e r o , -  c sodon~oro  Haclronbm, YTO OHO 0 ~ ~ 0 6 o m a e ~  
m e ~ M  m p .  . . 
Page 151 (Footnote 1 2 2 )  
... cnosa op@wuec~oro pmyana: "R npwsmar, Baxxa, 
n o ~ 3 e m o r o  J@fow!ca, exeronHo n p o b y x n a m e ~ o c ~  c 
npeKipacHoBosrocm HMMQ~MM: B CBmexkioM mmme ï I e p c e @ o ~ ~  
n o w e T  OH . . . 
Page 169 
He ~ ~ ~ I C T B ~ H H O ,  a B b e c c o 3 ~ a ~ e n b ~ a t ~  [ . . . ] P J T s ~ ~ H H ~ x  CBOMX 
r w e ~  bope~cfi. H e  c WOM OH d o p e ~ c ~ f ,  c T ~ H R M M ,  -- c 
TeHbIû mbmoro OTUd; B HeM-- C C O ~ O D  fipyFMba, C C O ~ O ~ O  
n p e e m .  H e  MoxeT nodopoTb  ene el, l y ~  ceoero ;ne neoRmria, 
M 0opaIlIaeTcR Ha cebfi, Ha CBOe MCTMHHOe RI OTCTYIXHMK cebR 
cmoro,  CBOR coOcTBeHHaR * e p T e a . . . [ . . . ]  ï ' a m e T - -  mcepTsa 
cBoero xe FI. 

Pages 177-8 
Ta~cosa norma apoca, M TPYXHO XYAO~~HMKY OYHYT~CR OT cBoero 
besyaaÿrn M yBepmb cedR, u ~ o  ero  apoc - T O J X ~ R O  3poc @opm. 

Page 179 
KTIM ace nomw ~ b l  b a b o r f e ~ - - ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ , - - r n d o ~ m m  M nonMpaTem 
"MFHoB~HHocT~~~" .  B ~ U I O ~  ~ X T M K ~ ~ ~ R C T B O  ~ O B O p M l r O  : ''carpe 
diem", -- "JIOBM ~ e ~ b " .  B norone 3d MTHOBêHMRMSd J'DFlHOCTb 
pa3npobne~a M paccenna. Uenbnm ~ ~ H ~ ~ ~ B M L I Y ~ M  cdvrpaer oono~o  
CBOMX nonnxefi, M ; n ~ 3 ~ b  OTnmaeT ~3 HMX B ~memrti CJMTOK; a 
Hama ~ B H L  paspexena B manb aUoconeTnsoc eme&. C m ~ o n  
A H ~ R  nonxoBeceH ir nenpotaaraex; maab m~oseHIrR npoceeueria 
noTycTopomen, ~afiwoit. 



Page 182 
repoZi p a c l r o v a e T ,  d n a r o ~ l e ~ e n b c ~ ~ y ~ ,  CBOH napu M c m ,  
pa3nap~sae~ Bcero c e d ~  no K o H e w i o m  obmmama H ocrcynewcï. 
flonod~o saxonmeMy c o n H u y ,  OH x o T e n  UH pasdpoca~b Bce cBoe 
~ O J I O T O ,  Becb nypnyp. Ho B o T s e T  ero boropasnofi meapocm 
Bce n o m m  no- 3 a ~ y p ~ ~ b c ~  nepen HELM bnaronapwbz~~ 
a m a p m .  Jlmom xsalfam napu-- M o ~ s p a m a i o ~ c ~  OT 
oc~ynemero . . .  

Page 183 
B cTpaxme cyaeprul- A e H b  be3 ~ e n e R - -  [ . . . ] Cvac~be zam 
uapu? H e  Haumam m C X O ~ H T ~  c m a ?  ~ a ~ w e - T O  n e c e H I c M  B 
w a x ,  mcnb 06 OAHOM, 06 OXHOM, 06 OXHOM. MLly w m e r 0  He 
BÿIlrry. Ha MêHA CMOTPRT.  B e c e n -  MJM O T V ~ R H ?  Bce KaK-TO 
PâCKpblTO B JIDJJAX. Bce JïEWf-- ~ B o R H ~ ~ K ~  M e X R  [ . . . ] ( S S 2 ,  
p .  754)  

Conclusion 
Pages 190-1 
Taedium sui, TOCKâ JDSIHO~ O ~ O C O ~ J I ~ H H O C T M ~  O C B O ~ O ~ ~ W ~ H M ~  O T  
TeCHOTbi IIMYHOFO C 0 3 H a H M R I  OT TPPbWbI - f i r  BhMOa M 3  CBO& 

TeMHMUbl M CBO& HeMOtIM -- BOT 3 T 0  COCTaBJiRJld CMhlCJI M AyII Iy 
a M o m c m e c ~ o r o  pa3pemem~ M O I c p b L n e m m .  

Page 191 
Ho HacTynan M o M e m  B mnp)ï;nem more 3 ~ c ~ a 3 a  b e 3 m ~ o r o  
C ~ ~ C T W R ,  Rama OH nepexonm B H~BMH- w C B ~ ~ H -  ronon 
~ c ~ p e b n e m  R . . . .  TO -- n c t l x o m o r m e c i c o e  Renenvle oprIrbiworo 
S K C T ~ ~ ~  B ero cnasrcax nonsow, nepermaamieficr riepes qaR, 
c u a c m f i ,  paspemameroca B B o c T o p r  mpanawm, cwnar, mnymeti 
o c ~ o b o ; r s r r e m f i  OT c B o e r o  M ~ ~ U T K ~  B m e  H CMepTM, y n o e m f i  
nM3HbX3, I ' IePeXOLImeX'O B P a a O C T b  YWNTOXeHBSit .  

Page 197 
M3 ~36mïca CBOBG~ be3rpamnocm Boxec~se~~oe n o ; r r e n a n o  
H e B 0 3 M O m O F O .  M HeB03MO;n)lOe COBePmEitROCb: E O X ~ C T B ~ H H O ~  
sadwo c e d ~  M ono3~anocb p a ~ n e n b ~ u ~  B sMpe rpaeek KTO 
smeneT e ro  ~3 rpa~ea? TOT ae nme~md4 3poc He~os~onworo,  
Ooxec~~ee~emee xarnelpxe u n e v a T b  uenoseuecxoro nyxa. 
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OT KOJIiGEJiW O C E H H ~  nYHM A 0  BTOPOrO 
B r0A, KOrm H O B O ~  BECHOR m3Hb OMPArlWlACb MOR. 

3HAEb H TH, ,QMOTHMA, KOMY T B O ~  iiEBEU 3TH WPThi, 
W B O ~  YBEHYAH, CBHBAJI: P03H BILlIETAnHCb TBOH 

B CMYT'JiYlû 3EnEHb H B mBKOE 3ûJiOTO IIKEHA. 
P O ~ O R  CBRTWIA TH XM3Hb; B P03AX BECCMEPTM YUW4. 

A O X H ~  nb n aaamny~o cmpenb, 
me nonoHen wok u a p a  wenb,  

K ~ K  TH, MOR 9MeR, 
3a~sopnwua HOWX n o ~ e k ,  
Bo Mrne s a ~ e m n  nsyx  ouek, 

Aeyx 3PRPUIX OCTPHfi ,  

B H H C ~ ,  noa9emb KO WC Ha ~pyxb--  
Id3 YCT 8 ycTa nepeaoxnyTb 

Csok na becosc~b n nopu: 
Y C T O ~  CKOJïb3KHX M C A R M K  
Cnnemcb wt B Kynnne aapmu 

C K J I Y ~ H J M C ~  B KOnbUaX KOpUe 

I ïoTyc iu ia  q b ;  KOCTCP noTyx; 
5 nemepax o r y T n m  noam cnyx 

Iïonnoumac Bonn npudoR, 
TOK abesmudt na semyio ~ c n b ,  -- 
H c HHI~ nom M O ~  uapd  menb, 

P a s s f i s a n &  ~obok.  



Appendix: Eros 3 

Ayx nonarn~&, srnocm npenm, 
CuonbHadi ayx onaJIhtx xsok, 

M n y c ~ m ~ a a i  aomb csilpem, 
W npumu manok  BO^! 

Yau apwe meTy R-- 
Menu c~poknmc, sapiutx bënp; 

P09u Kpacnue c ~ t m  R-- 
Hc~ymenHk cTpacTnaPt onp. 



Appendix: Cros 4 

Y T O ~ H  BSI'JIRn  MO^ BnaCTHO H e  nCTptDOlMlr, 
H e  napyma saowaToro rnaca; 
W o  6 3po~-nonnaco~  ne cTpeHom 
Ha pynax OCCHHHX Kmospaca 

Fne pannnk nyu necenmd, 
 bec^ n e p s a  s t n e ~ e k ?  
EM #HP boro~anennek 
bf DHOCTH 

3amnyn upes oKonue, 
O T C B ~ W B ~ R ,  npya 
3enenok np~xeR connue 
B  MO^ npewmamk n p m ~ .  

EenencR y ononua 
CTaH OTPOYCC& ~ 8 0 k .  . . 
Iïopxam BepeTenua, 
M MHJlM BOnOKOHUa,-- 
3a~~ps t sano  connue 
C depcs~ok  s o n o ~ o k .  

i ' ip~m morneYb CO moCI sa Tpanesu ncToLUule, 
O ~ H ,  H Yamy YepnooFnennym p a 9 x m !  
n ~ C T b t  bpaY10( MOHI KOJïOLILlbf CYXH TaLO(blC: 
Rpna~, nonyxoumd, n nomenb moRmd3 y ~ o n i i !  
~PHIUI, MOR cm, uok bpm! Hac mer abo~ll omta sena: 
Houb m ~ e p b  , uapaa, --rnyxa, mxa, meabna, -ma. . . 



Appendix: Eros 5 

H e u a r n a m a ~  neqafrb 
Ha nsa vena nerna. 

M nnyw-own ynen: MonvaTb 
O TOM8 YTO H O Y ~  cnpuna, 

UTO u3 HOYC$~ oana cnpma, 
Cnpma H pacnpflna. 

bibi a~anu-nb, YTO HW WCT& cepn 
0 npospavnocm JIopsna,-- 
raaam-nb, YTO HU RcHaR 
Sipopouma asesna? 
no yvpa uranocTpacTnaR 
Hac nerauia C~pena; 
3 a y ~ p a  man rnyxok wep6 
M nnennaa capana. 



Appendix: Eros 6 

Tpu =ana 9-e~ B ycTax s#emxsrx 
MOR B O J I I D ~ ~ .  

no ~ e 6 e  R u ~ r a c n y  D rnyxHx Kpywnax; 
T B O A - ~  ~ynb6a-- 

U s ~ n e ~ b ,   MO^ nenen amcawbcilr rpen, 
nponse~mm renanbw naa ypnok 6 o n e ~  

O nnnx nenosspa~narx. 

M b  cTaneT wpcrica rcllesnok py~om 
Jîmban uonb6a ; 

Rosneue~ TBOe T M 0  C T ~ M M O H O M - ~ ~ K O ~  
MOR an~6a-- 

Gesrnacnoe Teno ~ a ~ % o 6 o p u a - O p Q e ~ . . .  
Tpe~be-nb xano yxamT: TU npwaemb, aornenefl 

napon n e o T s p a ~ w .  

C H O B ~  snan R, npmman R, 
K 6ory-Bamy sossman n: 
TU, ~ ~ b p d ,  ¶gtCb, CO ~ ( n ~ k  ! 
YTO x e  m x  nomneniudi ~poeœb? 
CtpnUt ~ a f i n o l  becno~o~nib? 
YTO T â m b  C B O ~  JMK nocolok? 

YMWMC~ naa mok K P ~ ~ ~ M O R ,  
non -OR R B H C ~  mwnoR, 
B c~pyknok mare ,  m b  s orne; 
mbt K ~ K  OTPOK sanosnanidi, 
Bsop ysmwti, rsop yc~anadi 
Obpamt s noun xo M e .  

O ~ J M K  c(rpoRM y nopora... 
B cepnue cnaaocm H Tpesora. . .  
H ~ T  pYxanbR... Cneaa neTe.. 
Iïony-OT~OK, nony-nmua... 
non bponmm ryu aap-a 
3-e~ ~yclVlbdS nepecneT... 



Appendix: Eros 7 

U menueab B orconue: BOT, TH suna wenn: 
Bynb ne aecen n nok no s a R a T a  nnn! 
R npnny na s a K a T e ,  u ~ o 6  scw, nova TX nen: 
MHe m d  TBOR Ponoc, --H TBOR y ~ e n . .  . 
M 8 nonsewnoM cKnene R npo connue nom, 
npo Tee%, woe connue, --npo m6osb uoa, 
T ~ o h ,  connue, uiasm, no6ean& =K. . . 
k! m e  nonneaaeT  MO^ ~ ~ O ~ H H K .  

me TU, ~ell~r& T O ~ P H ~ ?  KTO TU, c m e d  B cmen 
nem CO wiok noe connue m-sa pxasw cicpen? 
--JI nom Tnoe connue, sairyposan s c~ene,-- 
J@OÜHHK T B O ~ .  ï ' !pespenbe--~~~~ m e .  

npunec R CBCTOY H C H C T O ~  
B uok snesawdi now T C ~ R  Yanstm, 
B rnym nyc~atnnok, s nyme npocnok 
CMOJZHCTU Ce8 nOXOpOHMTb. 

Cseuy, KPHVY na ~ C ~ A O ~ O ~ P H :  
A sKpyr neMeta, soa PnyPia, 
He no-mac& H ne n o - ~ O X ~ H  
Yemnennan ama. 

Kax masmm Bonn npwms non npxc~anbnoR nynok, 
B ~ y n  O%JIWlyBr natïJXU8aeT, 

H uenb noirorym nbnunoo neaenoA, 
H cxan nodcrw norrpmaeT: 



Appendix: Eros 8 

Ho p a n b u  MepK.neT m ~ , - - H  nar nym pacKon, 
H s ponoTax HC H S H ~ M O ; I I ~ T :  

Bo MpaK oTxnMyn san, npnbpemMi xaoc ron, 
3-b poer Menb u manu rnozeT 

He s a s m m  m cseTa nopaccne~noro? 
Tewok H O Y ~ D  connue n e s a ~ a ~ n o r o ?  

I ïpuae~ a HOVH O ~ M ~ H H O R ,  
K ~ K  TaTb, Ha T B O ~  nOpOF 
W B n ~ e p b  C K O ~ ~ J H C T  xe~ran~ark, 
Korna TY HC cTeper. 
C pacnywff xopor 
npuneT na mofi  nopop 
Heuann~o %enantu&. 



Appendix: Eros 9 

JIosonb~o connue pneno, 
~ T P W I O C L ,  H C h C K a R O  
Bcek xnntnysmcm K ~ O E ~ K I :  
Tu cepme nosanena, 
I I ~ O H S ~ H H O ~  JIlodo~bio. 

He TX nb nag ~onnrdenbn 
Moem HaneBana- 
M enoab pacToprnemb menu?.. 
He TX B necy ncxana 
MOC CBRTOC Teno,-- 
Han HH~oM--9pyn cynpyra?. .. 
Ms~na,  Ma~namxa, 
0 POCHaR POJRWa, 
~ ~ L U I R  H MaTb, X W C T ~ ~ ,  
X e ~ a  H Mam 3enna~! 

fl THXO, THXO RPSfPBOPWII 
Hovnym XDepb, 
% M K H ~ J I ~ c ~  I'-O lnepb 

T ~ K  nanaez na nno HOM 
ropcm npaxa... 0 ,  Tenepb 

R OTOIUCII. Hamm, seps, 
Ymen sas ~ ~ p m u b t  'PBOCR, 

H cxoponwn 
Mstnysmee s r p y m  caoeR, 

Ha wxaabme no1epb. 



Appendix: Eros 10 

Bor cynepe~, Ikpuec, -- 
C T O U ~ ~  s nomx nedec, 
ïipe~pacmdl mmmxt, =O&, -- 
OT c n e r o m b t ~  noanoIMR 
O m m a  ' raK nemT 
Ha non, so npax ciuionewud, 
H---nom onphmen@-- 
&FOB ~JI~Fo~ccTHT,-- 



Appendix: Eros 11 



Appendix: Eros 12 

He T a K  JIH OKO-~~J ' IOD~K,  
HoUb, H9 TBOHX JIOICCH B S W p a C T ,  
YBWPHT MaTb-' H, men, cropaeT 
B KponocMemenbe npesmx ~ e r ?  

~ Y C T ~  Y C P H b  KneBeaeT: H e  yMaJIHTb 
Ek ronon ropnoro ~ p w a !  
Open, ne  %epb: 9#ea yxanmb 
He x o v e ~  s o b n a ~ e  opna. 

C 6 t ~ ~ b v i 0 k  CTOilTâHHaR rmnok, 
ICorna-(ro clrpannnua nebec, 
O n a  ssnobÿuia Dsriax opmnbai 
Bcek n a U m m  6aurarx uyaec. 

Cnnenacb c uyxosmeu nepnaamt 
H JiHXCT H ~ O F H Y T &  -8, 
q ~ 0 6  BuCOKO, KOJibl&OM KpbfnaTmt 
Passoponennoe C O M K H ~ B ,  

0, e- TM npocTpancm nanepcmx 
M eme cTasHmb csoa npecvon, 
Ysnak sortn~ ,  uok n p e a t d  csepcsnxx, 
K UHW noanebecbm, open! 

3451pm m~~aba, noTyxn!xu a MOPC JIC'P, 
0 wowx ovax aepnyn HX nepsosxanxadl cse~? 
H -Ob b CIMRWfOCTM R M C H b R  
Coepan, H s suxpb c ~ p y m n  qemi n o ~ a a n e n b ~ ?  



Pacnnanm B xaoce pasneabna JWIK anox? 
KTO XaanbtX aonb n 0 6 e ~  B YCTORX mra XQP~MT? 
M m e -  OFHCMCT B K p y F a X  YCTaBHWC B ~ P S ~ T ?  
KTO D Konecnmuy snpm 3ou H n e ~ a ?  
l! Y ~ R  6pasm K O H C ~  ne D ~ Y C T H T  p y ~ a ?  

Tu, 3poc JI~OCTM, HI snpm!  H ~u--somaua,  
Ybfi npax cyaed H nnek asueaaeT ~onec~saua?  
0, nnamnnntk ouar, ~ a n m  sne3nnidi pok, 
K ~ K  cTaa baboue~,  somnbnoa urpok 
KocTpa nanaero ~ n e ~ o w t x  ~ e w o k  nouba,-- 
~ P H ~ J I H S H T ~ C ~ ~ ,  KPWaCb, K CBRTOMy CPCXOTOYbP 
Bcenenc~ok rn6em,-- wpbwiam R m e k  
Onacnee noxHyTb, H yuepe~b  C B R T C ~ ~ !  

U c aam, K ~ U W  n p e m e ,  
Tysltanxue nyra, -- 
BU, ~ e m e ,  noeisnue, 
napnare bepera, -- 
R c m ~  H O Y ~ O R  niobosw, 
HCTOMO~ nempaca, 
K ~ K  b y n ~ o  -0k K p O B W  
Moek b e r ~ i ~  p e ~ a !  

U, pesi orneciulonam 
Mepqamuwx ~ U C T ~ H H ,  
f l  -- ssesnnadr cea nan noHam 
x W I a r o 9 ~ ~  HHSHH ! 



Appendix: Eros 14 

BSFP~CTHT K Y L ( H P O T B O ~ C U - ~ C ~  
Bce rmny W R T ~  na MpaMop c e ~ b  , - 
H B 0 6 m ~  nywmx n o ~ o a e n ~  
BOSMHHT C B O ~  S ~ M H C ~ J I  o b n e u b .  

OnnoÜ nym a msym cary 
3 a ~ ~ n e ~  o r o n b  caoefi HeuTu-- 
H pyxnez B sepxanbnyir, snary 
ïtonwt~ok 6amxeR c BUCOTH. 

3a~ew, YTO TH, KTO odne~aemb 
nueno8 uaeTnxx moacmx cepneu, 
Mx narnek ~ p o s m  n m a e m b ,  
O ~euon-7Kan0, 3poc-q~?u ! 



Appendix: Eros 15 

Bcnomnan: ~ a t  a oKonaosanHobt cany... 
Ho ~ s o k  O ~ J I H K  6~ CO woR, a ~ o e u  6peay. 

HHIU H CBCTCA, npoxow FI H nom, -- 
Ozxarr n a ~  caeTnocTb aeapym Moa. 




